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        HYPOCRISY of Fossil Fuel Moral Policing : Germany’s Coal Love and the Blacklisting of Australia
Posted: February 20, 2021 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climate Change, Climate science, Climategate, Climatism, Energiewende, Energy, Energy Poverty, Fossil Fuels, HELE | Tags: Angela Merkel, Australia, Climate Change, Climatism, coal, Energiewende, Energy, Energy Poverty, environment, Fossil Fuels, HELE, India, Scott Morrison, Vijay Jayaraj  | Leave a comment
        
          
            
          
        

        The Uniper HELE (High Energy Low Emission) coal-power plant Datteln 4. Photographer: Marcel Kusch/picture alliance via Getty Images

        

        “We get a tax credit if we build a lot of wind farms.

        That’s the only reason to build them.

        They don’t make sense without the tax credit.

        –– Warren Buffett

        “Renewable energy technologies simply won’t work;

        we need a fundamentally different approach.”

        –– Top Google engineers

        “Suggesting that renewables will let us phase rapidly off fossil fuels

        in the United States, China, India, or the world as a whole

        is almost the equivalent of believing in the Easter Bunny and Tooth Fairy.

        –– James Hansen

        (The Godfather of AGW alarmism / former NASA climate chief)

        •

        Vijay Jayaraj is a Research Contributor for the Cornwall Alliance for the Stewardship of Creation and resides in Bengaluru, India. He received his M.Sc in Environmental Science from the University of East Anglia (UEA), England. His first hand experience of the controversy within the climate fraternity came when he was a graduate student at UEA, which also houses the Climatic Research Unit – the heart of the Climategate scandal in 2009. (Climategate: Emails leaked from personal accounts of alarmist climate scientists revealed their attempts to deliberately exaggerate the warming rate in the 20th century).

        His subsequent journey in understanding the reality of the climatic system made him espouse the position of climate realism, a position that views climate in terms of the real-world climate measurements (that shows no signs of dangerous increase) and not through the lenses of faulty forecasts that predict a climate apocalypse. He advocates for the use of fossil fuels in developing countries, the very same energy sources that lifted the Western society out of poverty in the last two centuries.

        In this exclusive op-ed written for Climatism blog, Vijay illustrates the brazen hypocrisy of the climate-obsessed Western mainstream media, vilifying conservative leaders such as Australia’s PM Scott Morrison for supporting fossil fuels and coal, while remaining silent on – ‘green’ energy darling of the Left – Angela Merkel’s ramping up of coal-fired power stations in order to negate the disastrous economic and environmental fallout from her countries disastrous 500 billion Euro (failed) Energiewende experiment.

        From a perspective of humanity, Vijay highlights the deadly importance of utilising cheap, reliable fossil fuels in order to lift billions of people in developing countries out of abject poverty by allowing an estimated 1.3 billion of them to experience actual electricity. According to the Washington Post, “around the world, 1.3 billion people lack access to electricity. More than 600 million are in sub-Saharan Africa, and more than 300 million are in India alone.” 

        As well, Vijay recognises the undeniable need for advanced societies to maintain their use of cheap, reliable and clean fossil fuel technologies, such as HELE, in order to maintain economic wealth, keep the lights on, as well to maintain environmental health. After all, the greatest threat to the environment is not affluence, it is poverty. The border between Haiti and Dominican Republic, a fine example. See : UN Carbon Regime Would Devastate Humanity And The Environment

        
          
            
          
        

        DISASTER divided : Two countries, one island, life-and-death differences

        

        Mainstream Media’s Hypocrisy of Blacklisting Australia

        By Vijay Jayaraj

        
          
        
        In 2020 alone, German Chancellor Angela Merkel approved the use of six supercritical HELE coal fire-powered stations in the country. 

        As a stage when the Paris agreement conveners are looking up to Germany to represent itself as a leader in emission reduction, the opening up of coal plants comes across as a slap in the face of the agreement between Berlin and Paris. 

        When a nation like Germany, touted as the global leader in ‘clean’ energy, can open up new coal plants, why can’t economies like Australia do the same? 

        Why are the left and the greenies branding Australia as a “fossil badboy”? Are only leftists and developed European nations entitled to reliable and affordable power from fossil fuels?

        Germany Chancellor and Fossil Hypocrisy

        Germany is a leading economy, not just in Europe, but in the world. But that status is under threat as the country’s political leadership is struggling with its obsession for “clean” energy and the increasing pressure to provide energy access at an affordable rate. 

        Though being touted as the global leader in renewable energy, the country failed miserably in fulfilling its emission reduction targets during recent years and made headlines across the globe for its failure. Despite setting aside $580 billion in expenses to transform its energy systems away from fossil, the country could not achieve its own emission reduction targets. 

        This year, the country’s premier Merkel went a step further to upgrade her dismal record in keeping promises and embraced fossil fuels. 

        Unable to meet the growing energy needs, she had no option but to approve the activation of six state-of-the-art HELE supercritical coal-fired power stations in Germany’s Datteln, Lünen, Hamburg, Stade, and Schkopau.

        
          
            
          
        

        State-of-the-art HELE supercritical coal-fired power stations in Germany’s Datteln

        Surprisingly, the chancellor did not go through the same treatment that some of her counterparts in other parts of the world are going through for embracing fossil fuels!

        Mocking Australia’s Coal Embrace is Heights of Hypocrisy

        In contrast to the treatment Merkel enjoys in the global mainstream media, Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison has been the subject of ridicule for his open embrace of fossil fuels, especially coal. 

        The global mainstream media’s treatment of the Australian PM is nothing but blatant hypocrisy! While leaders like Angela Merkel are allowed to use fossils, those like Morrison are ridiculed for doing the same. 

        In fact, the hypocrisy becomes more intense when considers the total CO2 emissions from different countries so far! Australia is ranked 16th but Germany is ranked 6th. China, who are currently being praised for their announcement of carbon neutrality target, stands number one in the ranking for total CO2 emissions. 

        Make no mistake, CO2 emission is not a bad thing! But the fact that the leftist’s mainstream media chose to blacklist few political leaders while allow others to run scot-free exposes their hypocrisy. 

        Media Morphing the Importance of Australian Coal as Evil

        Moreover, the leftists seldom care about the lives of millions in Asia who directly depend on Australian coal. Though countries like India and China have abundant coal reserves, they still depend on Australian coal to meet domestic energy needs.

        In addition to fueling their energy plants, Australian coal—which is a cleaner form of black anthracite coal—is the preferred fuel in their steel plants. Australian coal production increase is partly induced by the soaring export demands from developing nations like India and China, and even developed economies like Japan.

        

        In 2019, Australia’s total coal export was valued at $64 billion, with Japan alone buying $17 billion worth of coal. China bought coal worth $13.7 billion and India $10.5 billion. Ironically, the host of Paris agreement, France, took in $0.6 billion worth of coal from Australia in 2019. 

        In fact, the energy sectors of these coal import countries are highly sensitive to disruptions in supply of Australian coal. This was evident recently when a ban on import of Australian coal—due to the on-going political tensions between China and Australia—plunged thousands of homes into darkness in China. 

        Institute of Public Affairs in India estimates that Australian coal could help 82 million Indians access electricity. In a nation where hundreds of millions are yet to experience uninterrupted power supply, Australian coal supply could be vital. 

        And it is not just the foreign economies that benefit from Australian coal. Coal is mined in every state in Australia and it is one of the country’s economic lifeline. In 2019, It was responsible for 56% of the nation’s electricity requirements. 

        Estimates indicate that the Australian economy has been strongly supported by 9,100 million tonnes of black coal and about 2,300 million tonnes of brown coal since the 1700s. Mining and resources have been a key contributor to Australia’s economic growth, according to 2019 National Accounts data by the Australian Bureau of Statistics.

        Instead of broadcasting actual benefit of superior grade Australian coal in Asia Pacific, the liberal mainstream media has branded Australia’s coal sector as evil and cast Prime Minister Morrison as the villain in their anti-fossil propaganda drama. To rub salt on the wound, they’ve cast climate hypocrites in Europe as climate saviors. 

        If the CO2 emissions are the real concern—to the climate alarmists—then they must actually promote Australian coal and clean coal technology like the HELE supercritical coal technology that emit 30 percent less CO2. 

        Rather, the failure of support for high grade Australian coal and the HELE technology has revealed the alarmist’s and left’s unwillingness to the rising cost of energy prices from renewables or the huge financial burden non-fossil technologies are having on the economies and the industries which act as their backbone.

        Author: Vijay Jayaraj is an environmental researcher and commentator on climate and energy issues globally. He graduated with a Master’s in Environmental Science from the University of East Anglia, which was home to the infamous Climategate scandal. 
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        UN Says The US Is The Most Successful Major Country in Carbon [Dioxide] Emissions Reduction
Posted: January 9, 2021 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Carbon Dioxide, Climate Change, CO2, Global Warming, Trump, UN | Tags: Carbon Dioxide, carbon dioxide emissions, Climate Change, CO2, Global Warming, Trump  | 1 Comment
        
          
            
              
                Fact Check : True

                1. https://climatism.blog/2020/02/13/how-dare-he-united-states-led-entire-world-in-reducing-co₂-emissions-in-2019/

                2. https://climatism.blog/2018/07/12/trumps-america-records-the-lowest-co2-emissions-in-70-years-climatism/

                

                
                  
                
                

              

            

          

          
            Climate Change Sanity

            
              

              The UN released its global emissions and carbon report last month.  The U.S. is the most successful major country at mitigating its own pollution carbon dioxide (CO2).  So successful according to a Forbes posting written by Ellen Wald titled “The U.N. Says America Is Already Cutting So Much Carbon It Doesn’t Need the Paris Climate Accord”. 

              

              

              “According to the report,

              “The United States of America emits 13 per cent of global GHG emissions.” Comparatively, “China emits more than one-quarter of global GHG emissions.” The U.S. still contributes the most greenhouse gas emissions per capita in the world, but, over the last decade, the country’s GHG emissions have been in decline (0.4 per cent per year). “Greenhouse gas emissions per capita in the U.S. are dropping precipitously while those of China, India and Russia continue to rise. With the world’s most successful economy (over $21 trillion in 2019), it is…

            

            View original post 293 more words
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        CHRISTMAS Massacre : Reindeers Slaughtered For Solar ‘Energy’
Posted: December 25, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climatism, Solar | Tags: Climate Change, Massacre, Reindeers, solar  | 1 Comment
        
          
            
            
              The Killing Fields
            
          
        

        Once upon a time, the ‘Killing the earth to save it’ meme was perhaps a little hard to quantify. This latest atrocity to ‘power’ the planet seems questionable.

        Merry Christmas.

        
          
            
              
                Waiting to see how the Climate Activists explain this. "It was a massacre, he stressed: “Those animals had no way of escape… they were confined within the property’s walls” and the forest that should have afforded them some protected has been denuded." https://t.co/PNfHwHQJC4
— lbruning (@lbruning2) December 24, 2020
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        THERE Are Liars, Damn Liars And The United Nations
Posted: December 16, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Alarmism Debunked, Climate Change, UN, UNEP, UNFCCC | Tags: Alarmism, Climate Change, Climate Crisis, UN  | Leave a comment
        
          
            
              
                Once again, who are the real climate change ‘deniers’?

                Great article by Dr. John Happs, packed with actual science and data that destroys the UN’s repetitive and dangerous ‘climate crisis’ madness…

              

            

          

          
            PA Pundits - International

            
              
                TonyfromOz prefaces:

                This is a Guest Post by An Australian Scientist, Doctor John Happs who has an academic background in the geosciences with special interests in climate, and paleoclimate. He has been a science educator at several universities in Australia and overseas.

              

              

              By Dr. John Happs

              When it comes to telling whoppers about climate change, weather extremes and any number of climate-related catastrophes, the United Nations has no equal. Their latest (2020) report proves this beyond any doubt.

              Recently released is the UN’s report, dramatically titled: “Human Cost of Disasters: An Overview of the Last 20 Years (2000-2019). This report stems from the United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNDRR) and its Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters (CRED).

              https://www.undrr.org/publication/human-cost-disasters-overview-last-20-years-2000-2019

              The report Foreword tells us that:

              
                “This report focuses primarily on the staggering rise in climate-related disasters over the last twenty years.”

              

              This is followed by the…

            

            View original post 1,859 more words
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        West Coast Fires Are Worsened by Bad Policy, Not Climate Change — Chris Martz
Posted: December 3, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Bushfires, Climate Change, Wildfires | Tags: Bushfires, Climate Change, Wildfires  | 1 Comment
        
          
        
        
          Anytime there is an extreme weather or weather-related event, there never seems to be a shortage of people who immediately blame man-made climate change. You can bet your hard earned dollar that any individual who makes such obscure claims without providing any further background information, has a bit of trouble in the critical thinking department. […]
West Coast Fires Are Worsened by Bad Policy, Not Climate Change — Chris Martz
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        ‘Moderate to strong’ La Niña weather event develops in the Pacific
Posted: October 30, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climate Change   | Leave a comment
        
          
            
              
                Mother Nature determining our short-term weather and long-term climate outcomes? Preposterous! /sarc

              

            

          

          
            Tallbloke's Talkshop

            
               Credit: concernusa.org

              Even the normally alarmist BBC has to admit that ‘a La Niña event normally exerts a cooling influence on the world’. Add in a deep solar minimum and things could get interesting, with varying regional effects.

              – – –

              A moderate to strong La Niña weather event has developed in the Pacific Ocean, according to the World Meteorological Organization (WMO).

              The naturally occurring phenomenon results in the large scale cooling of ocean surface temperature, says BBC News.

              This La Niña, which is set to last through the first quarter of 2021, will likely have a cooling effect on global temperatures.

              But it won’t prevent 2020 from being one of the warmest years on record.

              La Niña is described as one of the three phases of the weather occurrence known as the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO).

              This includes the warm phase called El Niño, the cooler La Niña…

            

            View original post 216 more words
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        Study Suggests No More CO2 Warming
Posted: October 27, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climate Change, CO2, Science | Tags: Carbon Dioxide, Climate Change, Climate science, CO2, Global Warming  | 1 Comment
        
          
            
              
                Solid CO2 science by even more solid scientists that you will-not-see published anywhere on the climate-theory-obsessed mainstream media.

                Why? Because, man-made ‘global warming’ aka ‘climate change’ was never about “saving the planet” or the “environment”, rather the ultimate power grab for Malthusians and deep-green misanthropic global elites since, at least, the 1970’s.

                Their initial, and ongoing agenda to demonise invisible trace gas, and plant food Carbon Dioxide — the byproduct of 90+% of all global (real) energy output — in order to control ALL industry, sovereign nations and the lives, livelihoods and freedoms of every human on the planet.

                Control CO2, and you control the world.
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              By David Wojick, Ph.D. ~

              Precision research by physicists William Happer and William van Wijngaarden has determined that the present levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide and water vapor are almost completely saturated. In radiation physics the technical term “saturated” implies that adding more molecules will not cause more warming.

              In plain language this means that from now on our emissions from burning fossil fuels could have little or no further impact on global warming. There would be no climate emergency.  No threat at all. We could emit as much CO2 as we like; with no effect.

              This astounding finding resolves a huge uncertainty that has plagued climate science for over a century. How should saturation be measured and what is its extent with regard to the primary greenhouse gases?

              In radiation physics the term “saturation” is nothing like the simple thing we call saturation in ordinary…

            

            View original post 636 more words
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        Eco-Anxiety : A Dangerous And Unscientific Doomsday Construct
Posted: October 15, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climate Crisis, Climate Emergency, Climate Fraud, Climatism, Ecofascism, mainstream media alarmism | Tags: Adolescent Mental Health, Child Mental Health, Climate alarmism, Climate Change, Climate Change Alarmism, Climatism, Eco-anxiety, Election 2020, Greta Thunberg, Mainstream media, mainstream media alarmism, Marxism, Neo Marxism, Socialism  | Leave a comment
        
          
          
            Eco-anxiety: A dangerous and unscientific doomsday construct | CFACT
          
        
        “Radical Climate fanatics are basically ignorant and lazy followers who want someone powerful and convincing to tell them what to think and how to believe. Climate fanaticism is a religion; not science.”

        – Michael Detrick

        “MUCH that passes as idealism is disguised

        hatred or disguised love of power.”

        – Bertrand Russell

        •••

        A must read insight into the tragic and costly deception that is climate change alarmism. A tool of power used by our mainstream media, and ruling-class-elite in order to brainwash our children to become the next legion of radical, Leftist (Neo-Marxist) useful idiots.

        *

        via CFACT :

        Eco-anxiety: A dangerous and unscientific doomsday construct

        By Vijay Raj Jayaraj  |October 14th, 2020|Environment|15 Comments

        “Eco-anxiety” is now a popular term. It is being increasingly used in the media to describe an anxiety condition resulting from the fears about the coming environmental destruction.

        Climate Xchange for example, defines Eco-anxiety as a “feeling of stress, grief, helplessness, and fear of uncertainty associated with the grim outlook for our climatic and ecological systems if business continues as usual.” The American Psychological Association defines Eco-anxiety as “a chronic fear of environmental doom.” 

        In essence, it is a psychological condition wherein people are anxious about earth’s future and the changes in climate due to burning of fossil fuels. The mainstream media has been harping around the idea of eco-anxiety for quite sometime now. Interestingly, it has been associated more with the climate fears of the school-going generation. 

        The coverage of the student climate strike movement and dramatic speeches by celebrity child activists like Greta Thunberg has only added momentum to the eco-anxiety phenomenon among the younger generations. 

        A survey of 2000 children in the UK found out that 58 percent of them were worried about the impact of climate change on their lives. It also revealed that 1 in 5 of those children had nightmares about climate change. 

        The root of the eco-anxiety condition is the belief that the climate system is doomed because of anthropogenic global warming, a belief which depends entirely on predictions about the future state of climate. 

        But how much of these supposedly trustworthy predictions are actually trustworthy? Can eco-anxiety be justified and promoted on the basis of the available evidence?

        Greenhouse Gases: Earth’s Temperature Control Knob, or Are they?

        Among the various Greenhouse Gases (GHG) blamed for climate change, carbon dioxide (CO2) is one of the key gases. Climate doomsayers believe that CO2 emission from anthropogenic energy sources are driving temperatures to dangerous levels and are likely to cause global catastrophe if CO2 emissions are not reduced. 

        However, this popular belief has failed to stand the test of time. While it is true that human GHG emissions do impact atmospheric temperatures, the extent to which they do is still unclear to scientists. 

        The world’s atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations rose rapidly between 2000 and 2019. But the change in Global Average Temperatures (GAT) did not follow the same rapid pattern. Instead, satellite temperature measurement show that GAT has remained largely stable since the year 2000, increasing at a rate that is much slower than the warming rate displayed between 1979 to 2000. 

        What Do We Know About Climate Predictions

        The discrepancies between CO2 concentrations and the anticipated warming rates led scientists to admit that their computer climate models are faulty and incapable of reflecting real world temperature changes. 

        The models were originally designed to be highly sensitive to the increases in the atmospheric CO2 concentrations, and therefore consistently predicted higher than actual temperatures. Scientists term this as “hypersensitivity” of models to CO2.

        The faulty nature of computer climate models (and their hypersensitivity) were testified before the U.S. House Committee on Science, Space & Technology in 2017. More recent analysis in 2020 revealed that these models exaggerate the warming rate by 4 to 5 times higher than the actual observations (1998 to 2014). Some models show a warming rate that is as much as 10 times higher than the actual warming rate. 

        These are the very same models that the alarmists and mainstream media use to scare us about the future warming. In fact, the model predictions are the primary justification used for the climate doomsday theory. 

        Unfortunately, the models have not been corrected for their errors in the past decade, and remain highly faulty. Even the next generation of climate models—known as CMIP6—are highly inaccurate with their prediction, exaggerating the warming rate similar to levels of their predecessor models. 

        Other False Fears about Climate

        Though central to the climate doomsday movement, temperature has been just one of the many issues that the alarmists want us to be anxious about. Their scare-mongering has been centered around other factors that are influenced by climate. But sadly, they too do not stand a chance against ground reality.

        Melting Poles: It is often said that the on-going global warming is melting the Arctic and Antarctic at unprecedented rates. But the truth is that the ice extent at both the poles are currently at some of the highest levels for the 10,000-year period. Besides, multiple claims about Arctic being ice-free did not come to pass and the fake news peddlers continue to deceive the masses. 

        Dying Polar Bears: When it comes to the emotional claims about the extinction of various species, it is again evident that illegal hunting and encroachment have been responsible for the decrease in population numbers, and not climate change or seasonal variations. Through conservation efforts, various popular species like Tiger and Polar bear have made a comeback in the wild. 

        Extreme Weather Events: Contrary to media lies, there has been no significant increase in extreme weather events owing to climate change. The United Nations—considered to be the chief authority on climate change—says that there is no significant correlation between temperature increase and extreme weather events.

        Almost all the major scare-mongering about the climate and the ecosystem are false. If anything, the world has become a better place in the past 100 years, with unprecedented improvement in energy, agriculture, technology and management practices which has enabled us to efficiently utilize the natural resources for the benefit of society. 

        The notion that we are in a climate emergency or that we are headed towards a climate doomsday is completely unscientific and amateurish. Unfortunately, it has resulted in mass hysteria about climate, plunging millions of children and uninformed adults into an anxiety conditions that could have been averted. 

        *

        
          
            
          
        

        Author Vijay Raj Jayaraj“Vijay Jayaraj (M.Sc., Environmental Science, University of East Anglia, England), is an Environmental Researcher based in New Delhi, India. He served as a Graduate Research Assistant at the University of British Columbia, Canada and has worked in the fields of Conservation, Climate change and Energy.”

        *

        Read more excellent articles at CFACT and PA Pundits International.
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        THE Climatism Tip Jar – Support The Fight Against Dangerous, Costly and Unscientific Climate Alarm

        (Climate sceptics/rationalists still waitin’ for that “big oil” cheque to arrive in the mail!)

        Help us to hit back against the bombardment of climate lies costing our communities, economies and livelihoods far, far too much.

        Thanks to all those who have donated. Your support and faith in Climatism is highly motivating and greatly appreciated!

        Citizen journalists can’t rely on mastheads, rather private donations and honest content. 

        Click link for more info…

        Many thanks, Jamie.

        
          
            
          
        

        (NB// The PayPal account linked to “Climatism” is “Five-O-Vintage”)
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        MUST READ : The Potential Power Of Politicians Is Astounding
Posted: October 14, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climate Change, Science, Socialism | Tags: Climate Change, Democrats, Eco-socialism, Election 2020, science, Science and Environment, Socialism  | 3 Comments
        
          
            
              
                “If ever there was an illustrated article to share with your doubting friends, this may be it. As they say a picture can be worth a 1000 words.” Amen, to that…

                

                

              

            

          

          
            PA Pundits - International

            
              By Dr. Jay Lehr~

              “Combating The Climate Crisis and Pursuing Environmental Justice” is the title of the segment of the 2020 democratic platform that, if ever successfully implemented could send America back to the days before the industrial revolution. It’s nearly 3000 words opens with the following paragraph.

              “Climate change is a global emergency. We have no time to waste in taking action to protect Americans’ lives and futures. The last four years have seen record-breaking storms, devastating wildfires, and historic floods. Urban and rural communities alike have suffered tens of billions dollars in economic losses. Dams have failed catastrophically in Michigan. Farmers’ crops have been drowned in their fields across the Midwest. Coastal communities from Florida to New Jersey are facing an existential crisis as a result of sea level rise and stronger storms. Thousands of Americans have died. And President Trump still callously and willfully denies the…

            

            View original post 512 more words
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        GREAT BARRIER REEF : Still Colourful Corals and Curious Fish
Posted: October 1, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Alarmism Debunked, Alarmist media, Climate Alarmism, Climatism, Coral Bleaching, Education, Fact Check, Great Barrier Reef | Tags: Cairns, Climate Change, Climatism, Clint Hempsall, Coral Bleaching, Dr Jennifer Marohasy, Global Warming, Great Barrier Reef, IPA, JCU, nature, Ribbon Reef, science, Terry Hughes  | 3 Comments
        
          
          
            Healthy Reef, Healthy Truth, Healthy Society
          
        
        

        “BLIND trust in authority
is the greatest enemy of the truth.”

        – Albert Einstein

        ***

        AS many of you may have read from twitter, I’ve decided to back-off, temporarily, from the constancy of battle against the Left’s ideological crusade against science and reason, in favour of completing my degree in psychology/counselling. A modality that will, most probably, be in ‘yuge’ demand in the coming years, following the Left’s most recent assault on your freedoms and existence, COVID-19. A mutation of the common coronavirus that just happens to fall in a US election year. A natural mutation that has a survival rate of 99.97% (globally). In my country, Australia, the average age-of-death-by-covid is 83. The average age of mortality in Australia is 82, and yet, in Victoria, we are suffering the most draconian lockdown measures in-the-world. The mind boggles…unless you’re a socialist, of course.

        SO, in an effort to soothe our collective wounded COVID souls, at the same time, help soothe the ails of the constant barrage of impetuous climate alarmism, set aside twelve minutes of your precious time to view some of the incredible work done by (GBR-climate-science-hero) Jennifer Marohasy, as she documents, with Emmy Award winning cameraman Clint Hempsall, the pristine, Great Barrier Reef, for all to marvel.

        Enjoy and best,

        Jamie

        ***

        Via Email (1/10/20)

        (Climatism bolds)

        via Dr Jennifer Marohasy 

        Researcher, Writer & Filmmaker

        
          
            
          
        

        Keeping You in the Loop

        Many of the media headlines that give the impression the Great Barrier Reef is a ruin are based on aerial surveys by one man.  The same Terry Hughes who incorrectly claimed the inshore reefs off-Bowen are now mud-flat. Paid not by an oil company, but rather the long-suffering Australian taxpayer through generous research grants, he gets to sit in a light aircraft and fly at about 300 metres altitude every few years and determine (by looking out the window) that the corals are badly bleached.  

        Hughes is a myth maker.  The Great Barrier Reef is still beautiful. There are still colourful corals and curious fish.  

        Earlier this year, I went to the Ribbon reefs with Emmy Award winning cameraman Clint Hempsall in search of death and bleaching. Instead we found so much life as I explain in my second short film, just yesterday uploaded to a new page at the Institute of Public Affairs’ website: 

        
          
            
              Great Barrier Reef
            

          

        
        The short film will only take 12 minutes of your time. The music was all composed by local Noosa guitarist Mungo Coats.   

        At the Ribbons, in January, the waters were so warm, the corals so colourful and the fish not at all frightened of me.   In fact, as you will see in the film – a giant cod fish looked me in the eye, and more than once!  He came back to me, again and again.  We swam together.  It was magical. 

        For me, the Ribbons at the Great Barrier Reef, are the most special and awe-inspiring place on this planet.   I was so privileged to dive them with Clint Hempsall and so much thanks to Mungo Coats for putting it all to music. 

        
          
            
              Great Barrier Reef
            

          

        
        Thanks for caring.

        Sincerely,

        Dr Jennifer Marohasy 

        Researcher, Writer & Filmmaker

        *

        What is the true state of the Great Barrier Reef? If you asked most Australians, they’d say the Great Barrier Reef is at risk of imminent collapse from climate change. It was for questioning this claim, and the quality of science behind it, that eventually led to Dr Peter Ridd being sacked from James Cook University.

        In January 2020, Emmy Award winning cameraman Clint Hempsall, and IPA Senior Fellow Jennifer Marohasy decided to find out. They spent a week exploring the Ribbon Reefs 250kms to the north east of Cairns in search of coral bleaching – the process of corals turning white as a result of warmer water temperature, which climate scientists say is being caused by climate change. Some argue 60% of the coral at the Ribbon Reefs was irretrievably bleached in 2016.

        
          
          
            CLICK TO PLAY : https://ipa.org.au/greatbarrierreef
          
        
        If there was extensive bleaching back then, Jennifer and Clint couldn’t find much evidence of it in January this year. What they did find was healthy corals, curious clown fish, a giant potato cod, reef sharks, and an underwater cave. Indeed, much of the coral Clint filmed was growing vertically and would thus be invisible to the aerial surveys underpinning the bleaching scare.

        The Ribbon Reefs have coral gardens hanging over underwater cliff-faces that drop 2,000 metres to the sea floor – all washed over twice a day by the warm waters of the South Pacific. There are ten such coral reefs in far north Queensland where they grow over the top of the north eastern edge of Australia’s continental shelf.

        
          
        
        •••

        GBR Related :

        	
            ALARMISTS U-TURN : Scientists Confirm Great Barrier Reef Is Recovering From Bleaching, Again | Climatism
          
	
            GREAT BARRIER REEF SCIENTIST : Coral Can Take The Heat, Unlike ‘Experts’ Crying Wolf | Climatism
          


        MORE GBR :

        	
            HEART of A Nation: Cockatoo Reef, Queensland | Climatism
          


        	
            GREAT BARRIER REEF Hysteria : Exaggerated Claims And Blatant Falsehoods, Designed To Spread Fear And Belief In A Man-Made Climate Apocalypse | Climatism
          
	
            THE Great Barrier Reef is thriving, not dying! (local experts / dive-boat operators) | Climatism
          
	
            Great Barrier Reef Expert : Don’t Trust Climate Alarmists | Climatism
          
	Great Barrier Reef in near pristine condition: dive boat operators | Climatism
	“Dying” Reef Actually Growing | Climatism
	UNESCO ‘Green’ Lights The Reef – Activists Exposed As Liars And Frauds | Climatism
	Not Dead Yet: Great Barrier Reef Coral Cover Up 19 Per Cent In Three Years | Climatism


        GBR Must Read :

        	Falling Sea Level: The Critical Factor in 2016 Great Barrier Reef Bleaching! | Climatism (MUST READ)


        •••

        THE Climatism Tip Jar – Support The Fight Against Dangerous, Costly and Unscientific Climate Alarm

        (Climate sceptics/rationalists still waitin’ for that “big oil” cheque to arrive in the mail!)

        Help us to hit back against the bombardment of climate lies costing our communities, economies and livelihoods far, far too much.

        Thanks to all those who have donated. Your support and faith in Climatism is highly motivating and greatly appreciated!

        Citizen journalists can’t rely on mastheads, rather private donations and honest content. 

        Click link for more info…

        Many thanks, Jamie.

        
          
            
          
        

        (NB// The PayPal account linked to “Climatism” is “Five-O-Vintage”)
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        THE Politics Of ‘Change’ : Democrats, Fires and The Climate Misinformation Campaign
Posted: September 12, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Marxism, NeoMarxism | Tags: Bushfires, Cliamtism, Climate Change, Democrats, Fox News, Global Warming, Los Angeles Fires, Marxism, Neo-Marxism, NeoMarxism, Politics, Tucker Carlson, Wildfires  | 1 Comment
        
          
          
            Tucker Carslon : Democrats, fires and the climate misinformation campaign – YouTube
          
        
        *

        Another, must watch via Tucker Carlson Tonight (Show your kids this) :

        
          
            
          

          
            (20) Tucker: Democrats, fires and the climate misinformation campaign – YouTube
          
        
        •••

        SEE also :

        LEST WE FORGET : The Gulag Archipelago confirmed the horrors of the Soviet Union and Marxist collectivist ideology | Climatism

        LETTING The Mask Slip : We Are All Mere Pawns Of A COVID19 Political Game | Climatism

        ESSAY : The Challenge of Marxism | Climatism
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        LETTING The Mask Slip : We Are All Mere Pawns Of A COVID19 Political Game
Posted: September 12, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climatism, Coronavirus, Politics, Socialism | Tags: California, Coronavirus, COVID19, Daniel Andrews, Gavin Newsom, LA County, Politics, Schools, The Science, Victoria  | 8 Comments
        
          
          
            Dr Barbara Ferrer – Director, Los Angeles County Department of Public Health
          
        
        *

        THERE has not been a single case, globally, of a school-aged child, shedding COVID-19 onto another student, or a teacher, resulting in a single death. So, why are schools not open in the USA, or Victoria, Australia?

        
          
            
          
        

        
          
        
        *

        SURELY, ‘Get Trump’ politics is not to blame?

        CHECK for yourself, then…

        SEE from 6:06 (re; education), or alternatively watch Ingraham’s entire episode :

        

        
          
          
            Laura Ingraham alleges Democrats trying to keep Americans from ‘pursuit of happiness’ | Fox News
          
        
        •••

        PS// Please excuse new formatting, or errors. Worpdress has a new ridiculous “block technology” that I’m yet to fully become accustomed with, if ever. Strange tech. Thx, JWS.

        COVID 19 related :

        COVID19 : 30 Minutes Of Pristine Reality | Climatism

        SEE Also :

        	
            COVID19 = CLIMATE CHANGE : The More Afraid You Are, The More You Will Accept | Climatism
          
	
            ESSAY : The Challenge of Marxism | Climatism
          
	
            LEST WE FORGET : The Gulag Archipelago confirmed the horrors of the Soviet Union and Marxist collectivist ideology | Climatism
          
	
            2019 KOMO News Special : Seattle Is Dying | Climatism
          
	
            CHAZ : The World Welcomes Its Newest Country | Climatism
          
	
            US RIOTS : Restoring order | Climatism
          
	
            FROM Terrorism to Climatism to Pandemism | Climatism
          
	
            COVID19 : Totalitarianism Doesn’t Shock Us Anymore | Climatism
          


        COVID 1984 related :

        	
            SWEDEN : The Winning Case Against COVID-19 Lockdown Dystopia | Climatism
          


        	
            COVID1984 : No More Recorded Influenza Cases In Australia | Climatism
          
	
            This Is Not About A Virus | Climatism
          
	
            FROM Terrorism to Climatism to Pandemism | Climatism
          
	
            MUST READ : End New York City’s Lockdown Now! | Climatism
          
	
            PLANDEMIC Part 1 (Dr. Judy Mikovits) | Climatism (Must watch)
          
	
            COVID19 : Totalitarianism Doesn’t Shock Us Anymore | Climatism
          
	
            MUST READ : A Wizard of Oz Virus – The COVID19 Hoax | Climatism
          
	
            COVID19 : A Must Watch | Climatism
          
	
            COVID18 : 80,000 Died Of The Flu Last Winter (2018) In The USA. Highest Death Count In Decades | Climatism
          
	
            CORONA-PANIC : A Fiasco In The Making? | Climatism
          


        FOR the latest AU government information on COVID19 :

        	Coronavirus (COVID-19) health alert | Australian Government Department of Health


        ANXIETY? Need to speak to someone?

        	Anxiety, depression and suicide prevention support – Beyond Blue
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        COVID19 : 30 Minutes Of Pristine Reality
Posted: September 9, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Coronavirus | Tags: Coronavirus, COVID19, Hoax  | 2 Comments
        
          
          
            Coronavirus 😱
          
        
        “Of all tyrannies a tyranny sincerely

        exercised for the good of its victims

        may be the most oppressive.”

        – C. S. Lewis

        ***

        A Must Watch…

        The question is, why don’t our taxpayer-funded ‘experts’ or ‘scientists’ have such a measured response, in relation to known data?

        H/t @joshjourno
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        SEE Also :

        COVID19 = CLIMATE CHANGE : The More Afraid You Are, The More You Will Accept | Climatism

        	
            ESSAY : The Challenge of Marxism | Climatism
          
	
            LEST WE FORGET : The Gulag Archipelago confirmed the horrors of the Soviet Union and Marxist collectivist ideology | Climatism
          
	
            2019 KOMO News Special : Seattle Is Dying | Climatism
          
	
            CHAZ : The World Welcomes Its Newest Country | Climatism
          
	
            US RIOTS : Restoring order | Climatism
          
	
            FROM Terrorism to Climatism to Pandemism | Climatism
          
	
            COVID19 : Totalitarianism Doesn’t Shock Us Anymore | Climatism
          


        COVID 1984 related :

        	
            SWEDEN : The Winning Case Against COVID-19 Lockdown Dystopia | Climatism
          


        	
            COVID1984 : No More Recorded Influenza Cases In Australia | Climatism
          
	
            This Is Not About A Virus | Climatism
          
	
            FROM Terrorism to Climatism to Pandemism | Climatism
          
	
            MUST READ : End New York City’s Lockdown Now! | Climatism
          
	
            PLANDEMIC Part 1 (Dr. Judy Mikovits) | Climatism (Must watch)
          
	
            COVID19 : Totalitarianism Doesn’t Shock Us Anymore | Climatism
          
	
            MUST READ : A Wizard of Oz Virus – The COVID19 Hoax | Climatism
          
	
            COVID19 : A Must Watch | Climatism
          
	
            COVID18 : 80,000 Died Of The Flu Last Winter (2018) In The USA. Highest Death Count In Decades | Climatism
          
	
            CORONA-PANIC : A Fiasco In The Making? | Climatism
          


        FOR the latest AU government information on COVID19 :

        	Coronavirus (COVID-19) health alert | Australian Government Department of Health


        ANXIETY? Need to speak to someone?

        	Anxiety, depression and suicide prevention support – Beyond Blue
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        THE Impossibility of Windmills
Posted: September 9, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climate Change, Unreliables, Wind Farms | Tags: Climate Change, Climatism, unreliables, Windmills  | Leave a comment
        
          
            
              
                “The impossibility of windmills”. Nuff said…

              

            

          

          
            NOT A LOT OF PEOPLE KNOW THAT

            
              By Paul Homewood

              

              Jan Smelik has sent me his video about windmills in the Netherlands.

              

              It presents the impossibility of relying on wind power in a very visual and graphic way:

               

              

              

            

            View original post
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        HOW Climatism Destroyed California
Posted: August 27, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: California, Climate Change, Climatism, Energy Poverty, Green Energy, Green New Deal, Socialism, Solar, Unreliables, Wind Farms | Tags: California, Climatism, Energy Poverty, Fuel Poverty, Gavin Newsom, Green Energy Poverty, Green New Deal, Jerry Brown, Marxism, Socialism, Solar panels, unreliables, Wind Energy, Wind Farms, Windmills  | Leave a comment
        
          
            
              
                

                
                  
                  
                    ‘Green’ Energy Poverty | California
                  
                
                

                

                “California was the experiment, and now it is the proof: environmentalism is worse for ‘social justice’ than any degree of climate change is.

                

                

                Environmentalism is the indulgent fantasy of remote political elites and their self-serving business backers. If California doesn’t prove this, what would?”

                

                

                — Ben Pile (Spiked Online)

                

                

                Read it all…

                

              

            

          

          
            Science Matters

            
              

              Ben Pile writes at Spiked The problem in California is poverty, not climate change. Excerpts in italics with my bolds.

              The heatwaves and the fires are natural – the electricity blackouts are not.

              Events leading up to today’s power cuts follow a bizarre history. The fact that advanced economies need a continuous supply of power is well understood. Yet for three decades, the political agenda, dominated by self-proclaimed ‘progressives’, has put lofty green idealism before security of supply and before the consumer’s interest in reasonable prices. Even if the heatwaves experienced by California were caused by climate change, are their direct effects worse than the loss of electricity supply?

              California’s green and tech billionaires, and its business and political elites, certainly seem to think so. But they are largely protected from reality by vast wealth, private security, gated estates, and battery banks. The high cost of…

            

            View original post 498 more words
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        COVID19 = CLIMATE CHANGE : The More Afraid You Are, The More You Will Accept
Posted: August 25, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climate Change, Climatism, Coronavirus | Tags: Climate Change, Coronavirus, Fear, November 2020, Tucker Carlson  | 2 Comments
        
          
          
            (7) Tucker: When do we get America back? – YouTube
          
        
        

        “For Dr Tedros, and Bill Gates, Pandemic and climate change share a very different connection. Both are useful pretexts for mass social control. Both are essentially, unsolvable crisis’ they can harness to bypass Democracy and force powerless populations to obey their commands.” – Tucker Carlson

        ***

        IF you watch anything today, watch this.

        Tucker Carlson, ties in the obvious. COVID-19 is nothing more than another excuse to control you and your family. A condensed version of the Climate Change scam, that apparently failed to control you destroy your life, fast enough.

        “The more afraid you are, the more you will accept.”
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        SEE also :

        	
            ESSAY : The Challenge of Marxism | Climatism
          
	
            LEST WE FORGET : The Gulag Archipelago confirmed the horrors of the Soviet Union and Marxist collectivist ideology | Climatism
          
	
            2019 KOMO News Special : Seattle Is Dying | Climatism
          
	
            CHAZ : The World Welcomes Its Newest Country | Climatism
          
	
            US RIOTS : Restoring order | Climatism
          
	
            FROM Terrorism to Climatism to Pandemism | Climatism
          
	
            COVID19 : Totalitarianism Doesn’t Shock Us Anymore | Climatism
          


        COVID 1984 related :

        	
            SWEDEN : The Winning Case Against COVID-19 Lockdown Dystopia | Climatism
          


        	
            COVID1984 : No More Recorded Influenza Cases In Australia | Climatism
          
	
            This Is Not About A Virus | Climatism
          
	
            FROM Terrorism to Climatism to Pandemism | Climatism
          
	
            MUST READ : End New York City’s Lockdown Now! | Climatism
          
	
            PLANDEMIC Part 1 (Dr. Judy Mikovits) | Climatism (Must watch)
          
	
            COVID19 : Totalitarianism Doesn’t Shock Us Anymore | Climatism
          
	
            MUST READ : A Wizard of Oz Virus – The COVID19 Hoax | Climatism
          
	
            COVID19 : A Must Watch | Climatism
          
	
            COVID18 : 80,000 Died Of The Flu Last Winter (2018) In The USA. Highest Death Count In Decades | Climatism
          
	
            CORONA-PANIC : A Fiasco In The Making? | Climatism
          


        FOR the latest AU government information on COVID19 :

        	Coronavirus (COVID-19) health alert | Australian Government Department of Health


        ANXIETY? Need to speak to someone?

        	Anxiety, depression and suicide prevention support – Beyond Blue
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        ESSAY : The Challenge of Marxism
Posted: August 19, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climatism, Communism, Socialism | Tags: Biden, Black Lives Matter, Climatism, Damo, Damo Pelham, Democracy, Engels, Identity Politics, Liberalism, Marx, Marxism, November 2020, Obama, Political Correctness, Socialism, Wokeness, Yoram Hazony  | Leave a comment
        

        
          
          The Challenge of Marxism – Quillette

        

        

        

        “How is it we allowed the left to control our media,

        tech companies, education systems,

        entertainment and every aspect of
 thought control available?”

        – Damo Pelham

        “The best way to escape this trap is to recognize the movement presently seeking to overthrow liberalism for what it is: an updated version of Marxism. I do not say this to disparage anyone. I say this because it is true. And because recognizing this truth will help us understand what we are facing.” – Yoram Hazony

        ***

        SINCE reading this incredible essay, have been incessantly thinking about, and searching for an intro that would give justice. 

        Finally found it from, of all places, Twitter. But, not from any verified, or a ‘democratically’ elected representative. Rather, from a genuine bastion of free-speech and equality, whom I heartily follow on Twitter. “Damo Pelham” is his avatar name, common sense, logic and reason, his game. As simple as that. Such simplicity, a sorely missed attribute in today’s hyper-polarised and, deliberately-confusing to you, political discourse. 

        Damo tweets: 

        
          “How is it we allowed the left to control our media, tech companies, education systems, entertainment and every aspect of thought control available?”

          https://twitter.com/DamoPelham/status/1295942737326268417?s=20

        

        A very good question. One that perhaps requires some serious thought and detail, in order to unpack.

        *

        A long read. Break it up, if time is pressing. But, do see it through. It is a highly enlightening read, in a time when ‘Enlightenment’ (reason) is being literally and figuratively torched within months, not years or decades. 

        Furloughing political intrigue, the following is a masterful piece of writing that will, like it did with me, take you on a really nice journey of how writing to think, and thinking to affect, is done. Perhaps …

        Enjoy.

        JWS

        *

        via Quillette :

        
          Published on August 16, 2020
        

        The Challenge of Marxism

        
          written by Yoram Hazony
        

        	
	The Challenge of Marxism – Quillette
	


        I. The collapse of institutional liberalism

        For a generation after the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, most Americans and Europeans regarded Marxism as an enemy that had been defeated once and for all. But they were wrong. A mere 30 years later, Marxism is back, and making an astonishingly successful bid to seize control of the most important American media companies, universities and schools, major corporations and philanthropic organizations, and even the courts, the government bureaucracy, and some churches. As American cities succumb to rioting, arson, and looting, it appears as though the liberal custodians of many of these institutions—from the New York Times to Princeton University—have despaired of regaining control of them, and are instead adopting a policy of accommodation. That is, they are attempting to appease their Marxist employees by giving in to some of their demands in the hope of not being swept away entirely.

        We don’t know what will happen for certain. But based on the experience of recent years, we can venture a pretty good guess. Institutional liberalism lacks the resources to contend with this threat. Liberalism is being expelled from its former strongholds, and the hegemony of liberal ideas, as we have known it since the 1960s, will end. Anti-Marxist liberals are about to find themselves in much the same situation that has characterized conservatives, nationalists, and Christians for some time now: They are about to find themselves in the opposition.

        This means that some brave liberals will soon be waging war on the very institutions they so recently controlled. They will try to build up alternative educational and media platforms in the shadow of the prestigious, wealthy, powerful institutions they have lost. Meanwhile, others will continue to work in the mainstream media, universities, tech companies, philanthropies, and government bureaucracy, learning to keep their liberalism to themselves and to let their colleagues believe that they too are Marxists—just as many conservatives learned long ago how to keep their conservatism to themselves and let their colleagues believe they are liberals.

        This is the new reality that is emerging. There is blood in the water and the new Marxists will not rest content with their recent victories. In America, they will press their advantage and try to seize the Democratic Party. They will seek to reduce the Republican Party to a weak imitation of their own new ideology, or to ban it outright as a racist organization. And in other democratic countries, they will attempt to imitate their successes in America. No free nation will be spared this trial. So let us not avert our eyes and tell ourselves that this curse isn’t coming for us. Because it is coming for us.

        In this essay, I would like to offer some initial remarks about the new Marxist victories in America—about what has happened and what’s likely to happen next.

        II. The Marxist framework

        Anti-Marxist liberals have labored under numerous disadvantages in the recent struggles to maintain control of liberal organizations. One is that they are often not confident they can use the term “Marxist” in good faith to describe those seeking to overthrow them. This is because their tormentors do not follow the precedent of the Communist Party, the Nazis, and various other political movements that branded themselves using a particular party name and issued an explicit manifesto to define it. Instead, they disorient their opponents by referring to their beliefs with a shifting vocabulary of terms, including “the Left,” “Progressivism,” “Social Justice,” “Anti-Racism,” “Anti-Fascism,” “Black Lives Matter,” “Critical Race Theory,” “Identity Politics,” “Political Correctness,” “Wokeness,” and more. When liberals try to use these terms they often find themselves deplored for not using them correctly, and this itself becomes a weapon in the hands of those who wish to humiliate and ultimately destroy them.

        The best way to escape this trap is to recognize the movement presently seeking to overthrow liberalism for what it is: an updated version of Marxism. I do not say this to disparage anyone. I say this because it is true. And because recognizing this truth will help us understand what we are facing.

        The new Marxists do not use the technical jargon that was devised by 19th-century Communists. They don’t talk about the bourgeoisie, proletariat, class struggle, alienation of labor, commodity fetishism, and the rest, and in fact they have developed their own jargon tailored to present circumstances in America, Britain, and elsewhere. Nevertheless, their politics are based on Marx’s framework for critiquing liberalism (what Marx calls the “ideology of the bourgeoisie”) and overthrowing it. We can describe Marx’s political framework as follows:

        
          1. Oppressor and oppressed
 Marx argues that, as an empirical matter, people invariably form themselves into cohesive groups (he calls them classes), which exploit one another to the extent they are able. A liberal political order is no different in this from any other, and it tends toward two classes, one of which owns and controls pretty much everything (the oppressor); while the other is exploited, and the fruit of its labor appropriated, so that it does not advance and, in fact, remains forever enslaved (the oppressed). In addition, Marx sees the state itself, its laws and its mechanisms of enforcement, as a tool that the oppressor class uses to keep the regime of oppression in place and to assist in carrying out this work.

          2. False consciousness

          Marx recognizes that the liberal businessmen, politicians, lawyers, and intellectuals who keep this system in place are unaware that they are the oppressors, and that what they think of as progress has only established new conditions of oppression. Indeed, even the working class may not know that they are exploited and oppressed. This is because they all think in terms of liberal categories (e.g., the individual’s right to freely sell his labor) which obscure the systematic oppression that is taking place. This ignorance of the fact that one is an oppressor or oppressed is called the ruling ideology (Engels later coined the phrase false consciousness to describe it), and it is only overcome when one is awakened to what is happening and learns to recognize reality using true categories.

          3. Revolutionary reconstitution of society
 Marx suggests that, historically, oppressed classes have materially improved their conditions only through a revolutionary reconstitution of society at large—that is, through the destruction of the oppressor class, and of the social norms and ideas that hold the regime of systematic oppression in place. He even specifies that liberals will supply the oppressed with the tools needed to overthrow them. There is a period of “more or less veiled civil war, raging within existing society, up to the point where that war breaks out into open revolution” and the “violent overthrow” of the liberal oppressors. At this point, the oppressed seize control of the state.

          4. Total disappearance of class antagonisms

          Marx promises that after the oppressed underclass takes control of the state, the exploitation of individuals by other individuals will be “put to an end” and the antagonism between classes of individuals will totally disappear. How this is to be done is not specified.

        

        Marxist political theories have undergone much development and elaboration over nearly two centuries. The story of how “neo-Marxism” emerged after the First World War in the writings of the Frankfurt School and Antonio Gramsci has been frequently told, and academics will have their hands full for many years to come arguing over how much influence was exerted on various successor movements by Michel Foucault, post-modernism, and more. But for present purposes, this level of detail is not necessary, and I will use the term “Marxist” in a broad sense to refer to any political or intellectual movement that is built upon Marx’s general framework as I’ve just described it. This includes the “Progressive” or “Anti-Racism” movement now advancing toward the conquest of liberalism in America and Britain. This movement uses racialist categories such as whites and people of color to describe the oppressors and the oppressed in our day. But it relies entirely on Marx’s general framework for its critique of liberalism and for its plan of action against the liberal political order. It is simply an updated Marxism.

        III. The attraction and power of Marxism

        Although many liberals and conservatives say that Marxism is “nothing but a great lie,” this isn’t quite right. Liberal societies have repeatedly proved themselves vulnerable to Marxism, and now we are seeing with our own eyes how the greatest liberal institutions in the world are being handed over to Marxists and their allies. If Marxism is nothing but a great lie, why are liberal societies so vulnerable to it? We must understand the enduring attraction and strength of Marxism. And we will never understand it unless we recognize that Marxism captures certain aspects of the truth that are missing from Enlightenment liberalism.

        Which aspects of the truth?

        Marx’s principal insight is the recognition that the categories liberals use to construct their theory of political reality (liberty, equality, rights, and consent) are insufficient for understanding the political domain. They are insufficient because the liberal picture of the political world leaves out two phenomena that are, according to Marx, absolutely central to human political experience: The fact that people invariably form cohesive classes or groups; and the fact that these classes or groups invariably oppress or exploit one another, with the state itself functioning as an instrument of the oppressor class.

        My liberal friends tend to believe that oppression and exploitation exist only in traditional or authoritarian societies, whereas liberal society is free (or almost free) from all that. But this isn’t true. Marx is right to see that every society consists of cohesive classes or groups, and that political life everywhere is primarily about the power relations among different groups. He is also right that at any given time, one group (or a coalition of groups) dominates the state, and that the laws and policies of the state tend to reflect the interests and ideals of this dominant group. Moreover, Marx is right when he says that the dominant group tends to see its own preferred laws and policies as reflecting “reason” or “nature,” and works to disseminate its way of looking at things throughout society, so that various kinds of injustice and oppression tend to be obscured from view.

        For example, despite decades of experimentation with vouchers and charter schools, the dominant form of American liberalism remains strongly committed to the public school system. In most places, this is a monopolistic system that requires children of all backgrounds to receive what is, in effect, an atheistic education stripped clean of references to God or the Bible. Although liberals sincerely believe that this policy is justified by the theory of “separation of church and state,” or by the argument that society needs schools that are “for everyone,” the fact is that these theories justify what really is a system aimed at inculcating their own Enlightenment liberalism. Seen from a conservative perspective, this amounts to a quiet persecution of religious families. Similarly, the pornography industry is nothing but a horrific instrument for exploiting poor women, although it is justified by liberal elites on grounds of “free speech” and other freedoms reserved to “consenting adults.” And in the same way, indiscriminate offshoring of manufacturing capacity is considered to be an expression of property rights by liberal elites, who benefit from cheap Chinese labor at the expense of their own working-class neighbors.

        No, Marxist political theory is not simply a great lie. By analyzing society in terms of power relations among classes or groups, we can bring to light important political phenomena to which Enlightenment liberal theories—theories that tend to reduce politics to the individual and his or her private liberties—are systematically blind.

        This is the principal reason that Marxist ideas are so attractive. In every society, there will always be plenty of people who have reason to feel they’ve been oppressed or exploited. Some of these claims will be worthy of remedy and some less so. But virtually all of them are susceptible to a Marxist interpretation, which shows how they result from systematic oppression by the dominant classes, and justifies responding with outrage and violence. And those who are troubled by such apparent oppression will frequently find themselves at home among the Marxists.

        Of course, liberals have not remained unmoved in the face of criticism based on the reality of group power relations. Measures such as the US Civil Rights Act of 1964 explicitly outlawed discriminatory practices against a variety of classes or groups; and subsequent “Affirmative Action” programs sought to strengthen underprivileged classes through quotas, hiring goals, and other methods. But these efforts have not come close to creating a society free from power relations among classes or groups. If anything, the sense that “the system is rigged” in favor of certain classes or groups at the expense of others has only grown more pronounced.

        Despite having had more than 150 years to work on it, liberalism still hasn’t found a way to persuasively address the challenge posed by Marx’s thought.

        IV. The flaws that make Marxism fatal

        We’ve looked at what Marxist political theory gets right and why it’s such a powerful doctrine. But there are also plenty of problems with the Marxist framework, a number of them fatal.

        The first of these is that while Marxism proposes an empirical investigation of the power relations among classes or groups, it simply assumes that wherever one discovers a relationship between a more powerful group and a weaker one, that relation will be one of oppressor and oppressed. This makes it seem as if every hierarchical relationship is just another version of the horrific exploitation of black slaves by Virginia plantation owners before the Civil War. But in most cases, hierarchical relationships are not enslavement. Thus, while it is true that kings have normally been more powerful than their subjects, employers more powerful than their employees, and parents more powerful than their children, these have not necessarily been straightforward relations of oppressor and oppressed. Much more common are mixed relationships, in which both the stronger and the weaker receive certain benefits, and in which both can also point to hardships that must be endured in order to maintain it.

        The fact that the Marxist framework presupposes a relationship of oppressor and oppressed leads to the second great difficulty, which is the assumption that every society is so exploitative that it must be heading toward the overthrow of the dominant class or group. But if it is possible for weaker groups to benefit from their position, and not just to be oppressed by it, then we have arrived at the possibility of a conservative society: One in which there is a dominant class or loyalty group (or coalition of groups), which seeks to balance the benefits and the burdens of the existing order so as to avoid actual oppression. In such a case, the overthrow and destruction of the dominant group may not be necessary. Indeed, when considering the likely consequences of a revolutionary reconstitution of society—often including not only civil war, but foreign invasion as the political order collapses—most groups in a conservative society may well prefer to preserve the existing order, or to largely preserve it, rather than to endure Marx’s alternative.

        This brings us to the third failing of the Marxist framework. This is the notorious absence of a clear view as to what the underclass, having overthrown its oppressors and seized the state, is supposed to do with its newfound power. Marx is emphatic that once they have control of the state, the oppressed classes will be able to end oppression. But these claims appear to be unfounded. After all, we’ve said that the strength of the Marxist framework lies in its willingness to recognize that power relations do exist among classes and groups in every society, and that these can be oppressive and exploitative in every society. And if this is an empirical fact—as indeed it seems to be—then how will the Marxists who have overthrown liberalism be able use the state to obtain the total abolition of class antagonisms? At this point, Marx’s empiricist posture evaporates, and his framework becomes completely utopian.

        When liberals and conservatives talk about Marxism being “nothing but a big lie,” this is what they mean. The Marxist goal of seizing the state and using it to eliminate all oppression is an empty promise. Marx did not know how the state could actually bring this about, and neither have any of his followers. In fact, we now have many historical cases in which Marxists have seized the state: In Russia and Eastern Europe, China, North Korea, and Cambodia, Cuba and Venezuela. But nowhere has the Marxists’ attempt at a “revolutionary reconstitution of society” by the state been anything other than a parade of horrors. In every case, the Marxists themselves form a new class or group, using the power of the state to exploit and oppress other classes in the most extreme ways—up to and including repeated recourse to murdering millions of their own people. Yet for all this, utopia never comes and oppression never ends.

        Marxist society, like all other societies, consists of classes and groups arranged in a hierarchical order. But the aim of reconstituting society and the assertion that the state is responsible for achieving this feat makes the Marxist state much more aggressive, and more willing to resort to coercion and bloodshed, than the liberal regime it seeks to replace.

        V. The dance of liberalism and Marxism

        It is often said that liberalism and Marxism are “opposites,” with liberalism committed to freeing the individual from coercion by the state and Marxism endorsing unlimited coercion in pursuit of a reconstituted society. But what if it turned out that liberalism has a tendency to give way and transfer power to Marxists within a few decades? Far from being the opposite of Marxism, liberalism would merely be a gateway to Marxism.

        A compelling analysis of the structural similarities between Enlightenment liberalism and Marxism has been published by the Polish political theorist Ryszard Legutko under the title The Demon in Democracy: Totalitarian Temptations in Free Societies (2016). A subsequent book by Christopher Caldwell, The Age of Entitlement (2020), has similarly documented the manner in which the American constitutional revolution of the 1960s, whose purpose was to establish the rule of liberalism, has in fact brought about a swift transition to a “Progressive” politics that is, as I’ve said, a version of Marxism. With these accounts in mind, I’d like to propose a way of understanding the core relationship that binds liberalism and Marxism to one another and makes them something other than “opposites.”

        Enlightenment liberalism is a rationalist system built on the premise that human beings are, by nature, free and equal. It is further asserted that this truth is “self-evident,” meaning that all of us can recognize it through the exercise of reason alone, without reference to the particular national or religious traditions of our time and place.

        But there are difficulties with this system. One of these is that, as it turns out, highly abstract terms such as freedom, equality, and justice cannot be given stable content by means of reason alone. To see this, consider the following problems:

        
          1. If all men are free and equal, how is it that not everyone who wishes to do so may enter the United States and take up residence there?

          By reason alone, it can be argued that since all men are free and equal, they should be equally free to take up residence in the United States. This appears straightforward, and any argument to the contrary will have to depend on traditional concepts such as nation, state, territory, border, citizenship, and so on—none of which are self-evident or accessible to reason alone.

          2. If all men are free and equal, how is it that not everyone who wants to may register for courses at Princeton University?

          By reason alone, it can be argued that if all are free and equal, they should be equally free to register for courses at Princeton on a first come, first served basis. This, too, appears straightforward. Any argument to the contrary will have to depend on traditional concepts such as private property, corporation, freedom of association, education, course of study, merit, and so on. And, again, none of this is self-evident.

          3. If all men are free and equal, how can you justify preventing a man who feels he is a woman from competing in a women’s track and field competition in a public school?

          By reason alone, it can be said that since all are free and equal, a man who feels he is a woman should be equally free to compete in a women’s track and field competition. Any argument to the contrary will have to depend on traditional concepts of such as man, woman, women’s rights, athletic competition, competition class, fairness, and so on, none of which is accessible to reason alone.

        

        Such examples can be multiplied without end. The truth is that reason alone gets us almost nowhere in settling arguments over what is meant by freedom and equality. So where does the meaning of these terms come from?

        I’ve said that every society consists of classes or groups. These stand in various power relations to one another, which find expression in the political, legal, religious, and moral traditions that are handed down by the strongest classes or groups. It is only within the context of these traditions that we come to believe that words like freedom and equality mean one thing and not another, and to develop a “common sense” of how different interests and concerns are to be balanced against one another in actual cases.

        But what happens if you dispense with those traditions? This, after all, is what Enlightenment liberalism seeks to do. Enlightenment liberals observe that inherited traditions are always flawed or unjust in certain ways, and for this reason they feel justified in setting inherited tradition aside and appealing directly to abstract principles such as freedom and equality. The trouble is, there is no such thing as a society in which everyone is free and equal in all ways. Even in a liberal society, there will always be countless ways in which a given class or group may be unfree or unequal with respect to the others. And since this is so, Marxists will always be able to say that some or all of these instances of unfreedom and inequality are instances of oppression.

        Thus the endless dance of liberalism and Marxism, which goes like this:

        
          1. Liberals declare that henceforth all will be free and equal, emphasizing that reason (not tradition) will determine the content of each individual’s rights.

          2. Marxists, exercising reason, point to many genuine instances of unfreedom and inequality in society, decrying them as oppression and demanding new rights.

          3. Liberals, embarrassed by the presence of unfreedom and inequality after having declared that all would be free and equal, adopt some of the Marxists’ demands for new rights.

          4. Return to #1 above and repeat.

        

        Of course, not all liberals give in to the Marxists’ demands—and certainly not on every occasion. Nevertheless, the dance is real. As a generalized view of what happens over time, this picture is accurate, as we’ve seen throughout the democratic world over the last 70 years. Liberals progressively adopt the critical theories of the Marxists over time, whether the subject is God and religion, man and woman, honor and duty, family, nation, or anything else.

        A few observations, then, concerning this dance of liberalism and Marxism:

        First, notice that the dance is a byproduct of liberalism. It exists because Enlightenment liberalism sets freedom and equality as the standard by which government is to be judged, and describes the individual’s power of reason alone, independent of tradition, as the instrument by which this judgment is to be obtained. In so doing, liberalism creates Marxists. Like the sorcerer’s apprentice, it constantly calls into being individuals who exercise reason, identify instances of unfreedom and inequality in society, and conclude from this that they (or others) are oppressed and that a revolutionary reconstitution of society is necessary to eliminate the oppression. It is telling that this dynamic is already visible during the French Revolution and in the radical regimes in Pennsylvania and other states during the American Revolution. A proto-Marxism was generated by Enlightenment liberalism even before Marx proposed a formal structure for describing it a few decades later.

        Second, the dance only moves in one direction. In a liberal society, Marxist criticism brings many liberals to progressively abandon the conceptions of freedom and equality with which they set out, and to adopt new conceptions proposed by Marxists. But the reverse movement—of Marxists toward liberalism—seems terribly weak in comparison. How can this be? If Enlightenment liberalism is true, and its premises are indeed “self-evident” or a “product of reason,” it should be the case that under conditions of freedom, individuals will exercise reason and reach liberal conclusions. Why, then, do liberal societies produce a rapid movement toward Marxist ideas, and not an ever-greater belief in liberalism?

        The key to understanding this dynamic is this: Although liberals believe their views are “self-evident” or the “product of reason,” most of the time they are actually relying on inherited conceptions of what freedom and equality are, and inherited norms of how to apply these concepts to real-world cases. In other words, the conflict between liberalism and its Marxist critics is one between a dominant class or group wishing to conserve its traditions (liberals), and a revolutionary group (Marxists) combining criticial reasoning with a willingness to jettison all inherited constraints to overthrow these traditions. But while Marxists know very well that their aim is to destroy the intellectual and cultural traditions that are holding liberalism in place, their liberal opponents for the most part refuse to engage in the kind of conservatism that would be needed to defend their traditions and strengthen them. Indeed, liberals frequently disparage tradition, telling their children and students that all they need is to reason freely and “draw your own conclusions.”

        The result is a radical imbalance between Marxists, who consciously work to bring about a conceptual revolution, and liberals whose insistence on “freedom from inherited tradition” provides little or no defense—and indeed, opens the door for precisely the kinds of arguments and tactics that Marxists use against them. This imbalance means that the dance moves only in one direction, and that liberal ideas tend to collapse before Marxist criticism in a matter of decades.

        VI. The Marxist endgame and democracy’s end 

        Not very long ago, most of us living in free societies knew that Marxism was not compatible with democracy. But with liberal institutions overrun by “Progressives” and “Anti-Racists,” much of what was once obvious about Marxism, and much of what was once obvious about democracy, has been forgotten. It is time to revisit some of these once-obvious truths.

        Under democratic government, violent warfare among competing classes and groups is brought to an end and replaced by non-violent rivalry among political parties. This doesn’t mean that power relations among loyalty groups come to an end. It doesn’t mean that injustice and oppression come to an end. It only means that instead of resolving their disagreements through bloodshed, the various groups that make up a given society form themselves into political parties devoted to trying to unseat one another in periodic elections. Under such a system, one party rules for a fixed term, but its rivals know they will get to rule in turn if they can win the next election. It is the possibility of being able to take power and rule the country without widespread killing and destruction that entices all sides to lay down their weapons and take up electoral politics instead.

        The most basic thing one needs to know about a democratic regime, then, is this: You need to have at least two legitimate political parties for democracy to work. By a legitimate political party, I mean one that is recognized by its rivals as having a right to rule if it wins an election. For example, a liberal party may grant legitimacy to a conservative party (even though they don’t like them much), and in return this conservative party may grant legitimacy to a liberal party (even though they don’t like them much). Indeed, this is the way most modern democratic nations have been governed.

        But legitimacy is one of those traditional political concepts that Marxist criticism is now on the verge of destroying. From the Marxist point of view, our inherited concept of legitimacy is nothing more than an instrument the ruling classes use to perpetuate injustice and oppression. The word legitimacy takes on its true meaning only with reference to the oppressed classes or groups that the Marxist sees as the sole legitimate rulers of the nation. In other words, Marxist political theory confers legitimacy on only one political party—the party of the oppressed, whose aim is the revolutionary reconstitution of society. And this means that the Marxist political framework cannot co-exist with democratic government. Indeed, the entire purpose of democratic government, with its plurality of legitimate parties, is to avoid the violent reconstitution of society that Marxist political theory regards as the only reasonable aim of politics.

        Simply put, the Marxist framework and democratic political theory are opposed to one another in principle. A Marxist cannot grant legitimacy to liberal or conservative points of view without giving up the heart of Marxist theory, which is that these points of view are inextricably bound up with systematic injustice and must be overthrown, by violence if necessary. This is why the very idea that a dissenting opinion—one that is not “Progressive” or “Anti-Racist”—could be considered legitimate has disappeared from liberal institutions as Marxists have gained power. At first, liberals capitulated to their Marxist colleagues’ demand that conservative viewpoints be considered illegitimate (because conservatives are “authoritarian” or “fascist”). This was the dynamic that brought about the elimination of conservatives from most of the leading universities and media outlets in America.

        But by the summer of 2020, this arrangement had run its course. In the United States, Marxists were now strong enough to demand that liberals fall into line on virtually any issue they considered pressing. In what were recently liberal institutions, a liberal point of view has likewise ceased to be legitimate. This is the meaning of the expulsion of liberal journalists from the New York Times and other news organisations. It is the reason that Woodrow Wilson’s name was removed from buildings at Princeton University, and for similar acts at other universities and schools. These expulsions and renamings are the equivalent of raising a Marxist flag over each university, newspaper, and corporation in turn, as the legitimacy of the old liberalism is revoked.

        Until 2016, America sill had two legitimate political parties. But when Donald Trump was elected president, the talk of his being “authoritarian” or “fascist” was used to discredit the traditional liberal point of view, according to which a duly elected president, the candidate chosen by half the public through constitutional procedures, should be accorded legitimacy. Instead a “resistance” was declared, whose purpose was to delegitimize the president, those who worked with him, and those who voted for him.

        I know that many liberals believe that this rejection of Trump’s legitimacy was directed only at him, personally. They believe, as a liberal friend wrote to me recently, that when this particular president is removed from office, America will be able to return to normal.

        But nothing of the sort is going to happen. The Marxists who have seized control of the means of producing and disseminating ideas in America cannot, without betraying their cause, confer legitimacy on any conservative government. And they cannot grant legitimacy to any form of liberalism that is not supine before them. This means that whatever President Trump’s electoral fortunes, the “resistance” is not going to end. It is just beginning.

        With the Marxist conquest of liberal institutions, we have entered a new phase in American history (and, consequently, in the history of all democratic nations). We have entered the phase in which Marxists, having conquered the universities, the media, and major corporations, will seek to apply this model to the conquest of the political arena as a whole.

        How will they do this? As in the universities and the media, they will use their presence within liberal institutions to force liberals to break the bonds of mutual legitimacy that bind them to conservatives—and therefore to two-party democracy. They will not demand the delegitimization of just President Trump, but of all conservatives. We’ve already seen this in the efforts to delegitimize the views of Senators Josh Hawley, Tom Cotton, and Tim Scott, as well as the media personality Tucker Carlson and others. Then they will move on to delegitimizing liberals who treat conservative views as legitimate, such as James Bennet, Bari Weiss, and Andrew Sullivan. As was the case in the universities and media, many liberals will accommodate these Marxist tactics in the belief that by delegitimizing conservatives they can appease the Marxists and turn them into strategic allies.

        But the Marxists will not be appeased because what they’re after is the conquest of liberalism itself—already happening as they persuade liberals to abandon their traditional two-party conception of political legitimacy, and with it their commitment to a democratic regime. The collapse of the bonds of mutual legitimacy that have tied liberals to conservatives in a democratic system of government will not make the liberals in question Marxists quite yet. But it will make them the supine lackeys of these Marxists, without the power to resist anything that “Progressives” and “Anti-Racists” designate as being important. And it will get them accustomed to the coming one-party regime, in which liberals will have a splendid role to play—if they are willing to give up their liberalism.

        I know that many liberals are confused, and that they still suppose there are various alternatives before them. But it isn’t true. At this point, most of the alternatives that existed a few years ago are gone. Liberals will have to choose between two alternatives: either they will submit to the Marxists, and help them bring democracy in America to an end. Or they will assemble a pro-democracy alliance with conservatives. There aren’t any other choices.

         

        Yoram Hazony, President of the Herzl Institute in Jerusalem and author of The Virtue of Nationalism, is chairman of the Edmund Burke Foundation. Follow him on Twitter @yhazony.
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          Sweden’s Success is Kryptonite for Lockdown and Mask Advocates

          Their long term strategy is working | The Mass Illusion

        

        

        

        “The impact of Covid on the people below 50 is smaller than that of flu
 and the impact on really young people is zero for all practical purposes.
 Focus on urinating in the correct room
 which is a task adequate for your intelligence.”

        – Luboš Motl (Former Harvard Professor)

        “Of all tyrannies a tyranny sincerely

        exercised for the good of its victims

        may be the most oppressive.”

        – C. S. Lewis

        ***

        AS the indolent, Western mainstream media continues to regurgitate its Big government slogan – “we’re all in this together” – in a pathetic and patronising attempt to soften the blow against forced unemployment, stay-at-home Lockdown and mandatory mask-wearing, Sweden has come out the other end with its economy intact and its citizens as free as they were before, global Fauciism.

        THE most important takeout of the Swedish ‘experiment’ is one of freedom. The Swedish government put trust, not in Big-government policies, but rather in her people, her voters. The Swedish government refused to muzzle and subjugate its citizenry. Actual, democracy-in-action.

        SUCH freedoms allowed to its people highlight a critical moment of distinction for the neo-Marxist, political fashionistas who cite Sweden as a “great example of socialism”. No. Sweden employs ‘socialism’ through various economic levers and social principles. It does-not-forgo the most basic and inalienable right of its citizenry – freedom to be.

        THE stark difference between actual democratic freedom and AOC-fashionable-socialism-faux-freedom, cast in brilliant light by the very stance that Sweden has taken in response to the COVID-19 ‘pandemic’.

        BELOW are two fantastic reads on Sweden’s commendable and measured response to CV19. The first from a front-line Swedish Doctor. The second, from Swedish blogger, Jordan Schachtel.

        *

        PART 1

        via Science Matters :

        How bad is covid really? (A Swedish doctor’s POV)

        Posted on 10 Hours Ago by Ron Clutz


        

        
          
          How bad is covid really? (A Swedish doctor’s POV) | Science Matters

        

        

        This is a reblog of the post at Sebastian Rushworth M.D. Health and medical information grounded in science.  Excerpts in italics with my bolds.

        Ok, I want to preface this article by stating that it is entirely anecdotal and based on my experience working as a doctor in the emergency room of one of the big hospitals in Stockholm, Sweden, and of living as a citizen in Sweden. As many people know, Sweden is perhaps the country that has taken the most relaxed attitude of any towards the covid pandemic. Unlike other countries, Sweden never went in to complete lockdown. Non-essential businesses have remained open, people have continued to go to cafés and restaurants, children have remained in school, and very few people have bothered with face masks in public.

        Covid hit Stockholm like a storm in mid-March. One day I was seeing people with appendicitis and kidney stones, the usual things you see in the emergency room. The next day all those patients were gone and the only thing coming in to the hospital was covid.Practically everyone who was tested had covid, regardless of what the presenting symptom was. People came in with a nose bleed and they had covid. They came in with stomach pain and they had covid.

        Then, after a few months, all the covid patients disappeared. It is now four months since the start of the pandemic, and I haven’t seen a single covid patient in over a month. When I do test someone because they have a cough or a fever, the test invariably comes back negative. At the peak three months back, a hundred people were dying a day of covid in Sweden, a country with a population of ten million. We are now down to around five peopledying per day in the whole country, and that number continues to drop. Since people generally die around three weeks after infection, that means virtually no-one is getting infected any more. If we assume around 0.5 percent of those infected die (which I think is very generous, more on that later), then that means that three weeks back 1,000 people were getting infected per day in the whole country, which works out to a daily risk per person of getting infected of 1 in 10,000, which is miniscule. And remember, the risk of dying is at the very most 1 in 200 if you actually do get infected. And that was three weeks ago.

        Basically, covid is in all practical senses over and done with in Sweden. After four months.

        In total covid has killed under 6,000 people in a country of ten million. A country with an annual death rate of around 100,000 people. Considering that 70% of those who have died of covid are over 80 years old, quite a few of those 6,000 would have died this year anyway.That makes covid a mere blip in terms of its effect on mortality.

        That is why it is nonsensical to compare covid to other major pandemics, like the 1918 pandemic that killed tens of millions of people. Covid will never even come close to those numbers. And yet many countries have shut down their entire economies, stopped children going to school, and made large portions of their population unemployed in order to deal with this disease.

        The media have been proclaiming that only a small percentage of the population have antibodies, and therefore it is impossible that herd immunity has developed. Well, if herd immunity hasn’t developed, where are all the sick people? Why has the rate of infection dropped so precipitously? Considering that most people in Sweden are leading their lives normally now, not socially distancing, not wearing masks, there should still be high rates of infection.

        The reason we test for antibodies is because it is easy and cheap. Antibodies are in fact not the body’s main defence against virus infections. T-cells are. But T-cells are harder to measure than antibodies, so we don’t really do it clinically. It is quite possible to have T-cells that are specific for covid and thereby make you immune to the disease, without having any antibodies. Personally, I think this is what has happened. Everybody who works in the emergency room where I work has had the antibody test. Very few actually have antibodies. This is in spite of being exposed to huge numbers of infected people, including at the beginning of the pandemic, before we realized how widespread covid was, when no-one was wearing protective equipment.

        I am not denying that covid is awful for the people who do get really sick or for the families of the people who die, just as it is awful for the families of people who die of cancer, or influenza, or an opioid overdose.

        But the size of the response in most of the world (not including Sweden) has been totally disproportionate to the size of the threat.

        Sweden ripped the metaphorical band-aid off quickly and got the epidemic over and done with in a short amount of time, while the rest of the world has chosen to try to peel the band-aid off slowly. At present that means Sweden has one of the highest total death rates in the world. But covid is over in Sweden. People have gone back to their normal lives and barely anyone is getting infected any more. I am willing to bet that the countries that have shut down completely will see rates spike when they open up. If that is the case, then there won’t have been any point in shutting down in the first place, because all those countries are going to end up with the same number of dead at the end of the day anyway. Shutting down completely in order to decrease the total number of deaths only makes sense if you are willing to stay shut down until a vaccine is available. That could take years. No country is willing to wait that long.

        Covid has at present killed less than 6000 in Sweden. It is very unlikely that the number of dead will go above 7,000. An average influenza year in Sweden, 700 people die of influenza. Does that mean covid is ten times worse than influenza? No, because influenza has been around for centuries while covid is completely new. In an average influenza year most people already have some level of immunity because they’ve been infected with a similar strain previously, or because they’re vaccinated. So it is quite possible, in fact likely, that the case fatality rate for covid is the same as for influenza, or only slightly higher, and the entire difference we have seen is due to the complete lack of any immunity in the population at the start of this pandemic.

        This conclusion makes sense of the Swedish fatality numbers – if we’ve reached a point where there is hardly any active infection going on any more in Sweden in spite of the fact that there is barely any social distancing happening then that means at least 50% of the population has been infected already and have developed immunity, which is five million people. This number is perfectly reasonable if we assume a reproductive number for the virus of two: If each person infects two new, with a five day period between being infected and infecting others, and you start out with just one infected person in the country, then you will reach a point where several million are infected in just four months.

        If only 6000 are dead out of five million infected, that works out to a case fatality rate of 0.12 percent, roughly the same as regular old influenza, which no-one is the least bit frightened of, and for which we don’t shut down our societies.

        How bad is covid really? (A Swedish doctor’s POV) | Science Matters

        ***

        PART 2

        via The Mass Illusion :

        Sweden’s Success is Kryptonite for Lockdown and Mask Advocates

        Their long term strategy is working.

        by Jordan Schachtel

        Here in the United States, we have become inundated with tales of COVID-19 doom and gloom. In America, the mainstream narrative is rife with hopelessness. We are told that there is simply no way to stop this virus without repetitive lockdowns, healthy quarantine, even of asymptomatic individuals, and universal mask mandates. And even with all of those extreme policy measures put in place, the politicians and public health officials tell us that we will have to wait for a vaccine for the country to even think about our “new normal” following the COVID-19 pandemic.

        There’s one country that they don’t seem to want to talk about – Sweden. And for good reason. Sweden debunks the hysteria. Sweden shows how unnecessary all of the interventions to “fight” the virus are. Sweden shows us that a rational, evidence-based approach to the pandemic is now thriving.

        In Sweden, there’s no masks, no lockdown, no vaccine, and most importantly, no problem.

        Life has largely returned to normal in Sweden, and it all happened without the economy-destroying non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPI) demanded by the “public health expert” class, who guaranteed that chaos would come to every country that disobeyed their commands to hit the self-destruct button for their nations.

        The Swedish government has provided its advanced metrics on the COVID-19 pandemic to the public, and the data includes the ever-important statistics on actual day of death, and other useful information. I ran the numbers month by month so you can get a very clear picture of Sweden’s downward trend.

        

        In August, Sweden has registered just one death (!) with/from the coronavirus. Yes, you read that correctly. One death so far.

        For the month of July, Sweden reported 226 deaths. They’ve accounted for 805 June deaths, 1646 in May, and 2572 in April. The deaths attributed to COVID-19 went from about a 50% reduction to falling off of a cliff.

        The story is the same in the hospitals. COVID-19 is hardly registering as a blip on the radar. Sweden has reported just 4 new COVID-19 patients in their ICUs in August. The month of July saw only 52 COVID-19 patients in ICUs.

        

        It doesn’t take a math whiz to come to the conclusion that the epidemic appears to have been wrapped up in Sweden for months. It’s unclear whether this is a result of having achieved the herd immunity threshold, or if the seasonality of the virus is providing indefinite relief. But it’s become absolutely clear that Sweden’s long term pandemic strategy is working.

        Sweden did not do everything perfectly. Stockholm, like much of the West, failed to protect its nursing home population. The majority of the COVID-19 deaths in Sweden have come from the senior care population, with the average age of death (82) being the same as the average lifespan in the country. But remember, people in nursing homes are not mobile. They live in their own ecosystems and are not particularly impacted by COVID-19 policies. It was Sweden’s general population that was supposed to be plagued by their open society model to respond to the virus. We were told that the hospitals would be overrun, and that bodies of all ages would be dropping in the streets. This dystopian pandemia projection never came to fruition. Even during the worst months of the pandemic, Sweden’s general population never pressed their healthcare system. The same is true in the United States, but for whatever reason, many U.S. officials and “public health experts” have pushed the idea that everyone is equally impacted, which could not be further from the truth.

        For this pandemic, the global public health expert class threw the pandemic playbook out the window, disregarding hundreds of years of proven science on herd immunity, in order to attempt to assert human control over a submicroscopic infectious particle. It hasn’t worked, to say the least. There is no evidence anywhere in the world that lockdowns or masks have *stopped* the spread of the virus. Sweden was one of the few places where cooler heads prevailed, and the scientists realized that attempts to stop the virus would be worse than the disease itself, in the form of economic and social ruin.

        [Thanks for reading! I would be honored if you are willing to support my work and subscribe to The Mass Illusion, my newsletter for people concerned about our “new normal.”]


        Sweden’s Success is Kryptonite for Lockdown and Mask Advocates – The Mass Illusion

        ***

        SWEDEN’s ECONOMY

        SWEDEN’s Q2 GDP figures speak for themselves. The best performer in the E.U. and the U.S. :

        
          
            https://t.co/Jawh3NVO9G https://t.co/toyGpu4NBI

            — JWSpry 🇦🇶 (@JWSpry) August 6, 2020
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        USEFUL Twitter/Sweden links and data :

        WATCH…

        
          
            This is Sweden in the hight of the pandemic. They don’t have wall to wall media scaring the life out of citizens to justify their path! Relaxed & life as normal! pic.twitter.com/KhuRj0O2N6

            — Damo Pelham🦈 (@DamoPelham) August 10, 2020

          

          
          

        

        
          
            Sweden’s experts settled on a strategy that was realistic, sustainable and science-based. The intention was never to “fight” the virus but to protect the old and vulnerable.

            They have NO second wave and herd immunity. This is how Sweden is tracking for deaths per year 🧐 pic.twitter.com/vqnYJPC1GW

            — Damo Pelham🦈 (@DamoPelham) August 10, 2020
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        COVID1984 Related :

        	
            COVID1984 : No More Recorded Influenza Cases In Australia | Climatism
          
	
            This Is Not About A Virus | Climatism
          
	
            FROM Terrorism to Climatism to Pandemism | Climatism
          
	
            MUST READ : End New York City’s Lockdown Now! | Climatism
          
	
            PLANDEMIC Part 1 (Dr. Judy Mikovits) | Climatism (Must watch)
          
	
            COVID19 : Totalitarianism Doesn’t Shock Us Anymore | Climatism
          
	
            MUST READ : A Wizard of Oz Virus – The COVID19 Hoax | Climatism
          
	
            COVID19 : A Must Watch | Climatism
          
	
            COVID18 : 80,000 Died Of The Flu Last Winter (2018) In The USA. Highest Death Count In Decades | Climatism
          
	
            CORONA-PANIC : A Fiasco In The Making? | Climatism
          


        FOR the latest AU government information on COVID19 :

        	Coronavirus (COVID-19) health alert | Australian Government Department of Health


        ANXIETY? Need to speak to someone?

        	Anxiety, depression and suicide prevention support – Beyond Blue


        •••

        THE Climatism Tip Jar – Support The Fight Against Dangerous, Costly and Unscientific Climate Alarm

        (Climate sceptics/rationalists still waitin’ for that “big oil” cheque to arrive in the mail!)

        Help us to hit back against the bombardment of climate lies costing our communities, economies and livelihoods far, far too much.

        Thanks to all those who have donated. Your support and faith in Climatism is highly motivating and greatly appreciated!

        Citizen journalists can’t rely on mastheads, rather private donations and honest content. 

        Click link for more info…

        Many thanks, Jamie.

        (NB// The PayPal account linked to “Climatism” is “Five-O-Vintage”)
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        COVID1984 : No More Recorded Influenza Cases In Australia
Posted: August 9, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climatism, Coronavirus, Science | Tags: Australia, Coronavirus, COVID19, COVID1984, COVID19vic, Daniel Andrews, Fauci, Gates, Get Trump, Influenza, Lockdown, Masks, Mental Health, November 2020, Pandemic, Plandemic, science, Socialism, Suicide, Victoria, WHO  | 1 Comment
        

        
          
          COVID1984 – get TRUMP – November 3rd

        

        

        

        “Of all tyrannies a tyranny sincerely

        exercised for the good of its victims

        may be the most oppressive.”

        – C. S. Lewis

        “The whole aim of practical politics is to keep the populace alarmed
  (and hence clamorous to be led to safety)
  by menacing it with an endless series of hobgoblins,
 all of them imaginary.”

        – H.L. Mencken

        ***

        MUST READ analysis, by a concerned citizen (aka voter), of what’s really going on in the Orwellian world of COVID-19 and the politics of statistics.

        via Cairns News :

        No more recorded influenza cases in Australia

        
          AUG 9

        

        
          Posted by Editor, cairnsnews

        

         

        Letter to the Editor

        Government lies, damn lies and statistics

        Victorian Population – 6,359,000

        	COVID tests conducted – 1,633,900
	COVID cases – 11,557
	Positive cases to Victorian population – 0.18%
	Positive Case to Test Conducted Percentage – 0.70%
	COVID Deaths – 123
	Positive COVID Case Death rate – 1.06%
	COVID deaths to tests conducted – 0.0075% (read that again…)
	COVID deaths to total Victorian population: 0.0019% (read that again…)
	Median Age of COVID deaths: 82
	Australia’s life expectancy at 2017: 82.50


        There is a highly unusual occurrence in the 2020 influenza data. Based on the included charts , you will see there was a steadily increasing number of influenza cases at the start of 2020 that was almost in lockstep with the 2019 (record-breaking) influenza season. This was until March – at week 11 (when lockdown started), the influenza numbers across the country suddenly dropped off to almost zero at the same time as COVID numbers increased. The flu has remained at almost zero since (nearly 20 weeks later). Now, of course with lockdowns, increased sanitisation and social distancing, this would always reduce the spread of the flu in roughly equal proportion to the spread of COVID.

        
          Climatism note :

          KEEP in mind that the WHO states, “influenza can spread faster than COVID-19.”

          

          
            
            Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) Situation Report – 46

          

          

          

          This Is Not About A Virus | Climatism

        

        However (and here is where it gets mysterious), if the trigger for a large number of tests being conducted is people with “flu-like symptoms”, and 1.6 million COVID tests have been conducted with only 11.5k (0.7%) positive COVID cases, then by extension a reasonable portion of the 1.6 million tests should actually be the flu. Right?

        Even if we took a rather conservative estimate of only 10% of tests conducted being the actual flu, this would still equate to a bit over 160,000 flu cases (or roughly half of last year’s national flu cases) – that is a lot. It is almost as if the existence of COVID and the flu are mutually exclusive. How is this possible?

        Why is it that lab-confirmed influenza reporting has virtually stopped (not entirely but as close to stopped as you can get)?

        Influenza has been an increasingly growing concern for the government and health departments over the past 3 or so years (with a record ~300,000 lab-confirmed influenza cases last year – nationally). It killed 902 people around the country, it appears to hit the vulnerable communities in just the same way COVID does.

        So questions to be asked that the flu and COVID data raises

        	How did influenza numbers almost immediately stop at lockdown and have virtually remain flatlined since – even mid-way into peak season and even during a COVID second wave?
	Why does it look as though COVID numbers have directly replaced flu numbers, yet the positive case to test ratio is still so low (0.70%)
	If COVID remained contagious despite the implemented controls, why has the flu’s contagion rate almost completely fallen to zero?
	Of all the people who showed “flu-like” symptoms but tested negative, why do they not show up on the flu data? If they had flu-like symptoms but not COVID, then what did they have?
	Why has flu reporting stopped, and what are the implications of not having continuity in flu reporting, [for] long term healthcare planning and management?
	Who stands to gain by not reporting the flu during COVID?
	What agendas are playing out on the absence of flu data as a reasonable and reliable baseline?
	If COVID cases are still occurring (second wave), should there not be an equal/corresponding spike in regular flu cases (in line with the symptomatic but negative COVID tests) from people moving around?
	If the flu has almost completely disappeared and has for the most part been replaced by COVID, will we ever be free of COVID? And further, if this is now the case, what is the acceptable target of COVID cases in circulation before we can get “back to normal”?
	If contact tracing and tracking the spread of a new virus that symptomatically looks like the flu is important, why would the flu not be tested at the same time as covid to map how the flu is transmitting and behaving alongside COVID?
	Is testing for flu not equally as important and responsible so people who test negative to covid but positive to the flu still operate safely in public?


        Flu Data References

        2020 Jan to Jul – https://www1.health.gov.au/internet/main/publishing.nsf/Content/cda-surveil-ozflu-flucurr.htm?fbclid=IwAR3yGuMtEjjH1xyCdY_W0M2en2ShnNJrmOwho5UYN3PIdxG0JSDAfzD50PU

        2019 Data – https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/us-data/?fbclid=IwAR1myF727emKxZWc3yFi7gWfW_ILvToDV4sx2Gg3pQ1Aam0QzIQxhfbvFCw

        We also need to know…

        	How many people who tested positive for Covid had had the flu injection ?
	How many people who tested negative for Covid had had the flu injection?


        from Brian Jones,

        No more recorded influenza cases in Australia | Cairns News

        (Climatism bolds)
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        COVID1984 Related :

        	
            This Is Not About A Virus | Climatism
          
	
            FROM Terrorism to Climatism to Pandemism | Climatism
          
	
            MUST READ : End New York City’s Lockdown Now! | Climatism
          
	
            PLANDEMIC Part 1 (Dr. Judy Mikovits) | Climatism (Must watch)
          
	
            COVID19 : Totalitarianism Doesn’t Shock Us Anymore | Climatism
          
	
            MUST READ : A Wizard of Oz Virus – The COVID19 Hoax | Climatism
          
	
            COVID19 : A Must Watch | Climatism
          
	
            COVID18 : 80,000 Died Of The Flu Last Winter (2018) In The USA. Highest Death Count In Decades | Climatism
          
	
            CORONA-PANIC : A Fiasco In The Making? | Climatism
          


        FOR the latest AU government information on COVID19 :

        	Coronavirus (COVID-19) health alert | Australian Government Department of Health


        ANXIETY? Need to speak to someone?

        	Anxiety, depression and suicide prevention support – Beyond Blue


        •••

        THE Climatism Tip Jar – Support The Fight Against Dangerous, Costly and Unscientific Climate Alarm

        (Climate sceptics/rationalists still waitin’ for that “big oil” cheque to arrive in the mail!)

        Help us to hit back against the bombardment of climate lies costing our communities, economies and livelihoods far, far too much.

        Thanks to all those who have donated. Your support and faith in Climatism is highly motivating and greatly appreciated!

        Citizen journalists can’t rely on mastheads, rather private donations and honest content. 

        Click link for more info…

        Many thanks, Jamie.

        (NB// The PayPal account linked to “Climatism” is “Five-O-Vintage”)
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        WHAT Causes Rising Atmospheric CO2?
Posted: August 4, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Carbon Dioxide, Climate Change, CO2 | Tags: Carbon Dioxide, Climate Change, CO2, Global Warming, nature, science  | Leave a comment
        
          
            
              
                

                “This means the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere will be related to the sum of temperatures in previous years.”

                Another inconvenient fact about nature, science and the biosphere, completely ignored by ‘CO2-consensus’ zealots.

              

            

          

          
            Science Matters

            
              This post is prompted by a recent exchange with those reasserting the “consensus” view attributing all additional atmospheric CO2 to humans burning fossil fuels.

              The IPCC doctrine which has long been promoted goes as follows. We have a number over here for monthly fossil fuel CO2 emissions, and a number over there for monthly atmospheric CO2. We don’t have good numbers for the rest of it-oceans, soils, biosphere–though rough estimates are orders of magnitude higher, dwarfing human CO2.  So we ignore nature and assume it is always a sink, explaining the difference between the two numbers we do have. Easy peasy, science settled.

              What about the fact that nature continues to absorb about half of human emissions, even while FF CO2 increased by 60% over the last 2 decades? What about the fact that so far in 2020 FF CO2 has declined significantly with no discernable impact on rising atmospheric…

            

            View original post 521 more words
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        Roman Warm Period was 2°C warmer than today, new study shows
Posted: July 25, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climate Change, Climate History, Science | Tags: Climate Change, Climate science, Medieval Warm Period, nature, Roman Warm Period, science, Science and Environment  | 2 Comments
        
          
            
              
                “What gets us into trouble is not what we don’t know,

                it’s what we know for sure that just ain’t so.”

                – Mark Twain

              

            

          

          
            Tallbloke's Talkshop

            
               Credit: OH 237 @ Wikipedia

              Natural climate variability similar to what we see today has been going on for thousands, if not millions of years, whether ‘greenhouse gas’ theorists moaning about modern human activities like it or not.

              – – –

              The Roman Empire coincided with warmest period of the last 2,000 years in the Med, says The GWPF.

              The Mediterranean Sea was 3.6°F (2°C) hotter during the Roman Empire than other average temperatures at the time, a new study claims.

              The Empire coincided with a 500-year period, from AD 1 to AD 500, that was the warmest period of the last 2,000 years in the almost completely land-locked sea.

              

            

            View original post 228 more words
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        THE RED NEW DEAL : China Leaving The Feckless West In The Dust
Posted: July 15, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climatism, Communism, Energy, Green New Deal, Socialism | Tags: China, coal, Communism, Energy, Geopolitics, Global Dominance, Green New Deal, Growth, Industrialisation, Paris Accord, PARIS Agreement, Red New Deal, Socialism, Xi Jinping  | 1 Comment
        

        
          
          PIC source : Rising Powers in Global Governance

        

        

        

        “All great nations, including China and India, view energy as a domain of power. The west already has their power, but no longer knows how to use it the way it did during the Cold War. Global warming, abortion, gay marriage, and renewables versus fossil fuels have overtaken realism in all facets of government, military strategy, economics and countering the global threats from China, Russia, Iran, Venezuela and North Korea.” – China And India Will Watch The West Destroy Itself – OpEd | Climatism

        ***

        H/t @WooSpry (Mum!)

        WHILE the impotent and spoiled West concerns itself with knocking down monuments and promoting meaningless climate thresholds as its ’emissions’ obsessed leaders stumble around looking for non-existent net-zero pathways to their imaginary climate heaven, China continues its impressive growth strategy, strengthening its geopolitical and global advantage at frightening pace.

        AND the greatest irony of all – China is doing all this on the back of an abundance of cheap, reliable thermal energy, namely coal-fired power. At the same time ratifying the Paris Climate Accord while accusing the USA of being “selfish” for wanting to burn coal! But, why wouldn’t they? The indolent Western mainstream media offers zero China pushback, ever.

        HOW’s your Mandarin? Might be time to seriously consider enrolling the kids in lessons.

        *

        BY Jim Jordan (No link to original source available. Received via email)

        

         

        CHINA Related :

        	
            MUST READ : China And India Will Watch The West Destroy Itself – OpEd | Climatism
          
	
            CHINA To Phase Out ‘Renewable’ Subsidies, Continue To Build Coal Plants | Climatism
          
	
            China’s Production Of Electricity From Coal Surges To Record Levels | Climatism
          
	
            China Gas Output Rises to Record as Coal Production Rebounds | Climatism
          
	
            Renewables Retreat: China Slaps Ban on New Wind Power Projects | Climatism
          
	
            China Counts the Staggering Cost of its Wind Power Experiment | Climatism
          
	
            Coal Plants Under Construction In China & India Rising At Alarming Levels | Climatism
          
	
            China Can’t Afford Renewable Subsidies Either! | Climatism
          
	
            China building 200 GW of coal-fired power | Climatism
          
	
            China: Wind turbines aren’t working, causing HUGE problems  | Climatism
          
	
            China Won’t Waste Its Time on Wind Power | Climatism
          
	
            China’s Real Pollution Problem | Climatism
          
	
            Climate Change Australia – China Pretends It Will Cut Emissions, While Making Sure We Cut Our Throats | Climatism
          
	
            China: USA is “Selfish” for Wanting to Burn Coal | Climatism
          
	
            China ratifies Paris climate agreement | Climatism (LOL)
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        THE Climatism Tip Jar – Support The Fight Against Dangerous, Costly and Unscientific Climate Alarm

        (Climate sceptics/rationalists still waitin’ for that “big oil” cheque to arrive in the mail!)

        Help us to hit back against the bombardment of climate lies costing our communities, economies and livelihoods far, far too much.

        Thanks to all those who have donated. Your support and faith in Climatism is highly motivating and greatly appreciated!

        Citizen journalists can’t rely on mastheads, rather private donations and honest content. 

        Click link for more info…

        Many thanks, Jamie.

        (NB// The PayPal account linked to “Climatism” is “Five-O-Vintage”)
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        Vijay Jayaraj : India Crafts Fossil Pathway To Secure Its Future
Posted: July 14, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climate Change, Energy | Tags: coal, Energy, Energy Security, HELE, India, Vijay Jayaraj  | Leave a comment
        
          
            
              
                “In some countries ’emissions’ obsessed leaders stumble around looking for non-existent net-zero pathways to their imaginary climate heaven. But India’s recent approach towards fossil utilization can be summed up in three words: ‘No Holds Barred’, says the author.”

                INDIA also understands the meaning of four other words pertinent to wind/solar utilisation: “Go woke, go broke.”

              

            

          

          
            Tallbloke's Talkshop

            
               Credit: Coal India Limited

              In some countries ’emissions’ obsessed leaders stumble around looking for non-existent net-zero pathways to their imaginary climate heaven. But India’s recent approach towards fossil utilization can be summed up in three words: “No Holds Barred”, says the author.

              – – –

              India is on the way to becoming a fossil fuel-based energy powerhouse of the 21st century, says Vijay Jayaraj @ The Global Warming Policy Forum (GWPF).

              India’s developmental goals for the future are quite ambitious. They ought to be: From tackling the surging poverty rates to providing affordable utilities, the country faces a steep challenge.

              The key to achieving any of its developmental goals is a strong energy sector.

              India is the third largest energy consuming nation and is following the fossil fuel pathway (like the West did during the 20th century) to achieve energy independence in the near future.

              

            

            View original post 206 more words
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        W O K E
Posted: July 10, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Ideology, Politics, Socialism | Tags: Communism, Democrats, Liberals, Marxism, Outsiders, Progressives, Socialism, WOKE, Wokeness  | 4 Comments
        YouTube has banned this video. Linked from my twitter account. Epic 2 mins.

        
          
            Gold. @rowandean @RitaPanahi @pwafork #Outsiders pic.twitter.com/KtkPhhPWS6

            — JWSpry 🇦🇶 (@JWSpry) July 8, 2020
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        A MUST WATCH : Tucker Carlson Unmasks The Marxist, Totalitarian Left
Posted: July 10, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climate Change, Communism, Socialism | Tags: Communism, Control, Democrats, Joe Biden, Marxism, Power, Socialism, Tucker Carlson  | 1 Comment
        

        

         

         

        

        Like I have pointed out before, the environmentalist movement is not only a wing of the political Left but is also part of the Marxist tradition. As Tucker Carlson implied in his Fox News show opening monologue last night, the Left’s hiding Joe Biden is indicative of what is behind their mask. It is the…

        — Read on greenjihad.com/2020/07/09/tucker-carlson-unmasks-the-left/
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        LEST WE FORGET : The Gulag Archipelago confirmed the horrors of the Soviet Union and Marxist collectivist ideology
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        “The greatest and most powerful single indictment of a political regime ever levelled in modern times. One sure to stick in the craw of the Soviet propaganda machine with increasing discomfort until it has done its work.” — George F. Kennan (American diplomat and scholar)

        “It is impossible to name a book that had a greater effect on the political and moral consciousness of the late twentieth century.” — David Remnick, New Yorker

        “Best Nonfiction Book of the Twentieth Century” — Time magazine

        ***

        JORDAN PETERSON’s forward to the abridged version of Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn’s epic The Gulag Archipelago is a literary masterpiece. Lucid, instructive and powerful. Who, having enjoyed the experience of reading it, would doubt Peterson’s claim that “If there was any excuse to be a Marxist in 1917… there is absolutely and finally no excuse now.” For history is littered with diabolical examples of national leaders implementing grotesque, murderous means to justify the end, an impossible utopian Marxist mirage.

        POSTING this on Climatism, today, as a reminder that the same Marxist, collectivist ideology that enabled a third of Stalin’s Soviet population to be slain, is the same poisonous ideology driving Democrat states and cities across America, to ruin.

        
          
            NYPD leave their positions at City Hall in NYC, leaving it to Antifa and Black Lives Matter at the new CHAZ. pic.twitter.com/LN1lS7xwr9

            — Ian Miles Cheong (@stillgray) July 1, 2020

          

          
          

        

        THIS is not happening by chance. Solzhenitsyn’s masterpiece about the murderous Soviet forced labor camp system, acclaimed as the defining document that “led to the end of Euro-communism and the end of pro-Soviet left-wing parties across Europe,” is required reading for all Russian students.

        The Gulag Archipelago, winner of the 1970 Nobel Prize for Literature is suppressed in the West because of the Marxist sympathies of Western academics.

        
          “And today, despite everything, and under their sway — almost three decades since the fall of the Berlin Wall and the apparent collapse of communism — we are doing everything we can to forget what Solzhenitsyn so clearly demonstrated, to our great and richly deserved peril. Why don’t all our children read The Gulag Archipelago in our high schools, as they now do in Russia?”

        

        *

        THIS remarkable essay should be compulsory reading in every Australian university and high school. The fact that it isn’t/won’t, speaks volumes about why we are witnessing so much mob violence and anarchy across nearly every major Western ‘democratic’ city, today.

        The Gulag Archipelago confirmed the horrors of the Soviet Union

        JORDAN PETERSON

        NOVEMBER 16, 2018

        

        
          
          Nobel prize-winning author Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn.

        

        

        First, you defend your homeland against the Nazis, serving as a twice-decorated soldier on the Eastern front in the criminally ill-prepared Soviet Red Army. Then you’re arrested, humiliated, stripped of your military rank, charged under the auspices of the all-purpose Article 58 with the dissemination of “anti-Soviet propaganda”, and dragged off to Moscow’s infamous Lubyanka prison. There, through the bars of your cell, you watch your beloved country celebrating its victory in the Great Patriotic War. Then you’re sentenced, in absentia, to eight years of hard labour (but you got away easy; it wasn’t so long afterwards that people in your position were awarded a “tenner” — and then a quarter of a century!). And fate isn’t finished with you yet — not by any means. You develop a deadly cancer in the camp, endure the exile imposed on you after your imprisonment ends, and pass very close to death.

        Despite all this, you hold your head high. You refuse to turn against man or God, although you have every reason to do so. You write, instead, secretly, at night, documenting your terrible experiences. You craft a personal memoir — a single day in the labour camps — and, miracle of miracles! The clouds part! The sun shines through! Your book is published, and in your own country! It meets with unparalleled acclaim, nationally and internationally. But the sky darkens, once again, and the sun disappears. The repression returns. You become (once again) a “non-person”. The secret police — the dread KGB — seize the manuscript of your next book. It sees the light of day, nonetheless; but only in the West. There your reputation grows beyond the wildest of imaginings. The Nobel committee itself bestows upon you its highest literary honour.

        The Soviet authorities, stripped of their camouflage, are enraged. They order the secret police to poison you. You pass (once again) near death. But you continue to write: driven, solitary, intolerably inspired. Your The Gulag Archipelago documents the absolute and utter corruption of the dogmas and doctrines of your state, your empire, your leaders — and yourself. And then: that is printed, too! Not in your own country but in the West — once again — from copies oh-so-dangerously hidden and smuggled across the borders. And your great book bursts with unparalleled and dreadful force into the still naive and unexpecting literary and intellectual world. You are expelled from the Soviet Union, stripped of your citizenship, forced to take residency in a society both strange to you and resistant, in its own way, to your prophetic words. But the power of your stories and the strength of your morals demolish any remaining claims to ethical and philosophical credibility still made by the defenders of the collectivist system that gave rise to all that you witnessed.

        Years pass (but not so many, from the perspective of history). Then? Another miracle! The Soviet Union collapses! You return home. Your citizenship is restored. You write and speak in your reclaimed homeland until death claims you, in 2008. A year later The Gulag Archipelago is deemed mandatory reading by those responsible for establishing the national school curriculum of your home country. Your impossible victory is complete.

        The three volumes of The Gulag Archipelago — one continuous, extended scream of outrage — are, paradoxically, brilliant, bitter, disbelieving and infused with awe: awe at the strength characterising the best among us, in the worst of all situations. In that monumental text, published in 1973, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn conducted “an experiment in literary investigation” — a hybrid of journalism, history and biography, unlike anything written before or since. In 1985 the author bestowed his approval upon Edward E. Ericson Jr’s single-volume abridgement — republished here on the 50th anniversary of the completion of the full three-volume edition and centenary of the author’s birth — and sold 30 million copies in 35 languages. Between the pages of Solzhenitsyn’s book — apart from the documentation of the horrors of the legions of the dead, counted and uncounted, and the masses whose lives were torn asunder — are the innumerable soul-chilling personal stories, carefully preserved, making the tragedy of mass betrayal, torture and death not the mere statistic Stalin so disdainfully described but individual, real and terrible.

        It is a matter of pure historical fact that The Gulag Archipelago played a primary role in bringing the Soviet Empire to its knees. Although economically unsustainable, ruled in the most corrupt manner imaginable, and reliant on the slavery and enforced deceit of its citizens, the Soviet system managed to stumble forward through far too many decades before being cut to the quick. The courageous leaders of the labour unions in Poland, the great Pope John Paul II and the American president Ronald Reagan, with his blunt

        

        
          
          Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, the day of his release in 1953 after eight years in prison.

        

        

        insistence that the West faced an evil empire, all played their role in its defeat and collapse. It was Solzhenitsyn, however, whose revelations made it positively shameful to defend not just the Soviet state but the very system of thought that made that state what it was. It was Solzhenitsyn who most crucially made the case that the terrible excesses of communism could not be conveniently blamed on the corruption of the Soviet leadership, the “cult of personality” surrounding Stalin or the failure to put the otherwise stellar and admirable utopian principles of Marxism into proper practice. It was Solzhenitsyn who demonstrated that the death of millions and the devastation of many more were, instead, a direct causal consequence of the philosophy (worse, perhaps: the theology) driving the communist system. The hypothetically egalitarian, universalist doctrines of Karl Marx contained hidden within them sufficient hatred, resentment, envy and denial of individual culpability and responsibility to produce nothing but poison and death when manifested in the world.

         

        For Marx, man was a member of a class, an economic class, a group — that, and little more — and history nothing but the battleground of classes, of groups. His admirers regarded (continue to regard) Marx’s doctrine as one of compassion — moral by definition, virtuous by fiat: “consider the working classes, in all their oppression, and work forthrightly to free them”. But hate may well be a stronger and more compelling motivator than love. In consequence, it took no time, in the aftermath of the Russian Revolution, for solidarity with the common man and the apparently laudable demand for universal equality to manifest its unarticulated and ever-darkening shadow. First came the most brutal indictment of the “class enemy”. Then came the ever-expanding definition of that enemy, until every single person in the entirety of the state found him or herself at risk of encapsulation within that insatiable and devouring net. The verdict, delivered to those deemed at fault, by those who elevated themselves to the simultaneously held positions of judge, jury and executioner? The necessity to eradicate the victimisers, the oppressors, in toto, without any consideration whatsoever for reactionary niceties — such as individual innocence.

        What can be concluded in the deepest, most permanent sense, from Solzhenitsyn’s anguished Gulag narrative? First, we learn what is indisputable — what we all should have learned by now (what we have nonetheless failed to learn): that the Left, like the Right, can go too far; that the Left has, in the past, gone much too far. Second, we learn what is far more subtle and difficult — how and why that going too far occurs. We learn, as Solzhenitsyn so profoundly insists, that the line dividing good and evil cuts through the heart of every human being. And we learn as well that we all are, each of us, simultaneously oppressor and oppressed. Thus, we come to realise that the twin categories of “guilty oppressor” and “justice-seeking victim” can be made endlessly inclusive. This is not least because we all benefit unfairly (and are equally victimised) by our thrownness, our arbitrary placement in the flow of time. We all accrue undeserved and somewhat random privilege from the vagaries of our place of birth, our inequitably distributed talents, our ethnicity, race, culture and sex. We all belong to a group — some group — that has been elevated in comparative status, through no effort of our own. This is true in some manner, along some dimension of group category, for every solitary individual, except for the single most lowly of all. At some time and in some manner we all may in consequence be justly targeted as oppressors, and may all, equally, seek justice — or revenge — as victims. Even if the initiators of the revolution had, therefore, in their most pure moments, been driven by a holy desire to lift up the downtrodden, was it not guaranteed that they would be overtaken by those motivated primarily by envy, hate and the desire to destroy as the revolution progressed?

        Thus the doctrine of group identity inevitably ends with everyone identified as a class enemy, an oppressor; with everyone uncleansibly contaminated by bourgeois privilege, unfairly enjoying the benefits bequeathed by the vagaries of history; with everyone prosecuted, without respite, for that corruption and injustice. “No mercy for the oppressor!” And no punishment too severe for the crime of exploitation! Expiation becomes impossible because there is no individual guilt, no individual responsibility, and therefore no manner in which the crime of arbitrary birth can be individually accounted for. And all the misery that can be generated as a consequence of such an accusation is the true reason for the accusation. When everyone is guilty, all that serves justice is the punishment of everyone; when the guilt extends to the existence of the world’s misery itself, only the fatal punishment will suffice.

        It is much more preferable instead — and much more likely to preserve us all from metastasising hells — to state forthrightly: “I am indeed thrown arbitrarily into history. I therefore choose to voluntarily shoulder the responsibility of my advantages and the burden of my disadvantages — like every other individual. I am morally bound to pay for my advantages with my responsibility. I am morally bound to accept my disadvantages as the price I pay for being. I will therefore strive not to descend into bitterness and then seek vengeance because I have less to my credit and a greater burden to stumble forward with than others.”

        Is this not a, or even the, essential point of difference between the West, for all its faults, and the brutal, terrible “egalitarian” systems generated by the pathological communist doctrine? The great and good framers of the American republic were, for example, anything but utopian. They took full stock and full measure of ineradicable human imperfection. They held modest goals, derived not least from the profoundly cautious common-law tradition of England. They endeavoured to establish a system the corrupt and ignorant fools we all are could not damage too fatally. That’s humility. That’s clear-headed knowledge of the limitations of human machination and good intention.

        But the communists, the revolutionaries? They aimed, grandly and admirably, at least in theory, at a much more heavenly vision — and they began their pursuit with the hypothetically straightforward and oh-so-morally-justifiable enforcement of economic equality.

        Wealth, however, was not so easily generated. The poor could not so simply become rich. But the riches of those who had anything more than the greatest pauper (no matter how pitiful that “more” was)? That could be “redistributed” — or, at least, destroyed. That’s equality, too. That’s sacrifice, in the name of heaven on earth. And redistribution was not enough — with all its theft, betrayal and death. Mere economic engineering was insufficient. What emerged as well was the overarching and truly totalitarian desire to remake man and woman, as such — the longing to restructure the human spirit in the very image of the communist preconceptions. Attributing to themselves this divine ability, this transcendent wisdom — and with unshakeable belief in the glowing but ever-receding future — the newly minted Soviets tortured, thieved, imprisoned, lied and betrayed, all the while masking their great evil with virtue. It was Solzhenitsyn and The Gulag Archipelago that tore off the mask, and exposed the feral cowardice, envy, deceit, resentment and hatred for the individual and for existence itself that pulsed beneath.

        Others had made the attempt. Malcolm Muggeridge reported on the horrors of “dekulakization” — the forced collectivisation of the all-too-recently successful peasantry of the Ukraine and elsewhere that preceded the horrifying famines of the 1930s. In the same decade, and in the following years, George Orwell risked his ideological commitments and his reputation to tell us all what was truly occurring in the Soviet Union in the name of egalitarianism and brotherhood. But it was Solzhenitsyn who truly shamed the radical leftists, forcing them underground (where they have festered and plotted for the last 40 years, failing unforgivably to have learned what all reasonable people should have learned from the cataclysm of the 20th century and its egalitarian utopianism). And today, despite everything, and under their sway — almost three decades since the fall of the Berlin Wall and the apparent collapse of communism — we are doing everything we can to forget what Solzhenitsyn so clearly demonstrated, to our great and richly deserved peril. Why don’t all our children read The Gulag Archipelago in our high schools, as they now do in Russia? Why don’t our teachers feel compelled to read the book aloud? Did we not win the Cold War? Were the bodies not piled high enough? (How high, then, would be enough?)

        Why, for example, is it still acceptable — and in polite company — to profess the philosophy of a communist or, if not that, to at least admire the work of Marx? Why is it still acceptable to regard the Marxist doctrine as essentially accurate in its diagnosis of the hypothetical evils of the free-market, democratic West; to still consider that doctrine “progressive” and fit for the compassionate and proper thinking person? Twenty-five million dead through internal repression in the Soviet Union (according to The Black Book of Communism). Sixty million dead in Mao’s China (and an all-too-likely return to autocratic oppression in that country in the near future). The horrors of Cambodia’s killing fields, with their two million corpses. The barely animate body politic of Cuba, where people struggle even now to feed themselves. Venezuela, where it has now been made illegal to attribute a child’s death in hospital to starvation. No political experiment has ever been tried so widely, with so many disparate people, in so many different countries (with such different histories) and failed so absolutely and so catastrophically. Is it mere ignorance (albeit of the most inexcusable kind) that allows today’s Marxists to flaunt their continued allegiance — to present it as compassion and care? Or is it, instead, envy of the successful, in near-infinite proportions? Or something akin to hatred for mankind itself? How much proof do we need? Why do we still avert our eyes from the truth?

        Perhaps we simply lack sophistication. Perhaps we just can’t understand. Perhaps our tendency towards compassion is so powerfully necessary in the intimacy of our families and friendships that we cannot contemplate its limitations, its inability to scale and its propensity to mutate into hatred of the oppressor, rather than allegiance with the oppressed. Perhaps we cannot comprehend the limitations and dangers of the utopian vision given our definite need to contemplate and to strive for a better tomorrow. We certainly don’t seem to imagine, for example, that the hypothesis of some state of future perfection — for example, the truly egalitarian and permanent brotherhood of man — can be used to justify any and all sacrifices whatsoever (the pristine and heavenly end making all conceivable means not only acceptable but morally required). There is simply no price too great to pay in pursuit of the ultimate utopia. (This is particularly true if it is someone else who foots the bill.) And it is clearly the case that we require a future towards which to orient ourselves — to provide meaning in our life, psychologically speaking. It is for that reason we see the same need expressed collectively, on a much larger scale, in the Judeo-Christian vision of the Promised Land, and the kingdom of heaven on earth. And it is also clearly the case that sacrifice is necessary to bring that desired end state into being. That’s the discovery of the future itself: the necessity to forgo instantaneous gratification in the present, to delay, to bargain with fate so that the future can be better; twinned with the necessity to let go, to burn off, to separate wheat from chaff, and to sacrifice what is presently unworthy, so that tomorrow can be better than today. But limits need to be placed around who or what is deemed dispensable.

        Here’s some thoughts — no, some facts. Every social system produces inequality, at present, and every social system has done so, since the beginning of time. The poor have been with us — and will be with us — always. Analysis of the content of individual Paleolithic gravesites provides evidence for the existence of substantive variance in the distribution of ability, privilege and wealth, even in our distant past. The more illustrious of our ancestors were buried with great possessions, hoards of precious metals, weaponry, jewellery and costuming. The majority, however, struggled through their lives and were buried with nothing. Inequality is the iron rule, even among animals, with their intense competition for quality living space and reproductive opportunity — even among plants, and cities — even among the stellar lights that dot the cosmos themselves, where a minority of privileged and oppressive heavenly bodies contain the mass of thousands, millions or even billions of average, dispossessed planets. In equality is the deepest of problems, built into the structure of reality itself, and will not be solved by the presumptuous, ideology-inspired retooling of the rare free, stable and productive democracies of the world. The only systems that have produced some modicum of wealth, along with the inevitable inequality and its attendant suffering, are those that evolved in the West, with their roots in the Judeo-Christian tradition; precisely those systems that emphasise above all the essential dignity, divinity and ultimate responsibility of the individual. In consequence, any attempt to attribute the existence of inequality to the functioning of the productive institutions we have managed to create and protect so recently in what is still accurately regarded as the free world will hurt those who are weakest and most vulnerable first. The radicals who conflate the activities of the West with the oppression of the downtrodden therefore do nothing to aid those whom they purport to prize and plenty to harm them. The claims they make to act under the inspiration of pure compassion must therefore come to be regarded with the deepest suspicion — not least by those who dare to make such claims themselves.

        The dangers of the utopian vision have been laid bare, even if the reasons those dangers exist have not yet been fully and acceptably articulated. If there was any excuse to be a Marxist in 1917 (and both Dostoevsky and Nietzsche prophesied well before then that there would be hell to pay for that doctrine) there is absolutely and finally no excuse now. And we know that mostly because of Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn and The Gulag Archipelago. Thank heaven for that great author’s outrage, courage and unquenchable thirst for justice and truth. It was Solzhenitsyn who warned us that the catastrophes of the Soviet state were inextricably and causally linked to the deceitful blandishments of the Marxist utopian vision. It was Solzhenitsyn who carefully documented the price paid in suffering for the dreadful communist experiment and who distilled from that suffering the wisdom we must all heed so that such catastrophe does not visit us again. Perhaps we could take from his writing the humility that would allow us to understand that our mere good intentions are not sufficient to make us good men and women. Perhaps we could come to understand that such intentions are instead all too often the consequence of our unpardonable historical ignorance, our utter wilful blindness and our voracious hidden appetite for vengeance, terror and destruction. Perhaps we could come to remember and to learn from the intolerable trials endured by all those who passed through the fiery chambers of the Marxist collectivist ideology. Perhaps we could derive from that remembering and learning the wisdom necessary to take personal responsibility for the suffering and malevolence that still so terribly and unforgivably characterises the world. We have been provided with the means to transform ourselves in due humility by the literary and moral genius of this great Russian author. We should all pray most devoutly to whatever deity guides us implicitly or explicitly for the desire and the will to learn from what we have been offered. May God himself eternally fail to forgive us if in the painstakingly revealed aftermath of such bloodshed, torture and anguish we remain stiff-necked, incautious, and unchanged.

        © Jordan B. Peterson 2018

        Jordan Peterson is a professor of psychology at the University of Toronto and author of the bestseller 12 Rules for Life: An Antidote to Chaos. This is an edited extract from the foreword to the new edition of The Gulag Archipelago by Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, published by Vintage Classics.

        The Gulag Archipelago confirmed the horrors of the Soviet Union | The Australian
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        THE Climatism Tip Jar – Support The Fight Against Dangerous, Costly and Unscientific Climate Alarm

        (Climate sceptics/rationalists still waitin’ for that “big oil” cheque to arrive in the mail!)

        Help us to hit back against the bombardment of climate lies costing our communities, economies and livelihoods far, far too much.

        Thanks to all those who have donated. Your support and faith in Climatism is highly motivating and greatly appreciated!

        Citizen journalists can’t rely on mastheads, rather private donations and honest content. 

        Click link for more info…

        Many thanks, Jamie.

        (NB// The PayPal account linked to “Climatism” is “Five-O-Vintage”)
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        “The whole aim of practical politics is to keep the populace alarmed
  (and hence clamorous to be led to safety)
  by menacing it with an endless series of hobgoblins,
 all of them imaginary.”

        – H.L. Mencken

        “Of all tyrannies a tyranny sincerely

        exercised for the good of its victims

        may be the most oppressive.”

        – C. S. Lewis

        ***

        H/t @Carbongate (Parler)

        A few poignant graphics via Ice Age Now exposing a few inconvenient truths about a virus promoted as catastrophic that produces a 99% recovery rate.

        

        
          
          This is not about the virus – Ice Age Now

        

        

         

        

        
          
          This is not about the virus – Ice Age Now

        

        

         

        

        
          
          This is not about the virus – Ice Age Now

        

        

        This is not about the virus – Ice Age Now

        *

        COVID-1984

        IF Obama and not Trump were in power, would a shutdown of the entire global economy even have been uttered? Let alone the coordinated press-driven panic over a virus with a 99% recovery rate. A virus that was known early on to pose the greatest threat to the elderly and infirm.

        OBAMA’S PANDEMIC

        According to the CDC, Obama’s 2009 H1N1 Swine Flu, that killed “151,700-575,400 people worldwide during first year” (COVID19 507,188 to date), didn’t only target the elderly and infirm:

        
          “2009 flu pandemic primarily affected children and young and middle-aged adults…

          CDC estimated that 151,700-575,400 people worldwide died from (H1N1)pdm09 virus infection during the first year the virus circulated.** Globally, 80 percent of (H1N1)pdm09 virus-related deaths were estimated to have occurred in people younger than 65 years of age.”

          2009 H1N1 Pandemic (H1N1pdm09 virus) | Pandemic Influenza (Flu) | CDC

        

        

        
          
          Obama declares national emergency as US swine flu deaths hit 1,000 | World news | The Guardian

        

        

        *

        TRUMP’S PLANDEMIC

        Case Fatality Rate by age of TRUMP’s CV19 ‘Pandemic’ :

        

        
          
          Mortality Risk of COVID-19 – Statistics and Research – Our World in Data

        

        

        *

        WHOSE virus, therefore, posed a greater threat to the entire population in order to justify and initiate a global lockdown? Obama’s or Trump’s?

        KEEP in mind that the WHO told us, very early on, two crucial points about COVID–19:

        	INFLUENZA CAN SPREAD FASTER THAN COVID-19 (Mar 6, 2020) : “The serial interval for COVID-19 virus is estimated to be 5-6 days, while for influenza virus, the serial interval is 3 days. This means that influenza can spread faster than COVID- 19.”
            

            
              
              Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) Situation Report – 46

            

            

             

          
	NO CLEAR EVIDENCE OF HUMAN-TO-HUMAN TRANSMISSION (Jan 14, 2020) : “Preliminary investigations conducted by the Chinese authorities have found no clear evidence of human-to-human transmission of the novel #coronavirus (2019-nCoV) identified in #Wuhan, #China”


        
          
            Preliminary investigations conducted by the Chinese authorities have found no clear evidence of human-to-human transmission of the novel #coronavirus (2019-nCoV) identified in #Wuhan, #China🇨🇳. pic.twitter.com/Fnl5P877VG

            — World Health Organization (WHO) (@WHO) January 14, 2020

          

          
          

        

        ***

        UPDATE – Masks, useless 

        Via @BeachMilk (Parler)

        

        
          
          Via @BeachMilk (Parler)

        

        

        ***

        UPDATE – Testing

        THE CDC on COVID-19 testing :

        
          What do your results mean?

          If you test positive

          	A positive test result shows you may have antibodies from an infection with the virus that causes COVID-19. However, there is a chance a positive result means that you have antibodies from an infection with a virus from the same family of viruses (called coronaviruses), such as the one that causes the common cold.


          Test for Past Infection (Antibody Test) | CDC

        

        *

        OTHER ‘Coronavirus’ strains in circulation that caused ZERO panic, and ZERO lockdown :

        	229E (alpha coronavirus)
	NL63 (alpha coronavirus)
	OC43 (beta coronavirus)
	HKU1 (beta coronavirus)
	MERS-CoV (the beta coronavirus that causes Middle East Respiratory Syndrome, or MERS)
	SARS-CoV (the beta coronavirus that causes severe acute respiratory syndrome, or SARS)
	SARS-CoV-2 (the novel coronavirus that causes #coronavirus disease 2019)


        

        
          
          Coronavirus | Human Coronavirus Types | CDC

        

        

        *

        UPDATE – CDC Double counting Covid-19

        Via Real Climate Science :

        CDC Sabotaging The Economy

        
          Posted on July 2, 2020 by tonyheller
        

        

        The CDC is combining antibody and current infection tests, so that anyone who has ever had the virus counts as a positive. Using this methodology they will be able to maintain panic indefinitely, even if very few people are currently infected. https://realclimatescience.com/2020/07/cdc-sabotaging-the-economy/

        

        
          
          The CDC and States Are Misreporting COVID-19 Test Data – The Atlantic

        

        

        *

        

        
          
          HUGE: MASSIVE CDC FRAUD UNCOVERED – CDC Grossly Overcounting Active China Coronavirus Cases Causing States to Keep Their Economies Closed Indefinitely
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        	Coronavirus (COVID-19) health alert | Australian Government Department of Health


        ANXIETY? Need to speak to someone?

        	Anxiety, depression and suicide prevention support – Beyond Blue
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          The author (second from right) in Maranhão, Brazil, 1995

          MICHAEL SHELLENBERGER

        

        

        

        “REMEMBER when we paved the world with electronic waste

        that chopped eagles and condors and made bats extinct
 because we thought wind was natural and uranium evil?

        – man that was a dark age!”

        – Michael Shellenberger

        “MUCH that passes as idealism is disguised

        hatred or disguised love of power.”

        – Bertrand Russell

        •••

        TIME Magazine “Hero of the Environment,” and U.N. IPCC expert reviewer Michael Shellenberger drops another inconvenient truth-bomb in the fight against the dangerous and costly politicisation of science.

        
          “But mostly I was scared. I remained quiet about the climate disinformation campaign because I was afraid of losing friends and funding. The few times I summoned the courage to defend climate science from those who misrepresent it I suffered harsh consequences. And so I mostly stood by and did next to nothing as my fellow environmentalists terrified the public.”

        

        REGARDLESS of your position on the magnitude of anthropogenic carbon dioxide as the supposed “climate control knob“, this is a timely and important read. Especially in the dangerous new age of postmodernism that we currently inhabit where truth, reason, honesty and integrity within government, academia and the sciences is in such short supply.

        Ergo, props to Michael Shellenberger. Questioning dogma objectively, in the quest to restore scientific integrity, is risky business, these days.

        *

        Via FORBES :

        
          
            On Behalf Of Environmentalists, I Apologize For The Climate Scare

          

        

        
          
            
              

              
                
                  Michael Shellenberger

                  

                

              

            

          

        

        On behalf of environmentalists everywhere, I would like to formally apologize for the climate scare we created over the last 30 years. Climate change is happening. It’s just not the end of the world. It’s not even our most serious environmental problem.

        I may seem like a strange person to be saying all of this. I have been a climate activist for 20 years and an environmentalist for 30.

        But as an energy expert asked by Congress to provide objective expert testimony, and invited by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) to serve as Expert Reviewer of its next Assessment Report, I feel an obligation to apologize for how badly we environmentalists have misled the public.

        Here are some facts few people know:

        	Humans are not causing a “sixth mass extinction”
	The Amazon is not “the lungs of the world”
	Climate change is not making natural disasters worse
	Fires have declined 25% around the world since 2003
	The amount of land we use for meat — humankind’s biggest use of land — has declined by an area nearly as large as Alaska
	The build-up of wood fuel and more houses near forests, notclimate change, explain why there are more, and more dangerous, fires in Australia and California
	Carbon emissions have been declining in rich nations including Britain, Germany and France since the mid-seventies
	Adapting to life below sea level made the Netherlands rich not poor
	We produce 25% more food than we need and food surpluses will continue to rise as the world gets hotter
	Habitat loss and the direct killing of wild animals are bigger threats to species than climate change
	Wood fuel is far worse for people and wildlife than fossil fuels
	Preventing future pandemics requires more not less “industrial” agriculture


        I know that the above facts will sound like “climate denialism” to many people. But that just shows the power of climate alarmism.

        In reality, the above facts come from the best-available scientific studies, including those conducted by or accepted by the IPCC, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) and other leading scientific bodies.

        Some people will, when they read this imagine that I’m some right-wing anti-environmentalist. I’m not. At 17, I lived in Nicaragua to show solidarity with the Sandinista socialist revolution. At 23 I raised money for Guatemalan women’s cooperatives. In my early 20s I lived in the semi-Amazon doing research with small farmers fighting land invasions. At 26 I helped expose poor conditions at Nike factories in Asia.

        I became an environmentalist at 16 when I threw a fundraiser for Rainforest Action Network. At 27 I helped save the last unprotected ancient redwoods in California. In my 30s I advocated renewables and successfully helped persuade the Obama administration to invest $90 billion into them. Over the last few years I helped save enough nuclear plants from being replaced by fossil fuels to prevent a sharp increase in emissions

        Until last year, I mostly avoided speaking out against the climate scare. Partly that’s because I was embarrassed. After all, I am as guilty of alarmism as any other environmentalist. For years, I referred to climate change as an “existential” threat to human civilization, and called it a “crisis.”

        But mostly I was scared. I remained quiet about the climate disinformation campaign because I was afraid of losing friends and funding. The few times I summoned the courage to defend climate science from those who misrepresent it I suffered harsh consequences. And so I mostly stood by and did next to nothing as my fellow environmentalists terrified the public.

        I even stood by as people in the White House and many in the news media tried to destroy the reputation and career of an outstanding scientist, good man, and friend of mine, Roger Pielke, Jr., a lifelong progressive Democrat and environmentalist who testified in favor of carbon regulations. Why did they do that? Because his research proves natural disasters aren’t getting worse.

        But then, last year, things spiraled out of control.

        Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez said “The world is going to end in twelve years if we don’t address climate change.” Britain’s most high-profile environmental group claimed “Climate Change Kills Children.”

        The world’s most influential green journalist, Bill McKibben, called climate change the “greatest challenge humans have ever faced” and said it would “wipe out civilizations.”

        Mainstream journalists reported, repeatedly, that the Amazon was “the lungs of the world,” and that deforestation was like a nuclear bomb going off.

        As a result, half of the people surveyed around the world last year said they thought climate change would make humanity extinct. And in January, one out of five British children told pollsters they were having nightmares about climate change.

        Whether or not you have children you must see how wrong this is. I admit I may be sensitive because I have a teenage daughter. After we talked about the science she was reassured. But her friends are deeply misinformed and thus, understandably, frightened.

        I thus decided I had to speak out. I knew that writing a few articles wouldn’t be enough. I needed a book to properly lay out all of the evidence.

        And so my formal apology for our fear-mongering comes in the form of my new book, Apocalypse Never: Why Environmental Alarmism Hurts Us All.

        It is based on two decades of research and three decades of environmental activism. At 400 pages, with 100 of them endnotes, Apocalypse Never covers climate change, deforestation, plastic waste, species extinction, industrialization, meat, nuclear energy, and renewables.

        Some highlights from the book:

        	Factories and modern farming are the keys to human liberation and environmental progress
	The most important thing for saving the environment is producing more food, particularly meat, on less land
	The most important thing for reducing air pollution and carbon emissions is moving from wood to coal to petroleum to natural gas to uranium
	100% renewables would require increasing the land used for energy from today’s 0.5% to 50%
	We should want cities, farms, and power plants to have higher, not lower, power densities
	Vegetarianism reduces one’s emissions by less than 4%
	Greenpeace didn’t save the whales, switching from whale oil to petroleum and palm oil did
	“Free-range” beef would require 20 times more land and produce 300% more emissions
	Greenpeace dogmatism worsened forest fragmentation of the Amazon
	The colonialist approach to gorilla conservation in the Congo produced a backlash that may have resulted in the killing of 250 elephants


        Why were we all so misled?

        In the final three chapters of Apocalypse Never I expose the financial, political, and ideological motivations. Environmental groups have accepted hundreds of millions of dollars from fossil fuel interests. Groups motivated by anti-humanist beliefs forced the World Bank to stop trying to end poverty and instead make poverty “sustainable.” And status anxiety, depression, and hostility to modern civilization are behind much of the alarmism

        Once you realize just how badly misinformed we have been, often by people with plainly unsavory or unhealthy motivations, it is hard not to feel duped.

        Will Apocalypse Never make any difference? There are certainly reasons to doubt it.

        The news media have been making apocalyptic pronouncements about climate change since the late 1980s, and do not seem disposed to stop.

        The ideology behind environmental alarmsim — Malthusianism — has been repeatedly debunked for 200 years and yet is more powerful than ever.

        But there are also reasons to believe that environmental alarmism will, if not come to an end, have diminishing cultural power.

        The coronavirus pandemic is an actual crisis that puts the climate “crisis” into perspective. Even if you think we have overreacted, Covid-19 has killed nearly 500,000 people and shattered economies around the globe.

        Scientific institutions including WHO and IPCC have undermined their credibility through the repeated politicization of science. Their future existence and relevance depends on new leadership and serious reform.

        Facts still matter, and social media is allowing for a wider range of new and independent voices to outcompete alarmist environmental journalists at legacy publications.

        Nations are reorienting toward the national interest and away from Malthusianism and neoliberalism, which is good for nuclear and bad for renewables.

        The evidence is overwhelming that our high-energy civilization is better for people and nature than the low-energy civilization that climate alarmists would return us to.

        And the invitations I received from IPCC and Congress late last year, after I published a series of criticisms of climate alarmism, are signs of a growing openness to new thinking about climate change and the environment.

        Another sign is the response to my book from climate scientists, conservationists, and environmental scholars. “Apocalypse Never is an extremely important book,” writes Richard Rhodes, the Pulitzer-winning author of The Making of the Atomic Bomb. “This may be the most important book on the environment ever written,” says one of the fathers of modern climate science Tom Wigley.

        “We environmentalists condemn those with antithetical views of being ignorant of science and susceptible to confirmation bias,” wrote the former head of The Nature Conservancy, Steve McCormick. “But too often we are guilty of the same.  Shellenberger offers ‘tough love:’ a challenge to entrenched orthodoxies and rigid, self-defeating mindsets.  Apocalypse Never serves up occasionally stinging, but always well-crafted, evidence-based points of view that will help develop the ‘mental muscle’ we need to envision and design not only a hopeful, but an attainable, future.”

        That is all I that I had hoped for in writing it. If you’ve made it this far, I hope you’ll agree that it’s perhaps not as strange as it seems that a lifelong environmentalist, progressive, and climate activist felt the need to speak out against the alarmism.

        I further hope that you’ll accept my apology.

        Follow me on Twitter. Check out my website or some of my other work here. 

        

        Michael Shellenberger

        Michael Shellenberger is a Time Magazine “Hero of the Environment,” Green Book Award Winner, and author of Apocalypse Never: Why Environmental Alarmism Hurts Us All (Harper Collins, June 30, 2020). He is a frequent contributor to The New York Times, Washington Post, Wall Street Journal, Scientific American, and other publications. His TED talks have been viewed over five million times.

        On Behalf Of Environmentalists, I Apologize For The Climate Scare | FORBES

        •••

        UPDATE

        FORBES ‘cancels’ Shellenberger!

        THE book-burners have been busy again. This time it’s a TIME Magazine “Hero of the Environment,” and U.N. IPCC expert reviewer, Michael Shellenberger.

        HIS crime, apologising “for how badly we environmentalists have misled the public.”

        
          Here are some facts few people know:

          	Humans are not causing a “sixth mass extinction”
	The Amazon is not “the lungs of the world”
	Climate change is not making natural disasters worse
	Fires have declined 25% around the world since 2003


        

        THE use of hard facts to back up his apology didn’t please the deep-green authoritarians at Forbes, keen to protect their “climate crisis” narrative, at all costs.

        

        
          
          On Behalf Of Environmentalists, I Apologize For The Climate Scare | Forbes

        

        

        FROM twitter account of Shellenberger :

        
          
            Forbes has censored my article.

            I have reposted it here:https://t.co/PPcd2DrinO

            — Mike Shellenberger (@ShellenbergerMD) June 29, 2020

          

          
          

        

        *

        

        “Every record has been destroyed or falsified, every book rewritten, every picture has been repainted, every statue and street building has been renamed, every date has been altered. And the process is continuing day by day and minute by minute. History has stopped. Nothing exists except an endless present in which the Party is always right.”

        ― George Orwell, 1984

        •••

        

        MORE Must Read Shellenberger :

        	
            NOW That We Know Renewables Can’t ‘Save The Planet’, Are We Really Going To Stand By And Let Them Destroy It? | Climatism
          
	
            SCIENCE : UNreliable Nature Of Solar And Wind Makes Electricity More Expensive, New Study Finds | Climatism
          


        SHELLENBERGER Related :

        	Environmentalist Tells Tucker Carlson: Renewables Can’t Save The Planet | The Daily Caller


        MUST Watch :

        	
            MICHAEL MOORE : ‘Green Energy Is A Scam’ | Climatism
          


        RELATED :

        	
            IF CO2’s Your Poison, Renewable Energy Is No Antidote | Climatism
          
	
            UN Carbon Regime Would Devastate Humanity And The Environment | Climatism
          
	
            DRACONIAN UN CLIMATE AGENDA EXPOSED : ‘Global Warming Fears Are A Tool For Political and Economic Change…It Has Nothing To Do With The Actual Climate’ | Climatism
          
	
            HOW DARE HE! United States Led Entire World In Reducing CO₂ Emissions In 2019 | Climatism
          
	
            46 STATEMENTS By IPCC Experts Against The IPCC | Climatism
          
	
            COGNITIVE BIAS : Climate Change Alarmists Refuse To Accept ‘The Science’ That Proves Extreme Weather Events Are NOT Increasing | Climatism
          
	
            ANGELA MERKEL : The New Climate Change ‘Denier’ | Climatism
          
	
            TEAM GRETA Admits Climate Change Has Nothing To Do With The Environment | Climatism
          


        •••

        THE Climatism Tip Jar – Support The Fight Against Dangerous, Costly and Unscientific Climate Alarm

        (Climate sceptics/rationalists still waitin’ for that “big oil” cheque to arrive in the mail!)

        Help us to hit back against the bombardment of climate lies costing our communities, economies and livelihoods far, far too much.

        Thanks to all those who have donated. Your support and faith in Climatism is highly motivating and greatly appreciated!

        Citizen journalists can’t rely on mastheads, rather private donations and honest content. 

        Click link for more info…

        Many thanks, Jamie.

        (NB// The PayPal account linked to “Climatism” is “Five-O-Vintage”)
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        2019 KOMO News Special : Seattle Is Dying
Posted: June 18, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climatism, Ideology, Politics, Socialism | Tags: ABC4, All Lives Matter, Communism, Democrats, Drug abuse, Heroin, Homeless, Homelessness, Ice, Jay Inslee, Jenny Durkan, KOMO, Mainstream media, Mental Ilness, Misanthropy, Must Watch, Police, Politics, Poverty, Power, Progressivism, Seattle, Seattle Is Dying, Socialism, USA, Washington State  | 4 Comments
        

        
          
          KOMO News Special: Seattle is Dying (KOMO graphic)

        

        

        

        “THE urge to save humanity is almost always a

        false-front for the urge to rule it.”

        – H.L. Mencken

        ***

        IF you want see what the situation is really like in Democrat-run states and cities across America, then watch this epic tragedy on Seattle released March, 2019 by ‘ABC’ news affiliate KOMO News.

        A heartbreaking hour of truth, delivering a stunning assortment of hard data and facts that expose the brutal dangers of implementing Socialism as policy. The ‘compassionate’ quest for woketopia, a guaranteed deathblow to the soul of a city and its people.

        
          “People come here because it’s called Free-attle and they believe if they come here they will get food, free medical treatment, free mental health treatment, a free tent, free clothes and will be free of prosecution for just about everything; and they’re right.

          It didn’t used to be that way. Law enforcement officers used to be able to enforce laws.” – Seattle Police Officer

        

        With the new dystopian ‘colony’ of ‘CHAZ’ or ‘CHOP’ recently declared in downtown Seattle, surely this special report, released a year ago, was not a wakeup call as to the inevitability of the current status of total anarchy, mayhem and madness in CHOP? 

        Seems no one cares, except for affected residents, small business owners and the “powerless” Police of Seattle. 

        The complete lack of interest and even ‘denial’ of reality in Democrat-run cities like Seattle represents yet another momentous victory for the mainstream media and bedfellows, the Democrat party – successfully hiding from their ‘progressive’ viewers and voters the ugly truth about the ruinous and generational effects of Democrat, socialist, ‘progressive’ policies.

        
          “I’ve said it before, and I’ll say it again, that the only thing I can equate it to is, we’re running a concentration camp without barbed wire, up to and including the medical experiment of poisoning these people with drugs.

          I don’t know how else to put it, and it’s infuriating.” – Todd Wiebke, former Seattle Police Officer

        

        
          “Yes, I am frustrated because I’m a law enforcement officer that is told NOT to enforce the law.” – Seattle Police Officer

        

        And this prophetic 2016 warning from a Seattle PD Officer on the dangers of a ‘compassionate’ approach to homelessness, drugs and crime:

        
          “In a misguided attempt to help this population, the city has allowed the streets to be essentially taken over . The city is falling apart and becoming more unsafe due to politics surrounding low level criminal activity and homelessness. We don’t want to screw over the homeless population, we just want the ability to police them.” – Seattle Police Officer


        

        WHAT is really going on here?

        It’s as simple as the current ruling-class, Leftist-elite not interested in the people who they work for and are bound to represent, rather, they are only interested in one thing, it’s name is p-o-w-e-r.

        WATCH it all …

        
          KOMO’s Eric Johnson explores the impact the drug and homelessness problem is having on our city and possible solutions in “Seattle is Dying.” Read more or watch at KOMONews.com: KOMO News Special: Seattle is Dying | KOMO

        

        

        KOMO News Special: Seattle is Dying | KOMO

        FROM the official KOMO page :

        
          Seattle Is Dying. It’s a harsh title. Someone on social media even called it a “hopeless” title. I’ll admit to you that I wrestled with the name for some time. Too dramatic, I wondered? Too dark? In the end I went with it because I believe it to be true. I believe that Seattle is dying. Rotting from within.

          This show, that we’ve been working on for several months now, is really the third in a kind of trilogy.

          The first was called “There But For the Grace of God…” It explored homelessness from the inside out in 2016.

          he second was called, “Demon at the Door.” It was about the hellish existence of heroin addiction.

          This one is about everyone else.It’s about citizens who don’t feel safe taking their families into downtown Seattle. It’s about parents who won’t take their children into the public parks they pay for. It’s about filth and degradation all around us. And theft and crime. It’s about people who don’t feel protected anymore, who don’t feel like their voices are being heard.

          This program is not about demonizing those who are struggling with addiction and homelessness and mental illness. On the contrary. Instead, it asks the question, “Why aren’t we doing more? Why don’t we have the courage to intervene in lives that are, in the face of a grave sickness, reeling out of control?”

          It’s called, Seattle is Dying, and I believe the title to be true. But it’s not a hopeless program. There are ideas and concepts in the show that could start conversations about change.

          I hope.

          Mostly, I want it to be a reminder that this is not normal. This is not the way it has to be. This is not right.

          KOMO News Special: Seattle is Dying | KOMO

        

        •••

        SEE also :


        	
            CHAZ : The World Welcomes Its Newest Country | Climatism
          
	
            US RIOTS : Restoring order | Climatism
          
	
            FROM Terrorism to Climatism to Pandemism | Climatism
          
	
            COVID19 : Totalitarianism Doesn’t Shock Us Anymore | Climatism
          


        •••

        THE Climatism Tip Jar – Support The Fight Against Dangerous, Costly and Unscientific Climate Alarm

        (Climate sceptics/rationalists still waitin’ for that “big oil” cheque to arrive in the mail!)

        Help us to hit back against the bombardment of climate lies costing our communities, economies and livelihoods far, far too much.

        Thanks to all those who have donated. Your support and faith in Climatism is highly motivating and greatly appreciated!

        Citizen journalists can’t rely on mastheads, rather private donations and honest content. 

        Click link for more info…

        Many thanks, Jamie.

        (NB// The PayPal account linked to “Climatism” is “Five-O-Vintage”)
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        CHAZ : The World Welcomes Its Newest Country
Posted: June 12, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climatism | Tags: Anarchy, ANTIFA, Black Lives Matter, CHAZ, Must Watch, Riots 2020, Seattle, Tucker Carlson  | 1 Comment
        

        
          
          Dem Leaders in Seattle Surrender to the Mob, Allow Antifa Goons to Take Over Part of the City – American Greatness

        

        

        

        “Keep your sense of humour!

        That’s what they tell you

        when things get really dark.”

        –– Tucker Carlson

        ***

        SAY hello to the latest addition to the global family of nations: the Capitol Hill Autonomous Zone, formerly known as downtown Seattle…

        

        *

        Via City Journal :

        Anarchy in Seattle

        Antifa-affiliated activists seize control of a city neighborhood and declare an “autonomous zone.”

        
          Christopher F. Rufo
        

        June 10, 2020

        Seattle’s hard-Left secessionist movement has claimed its first territory: six blocks in the Capitol Hill neighborhood.

        For the past week, Black Lives Matter and Antifa-affiliated activists have engaged in a pitched battle with Seattle police officers and National Guard soldiers in the neighborhood, with the heaviest conflict occurring at the intersection of 11th and Pike, where law enforcement had constructed a barricade to defend the Seattle Police East Precinct building. Hoping to break through the barricade, protesters attacked officers with bricks, bottles, rocks, and improvised explosive devices, sending some officers to the hospital. At the same time, activists circulated videos of the conflict and accused the police of brutality, demanding that the city cease using teargas and other anti-riot techniques.

        Then, in a stunning turn of events, the City of Seattle made the decision to abandon the East Precinct and surrender the neighborhood to the protesters. “This is an exercise in trust and de-escalation,” explained Chief Carmen Best. Officers and National Guardsmen emptied out the facility, boarded it up, and retreated. Immediately afterward, Black Lives Matter protesters, Antifa black shirts, and armed members of the hard-Left John Brown Gun Club seized control of the neighborhood, moved the barricades into a defensive position, and declared it the Capitol Hill Autonomous Zone—even putting up a cardboard sign at the barricades declaring “you are now leaving the USA.”

        On the new rebel state’s first night, the atmosphere was festive and triumphant. Hooded men spray-painted the police station with slogans and anarchist symbols, renaming it the “Seattle People’s Department East Precinct.” Raz Simone, a local rapper with an AK-47 slung from his shoulder and a pistol attached to his hip, screamed, “This is war!” into a white-and-red megaphone and instructed armed paramilitaries to guard the barricades in shifts. Later in the night, Simone was filmed allegedly assaulting multiple protestors who disobeyed his orders, informing them that he was the “police” now, sparking fears that he was becoming the de facto warlord of the autonomous zone. A homeless man with a baseball bat wandered along the borderline and two unofficial medics in medieval-style chain mail stood ready for action.

        Nikkita Oliver, a radical activist and former mayoral candidate, emerged as a critical voice of the protest movement and assumed a leadership role in the newly declared autonomous zone. After night fell and a light rain began falling, she spoke to the crowd and outlined the ideological commitments behind the occupation. “[We need to] align ourselves with the global struggle that acknowledges [that] the United States plays a role in racialized capitalism,” she told protestors. “Racialized capitalism is built upon patriarchy, white supremacy, and classism.”

        The following day, a coalition of black activists associated with the autonomous zone released a more specific list of demands, including the total abolition of the Seattle Police Department, the retrial of all racial minorities serving prison time for violent crimes, and the replacement of the police with autonomous “restorative/transformative accountability programs.” Activists pledged to maintain control of the Capitol Hill Autonomous Zone until their demands are met—setting the stage for a long-term occupation and the establishment of a parallel political authority.

        The city government has not developed a strategic response to the takeover of Capitol Hill. According to one Seattle police officer with knowledge of internal deliberations, the city’s “leadership is in chaos” and “the mayor has made the decision to let a mob of 1,000 people dictate public safety policy for a city of 750,000.” The officer said that Chief Best had dispatched high-ranking police officials to the autonomous zone to establish a line of communication, but the officials were immediately sent away by armed paramilitaries at the barricades. “The tide of public opinion is on the side of the activists and they’re pushing the envelope as far as they can,” said the officer. “It’s not hyperbolic to say the endgame is anarchy.”

        Politically, the Seattle City Council has already begun to champion the protesters’ demands. Socialist Alternative councilwoman Kshama Sawant declared the takeover a “victory” against “the militarized police force of the political establishment and the capitalist state.” Three councilmembers have signaled support for a 50 percent reduction in the police budget, with additional councilmembers likely to support a similar policy in the coming weeks. Sawant also opened Seattle’s City Hall—which had been closed by the mayor—to protesters, who immediately occupied the building.

        The Capitol Hill Autonomous Zone has set a dangerous precedent: armed left-wing activists have asserted their dominance of the streets and established an alternative political authority over a large section of a neighborhood. They have claimed de facto police power over thousands of residents and dozens of businesses—completely outside of the democratic process. In a matter of days, Antifa-affiliated paramilitaries have created a hardened border, established a rudimentary form of government based on principles of intersectional representation, and forcibly removed unfriendly media from the territory.

        The Capitol Hill Autonomous Zone is an occupation and taking of hostages: none of the neighborhood’s residents voted for Antifa as their representative government. Rather than enforce the law, Seattle’s progressive political class capitulated to the mob and will likely make massive concessions over the next few months. This will embolden the Antifa coalition—and further undermine the rule of law in American cities.

        Christopher F. Rufo is a contributing editor of City Journal and director of the Discovery Institute’s Center on Wealth & Poverty. He’s directed four documentaries for PBS, including his new film, America Lost, which tells the story of three “forgotten American cities.” Follow him on Facebook and Twitter.

        •••

        SEE Also :

        	
            US RIOTS : Restoring order | Climatism
          
	
            FROM Terrorism to Climatism to Pandemism | Climatism
          
	
            COVID19 : Totalitarianism Doesn’t Shock Us Anymore | Climatism
          


        •••

        THE Climatism Tip Jar – Support The Fight Against Dangerous, Costly and Unscientific Climate Alarm

        (Climate sceptics/rationalists still waitin’ for that “big oil” cheque to arrive in the mail!)

        Help us to hit back against the bombardment of climate lies costing our communities, economies and livelihoods far, far too much.

        Thanks to all those who have donated. Your support and faith in Climatism is highly motivating and greatly appreciated!

        Citizen journalists can’t rely on mastheads, rather private donations and honest content. 

        Click link for more info…

        Many thanks, Jamie.

        (NB// The PayPal account linked to “Climatism” is “Five-O-Vintage”)
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        SUPERB Demolition Of The ‘97% Consensus’ Myth
Posted: June 10, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climate Change, Climatism, Consensus, Scientific Fraud | Tags: 97%, 97% Consensus, Bogus Climate Consensus, Clear Energy Alliance, Climate Change, Climatism, Consensus, Global Warming, john cook, Michael Crichton, pseudoscience, science  | 1 Comment
        

        
          
          It’s time for us all to recognize the 97% con game | CFACT

        

        

        

        “The data doesn’t matter. We’re not basing our recommendations

        on the data. We’re basing them on the climate models.”

        – Prof. Chris Folland,

        Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Research

        “The models are convenient fictions

        that provide something very useful.”

        – Dr David Frame,

        Climate modeller, Oxford University

        ***

        A must watch demolition of the “97% Consensus” myth. Ping this to anyone claiming that there is a scientific consensus on CO₂ as the primary driver of earth’s climate.

        Via Clear Energy Alliance :

        
          97 Percent of scientists believe in catastrophic human caused climate change? Of course not! But far too many believe this ridiculous statement that defies basic logic and observation. (Can you think of any highly-political issue where you could get even 65% agreement?) The 97% Myth has succeeded in fooling many people because the phony number is repeated over and over again by those who have a financial and/or ideological stake in the outcome. By the way, what any scientist “believes’ doesn’t matter anyway. Science is what happens during rigorous and repeated experimentation.

          VISIT Clear Energy Alliance https://clearenergyalliance.com/

        

        

        ***

        SALIENT reminders about “consensus” from science legend, Michael Crichton :

        “There is no such thing as consensus science. If it’s consensus, it isn’t science. If it’s science, it isn’t consensus. Period.”

        ― Michael Crichton

        “I would remind you to notice where the claim of consensus is invoked. Consensus is invoked only in situations where the science is not solid enough. Nobody says the consensus of scientists agrees that E=mc2. Nobody says the consensus is that the sun is 93 million miles away. It would never occur to anyone to speak that way.” 

        ― Michael Crichton

        “Historically, the claim of consensus has been the first refuge of scoundrels; it is a way to avoid debate by claiming that the matter is already settled. Whenever you hear the consensus of scientists agrees on something or other, reach for your wallet, because you’re being had.”

        ― Michael Crichton

        MUST READ CRICHTON :

        	
            Fear, Complexity and Environmental Management in the 21st Century (Michael Crichton) | Climatism
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        HIGH Snow Levels Indicate Very Weak Nordic Power Prices This Summer
Posted: June 10, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climate Change, Climate models, Snow Pack | Tags: Climate Change, Climatism, Energy, Global Warming, Hydro power, Nordic, Puke, snow  | 1 Comment
        
          
            
              
                CLIMATE models from the 1970’s have consistently predicted that theorised CO2-induced climate change should be causing a significant decline in total snow cover. However, Global snow cover has actually increased since at least the start of the record (Connolly et al, 2019), leading to some scepticism within the scientific community about the validity of the climate models.

                ANOTHER ‘snow rich’ Nordic winter isn’t helping the climate model cause, one bit …

                NB// Accompanying image is “intended as a joke.” (Tallbloke’s Talkshop)

              

            

          

          
            Tallbloke's Talkshop

            
               Was it like this?

              This story may not make headline news, so let’s give it an airing here. Nordic countries are well used to winter snow, so when they talk of a ‘snow-rich’ winter they mean exactly that.

              – – –

              Electricity prices in the Nordic countries are likely to be unusually low this summer amid high inflows to hydropower plants, caused by a combination of a very snow-rich winter and late snowmelt, says Phys.org.

              Electricity prices in the Nordic countries are likely to be unusually low this summer amid high inflows to hydropower plants, caused by a combination of a very snow-rich winter and late snowmelt.

              “May was cooler than normal in Scandinavia and June has also started on the cool side. This has led to snowpack melting a bit later than it usually does,” Nathalie Schaller, a senior researcher at CICERO Center for International Climate Research, said…

            

            View original post 299 more words
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        FROM Terrorism to Climatism to Pandemism
Posted: June 6, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Alarmism, Alarmist media, Climatism, Coronavirus, mainstream media alarmism | Tags: 9/11, Al-Queda, ANTIFA, Climate Change, Climatism, Coronavirus, COVID-19, Extinction Rebellion, Global Warming, Greta Thunberg, Osama Bin Laden, Pandemic, Racism, Riots 2020, Socialism, Soros, Terrorism, Totalitarianism, Trump  | 2 Comments
        

        
          
          GARRISON | Problem, Reaction, Tyranny

        

        

        

        “The whole aim of practical politics is to keep the populace alarmed
  (and hence clamorous to be led to safety)
  by menacing it with an endless series of hobgoblins,
 all of them imaginary.”

        – H.L. Mencken

        “WE need to get some broad based support,

        to capture the public’s imagination…

        So we have to offer up scary scenarios,

        make simplified, dramatic statements

        and make little mention of any doubts…

        Each of us has to decide what the right balance

        is between being effective and being honest.“

        – Prof. Stephen Schneider,

        Stanford Professor of Climatology,

        lead author of many IPCC reports

        ***

        RON CLUTZ, of the excellent site Science Matters, examines the historical use of fear employed by our ruling-class-elite as a tool to maintain control and solicit power.

        CLUTZ finds that the modern use of fear has been weaponised under a far more sinister premise than in more ‘noble’ times gone by. Whereas in the past, power and authority came from the optimistic visions they offered their people, today’s “societies are now warped by the use of fear for political gain.”

        
          Ironically, the most hated leader is Donald Trump, who broke from the doom and nightmare script, instead offering a promise to “Make America Great Again.” Elected on that hope, Trump was riding high on the theme “The power of Promises Kept.” And then came the pandemic filling the media and stoking public fears.

        

        A salient read that dutifully explains the planned chaotic times we currently inhabit…

        *

        From Terrorism to Climatism to Pandemism

        Posted on 5 Hours Ago by Ron Clutz

        In 2004 BBC aired a 3-part documentary The Power of Nightmares: The Rise of the Politics of Fear. The episodes start with this narration (in italics with my bolds):

        

        
          In the past, politicians promised to create a better world. They had different ways of achieving this, but their power and authority came from the optimistic visions they offered their people. Those dreams failed and today people have lost faith in ideologies. Increasingly, politicians are seen simply as managers of public life, but now they have discovered a new role that restores their power and authority.

          Instead of delivering dreams, politicians now promise to protect us: from nightmares. They say that they will rescue us from dreadful dangers that we cannot see and do not understand.

          And the greatest danger of all is international terrorism, a powerful and sinister network with sleeper cells in countries across the world, a threat that needs to be fought by a War on Terror. But much of this threat is a fantasy, which has been exaggerated and distorted by politicians. It’s a dark illusion that has spread unquestioned through governments around the world, the security services and the international media. This is a series of films about how and why that fantasy was created, and who it benefits.

          At the heart of the story are two groups: the American neo-conservatives and the radical Islamists. Both were idealists who were born out of the failure of the liberal dream to build a better world, and both had a very similar explanation of what caused that failure. These two groups have changed the world, but not in the way that either intended. Together, they created today’s nightmare vision of a secret organized evil that threatens the world, a fantasy that politicians then found restored their power and authority in a disillusioned age.

          And those with the darkest fears became the most powerful.

        

        *

        I was impressed at the time by the writing, imagery and presentation of the premise: Our societies are now warped by the use of fear for political gain. A lot has happened in the last 16 years, including the demise of Osama Bin Laden, disruption of Al-Queda, the rise and fall of ISIS. With terrorism increasingly on the back burner, politicians turned to climate fears, emphasized at the 2009 Copenhagen COP, ramped up to the Paris Accord in 2015, and further amped to SR1.5 in 2019 to claim a “climate emergency”, leading to schoolchildren protesting rather than learning, and violence from groups like the “valve turners” and Extinction Rebellion.

        

        
          
          Greta Thunberg | Science Matters

        

        

        The Power of Nightmares explained the symbiosis between radical revolutionaries and elected officials. Public fear of damage and destruction cedes power and authority to governing politicians.They invited Greta to speak at Davos for the very same reason:  she empowers them. At first the menace was Islamist Terrorists, who did achieve much killing and suffering in places they were able to occupy, or in attacks such as the Twin Towers. Then the media turned to extreme weather events, extinctions, sea level rise, arctic amplification, acid oceans, and fear of everything from Acne to Zika virus. The latter was a prelude to our current obsession with the coronavirus.

        

        
          
          Dorian scare | Science Matters

        

        

        In all cases, the fear has been seized upon for outlays of public monies in massive spending, unheard of in normal times. And from the Patriot Act, NSA surveillance, and FISA courts, on to environmental regulations and obstacles, and now to lockdowns and distancing orders, civil liberties are quashed to gain safety from an invisible enemy.

        Ironically, the most hated leader is Donald Trump, who broke from the doom and nightmare script, instead offering a promise to “Make America Great Again.” Elected on that hope, Trump was riding high on the theme “The power of Promises Kept.” And then came the pandemic filling the media and stoking public fears. Most recently, the fear mongers are promoting racism as a reason to undo law and order in favor of passion and violence. They are literally playing with fire threatening the roots of civil society in their pursuit of power.

        From Terrorism to Climatism to Pandemism | Science Matters

        (Climatism links added)

        •••

        SEE also :

        	A brief history of climate panic and crisis… both warming and cooling | Watts Up With That?
	
            CLIMATE DUD-PREDICTIONS : ‘Ice-Free’ Arctic Prophesies By The ‘97% Consensus’ And Compliant Mainstream Media | Climatism
          
	
            SNOWFALL Will Signal The Death Of The Global Warming Movement | Climatism
          
	
            TIM FLANNERY : Professor of Dud Predictions and Climate Falsehoods | Climatism
          
	
            COGNITIVE BIAS : Climate Change Alarmists Refuse To Accept ‘The Science’ That Proves Extreme Weather Events Are NOT Increasing | Climatism
          
	
            MUST READ : A Wizard of Oz Virus – The COVID19 Hoax | Climatism
          
	
            THE ARCTIC : Ground Zero For Anthropogenic Hubris And Climate Change Hysteria | Climatism
          
	
            DRACONIAN UN CLIMATE AGENDA EXPOSED : ‘Global Warming Fears Are A Tool For Political and Economic Change…It Has Nothing To Do With The Actual Climate’ | Climatism
          
	
            46 STATEMENTS By IPCC Experts Against The IPCC | Climatism
          
	
            TEAM GRETA Admits Climate Change Has Nothing To Do With The Environment | Climatism
          


        RELATED :

        	
            EXTINCTION REBELLION : Imagine If These People Had Real Power? | Climatism
          
	
            MICHAEL MOORE : ‘Green Energy Is A Scam’ | Climatism
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        THE Climatism Tip Jar – Support The Fight Against Dangerous, Costly and Unscientific Climate Alarm

        (Climate sceptics/rationalists still waitin’ for that “big oil” cheque to arrive in the mail!)

        Help us to hit back against the bombardment of climate lies costing our communities, economies and livelihoods far, far too much.

        Thanks to all those who have donated. Your support and faith in Climatism is highly motivating and greatly appreciated!

        Citizen journalists can’t rely on mastheads, rather private donations and honest content. 

        Click link for more info…

        Many thanks, Jamie.

        (NB// The PayPal account linked to “Climatism” is “Five-O-Vintage”)
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        US RIOTS : Restoring order
Posted: June 2, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climate Change | Tags: Anarchy, ANTIFA, Black Lives Matter, BLM, Democrats, George Floyd, Ingraham Angle, Leftism, Looting, Mainstream media, Marxism, November 2020, Riots, Socialism, Trump, US Riots, Violence  | Leave a comment
        

        
          
          Photos: The Rise of Antifa

        

        

        

        “In the face of civil unrest,

        strong leaders emerge to lead people

        away from lawlessness.”

        –– Laura Ingraham

        “Yes, makin’ mock o’ uniforms that guard you while you sleep

        Is cheaper than them uniforms, an’ they’re starvation cheap;

        An’ hustlin’ drunken soldiers when they’re goin’ large a bit

        Is five times better business than paradin’ in full kit.”

        –– Rudyard Kipling (Tommy)

        ***

        FOX News’ Laura Ingraham asking the big questions that go a long way to providing answers as to the enormous scope and volatility of the U.S. riots. Questions that our ruling-class-elite and sycophant mainstream media will hide from you at all costs.

        A powerful and important must watch 9’29″…

        

        Ingraham Angle | Fox News

        *

        Tucker Carlson dives even deeper, in this must watch …
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        WHAT The BBC Don’t Want You To Know About Miami’s Rising Seas
Posted: May 26, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climate Alarmism, Climate Change, Sea Level Rise | Tags: Alarmism, BBC, Climate Change, Global Warming, Miami, propaganda, science, sea level rise  | 1 Comment
        
          
            
              
                BBC busy spreading climate change fear and panic to the vulnerable. Paul Homewood corrects the MIAMI sea-level rise record straight with actual “science” and data …

              

            

          

          
            NOT A LOT OF PEOPLE KNOW THAT

            
              By Paul Homewood

              

              

              h/t Jonathan Scott

              

              

              

              Just down the coast from Donald Trump’s weekend retreat, the residents and businesses of south Florida are experiencing regular episodes of water in the streets. In the battle against rising seas, the region – which has more to lose than almost anywhere else in the world – is becoming ground zero.

              The first time my father’s basement flooded, it was shortly after he moved in. The building was an ocean-front high-rise in a small city north of Miami called Sunny Isles Beach. The marble lobby had a waterfall that never stopped running; crisp-shirted valets parked your car for you. For the residents who lived in the more lavish flats, these cars were often BMWs and Mercedes. But no matter their value, the cars all wound up in the same place: the basement.

              When I called, I’d ask my dad how the building was doing…

            

            View original post 1,110 more words
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        MEXICO Pulls The Plug On ‘UNreliables’
Posted: May 23, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climate Change, Climatism, Energy, Energy Poverty, Failed Green Schemes, Green Energy, green jobs, Green New Deal, Renewables, Solar, Unreliables, Wind Farms | Tags: Climate Change, Climatism, Energy Poverty, Fuel Poverty, Industrial Wind, Mexico, Renewable energy, Solar PV, unreliables, Wind Energy, Wind Farms, wind power  | 5 Comments
        

        
          
          UNreliables | Climatism

        

        

        

        “Renewable energy technologies simply won’t work;

        we need a fundamentally different approach.”

        –– Top Google engineers

        “We get a tax credit if we build a lot of wind farms.

        That’s the only reason to build them.

        They don’t make sense without the tax credit.

        –– Warren Buffett

        “Suggesting that renewables will let us phase rapidly off fossil fuels

        in the United States, China, India, or the world as a whole

        is almost the equivalent of believing in the Easter Bunny and Tooth Fairy.

        – James Hansen

        (The Godfather of AGW alarmism / former NASA climate chief)

        ***

        JUST as socialist central-planning failed miserably before it was replaced by free market economies, green central-planning will have to be discarded before Australia and other Western nations will see a return to energy security, competitive pricing and business prosperity.

        GOOD to see Mexico heading in the smart direction. Led by an apparent reasoned and rational government who understands that “the only things ‘inevitable’ about the ‘transition’ to wind and solar are skyrocketing electricity prices and unstable power grids.”

        Via Eurasia Review :

        
          Mexico Pulls The Plug On Renewables – OpEd

        
        
           May 19, 2020  Ronald Stein
        

         

        As Mexico is poised to plunge into its worst recession in recent-memory the leftist president is making cuts and pulling the plug on subsidy dependent intermittent power from wind and solar that has been driving up the cost of electricity for its financially challenged population.

        Mexican President Andrés Manuel López Obrador won the 2018 election by a landslide. His approach to government spending — even in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic and its economic fallout — might best be compared to that of conservative icons Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher.

        Recognizing that industrial wind and solar electricity bring little to no value to electrical grids, Mexico is moving to avoid the higher electrical prices experienced by Germany, Denmark, Great Britain, South Australia, California, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and other governments that have heavily subsidized their supply of intermittent electricity.

        The only things ‘inevitable’ about the ‘transition’ to wind and solar are rocketing electricity prices and unstable power grids. As to the latter, the Mexican government has taken a stand that has sent renewable energy rent seekers into a tailspin.

        The Mexican government’s concept, not without merit, is that if you are looking for a reliable electricity supply, then it does not make much sense to rely on the ‘unreliables’.  Mexico needs reliable and affordable power, more than ever.

        Mexico’s Centro Nacional de Control de Energia (Cenace), which oversees the electrical system, indefinitely suspended critical tests for new intermittent electricity projects as the nation grapples with the spread of the coronavirus.

        

        The stage is now set for yet another legal dispute between Mexico’s government and the intermittent electricity sector, with the Mexican government acting to freeze project connections in a supposed bid to underpin system stability in the COVID-19 era.

        While the wind and solar industries seem eager to deliver their peculiar brand of a ‘healthy environment’ for Mexicans, their government appears more inclined to ensure the delivery of affordable electricity as and when Mexicans need it.

        Whether you’re a South Australian business owner trying to keep your head above water, a farmer’s wife in Ontario trying to keep your head on your pillow and sleep despite incessant turbine generated low-frequency noise and infrasound or an Eagle just trying to keep its head, you’ve probably formed a pretty strong opinion about the ‘merits’ of subsidized wind electricity.

        Oaxaca is a state in southern Mexico that is home to almost two-thirds of Mexico’s wind-power capacity, including the Tehuantepec turbines. Many people in towns with wind parks seem to still favor them, but over time, people have seen less benefits than originally promised. Job opportunities, for example, have fallen short of expectations, locals say. And the touted improvements to roads or schools also have not materialized, overall.

        After the trillions spent on industrial wind turbines and solar panels that do not deliver as advertised, the worldwide ecological destruction from the mining of precious minerals leave lands uninhabitable and worthless for plants and trees. Renewable taxpayer handouts have stripped landscapes. Left in the wake of intermittent electricity farms and subsidized biomass-fueled power plants is cynical at best, and mercenary in their ability to destroy nature’s ability to alleviate the coronavirus via cleaner air.

        During this global pandemic, dependence on China for rare earth minerals, which solar panels and wind turbines are useless without, makes clean energy a costly proposition.

        The environmental destruction that wind turbines create is extraordinary – “building one wind turbine requires 900 tons of steel, 2,500 tons of concrete and 45 tons of plastic.”

        Wind and solar also bring little to no value to electrical grids. When the sun does not shine, and the wind does not blow at set speeds it destroys a grid spinning reserve mode, peaking mode, and backup mode. Similarly, in Great Britain Prime Minister Boris Johnson catches coronavirus, and his country struggles with an unstable grid over widespread adoption of renewables for electricity. In the age of COVID-19 there are life and death matters if electricity is hampered for any length of time.

        Renewables then make no sense when the entire world is sick. Only using Warren Buffet’s logic does chaotic wind power bring financial wealth when Mr. Buffett said: “We get a tax credit if we build a lot of wind farms. That is the only reasons to build them. They don’t make sense without the tax credit.”

        What makes the entire notion of relying on chaotically intermittent renewables dangerous is a seminal work by energy expert Robert Bryce titled, “Question of Power: Electricity and Wealth of Nations,” which highlights this startling fact:

        “Roughly 3.3 billion people – about 45 percent of all the people on the planet – live in places where per-capita electricity consumption is less than 1,000 kilowatt-hours per year, or less than the amount used by a refrigerator.”

        Uncertainty is the one constant the coronavirus has shown. Long-term planning is no longer in vogue – now it is understanding cratering oil prices and a possible Great Depression. If the World does not get back to work soon, trillion-dollar deficits as the new norm, and prosperity taking a backseat to police-state-like shut-ins.

        More than 6,000 products come from the derivatives of crude oil, including every part in solar panels and wind turbines. Additionally, renewables cannot produce the critical medical equipment like ultrasound systems, ventilators, CT systems, and X-ray, medicines, masks, gloves, soap and hand sanitizers for hospitals, and protective gear for doctors and nurses. All those products begin from crude oil, or as the Wall Street Journal states – “Big Oil to the Coronavirus Rescue.”

        More damning for renewables than endless subsidies or the billions of people needing reliable electricity, is the fact that without the products from petroleum derivatives the coronavirus would rage unchecked.

        Mexico Pulls The Plug On Renewables – OpEd – Eurasia Review

        •••

        SEE also :

        	
            IMAGINE Our Coronavirus Response Running On Windmills And Mirrors | Climatism
          
	
            MICHAEL MOORE : ‘Green Energy Is A Scam’ | Climatism (MUST WATCH)
          
	
            SCOTLAND’S Net-Zero Forest Management Program | Climatism
          
	
            NOW That We Know Renewables Can’t ‘Save The Planet’, Are We Really Going To Stand By And Let Them Destroy It? | Climatism
          
	
            ‘GREEN’ Energy Future | Climatism
          
	
            IF CO2’s Your Poison, Renewable Energy Is No Antidote (Peer-reviewed) | Climatism
          
	
            TEAM GRETA Admits Climate Change Has Nothing To Do With The Environment | Climatism
          
	
            CADMIUM : The Toxic Problem Of Not-So-Clean Energy | Climatism
          
	
            ANGELA MERKEL : The New Climate Change ‘Denier’ | Climatism
          
	
            HOW DARE HE! United States Led Entire World In Reducing CO₂ Emissions In 2019 | Climatism
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        THE Climatism Tip Jar – Support The Fight Against Dangerous, Costly and Unscientific Climate Alarm

        (Climate sceptics/rationalists still waitin’ for that “big oil” cheque to arrive in the mail!)

        Help us to hit back against the bombardment of climate lies costing our communities, economies and livelihoods far, far too much.

        Thanks to all those who have donated. Your support and faith in Climatism is highly motivating and greatly appreciated!

        Citizen journalists can’t rely on mastheads, rather private donations and honest content. 

        Click link for more info…

        Many thanks, Jamie.

        (NB// The PayPal account linked to “Climatism” is “Five-O-Vintage”)
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        MUST READ : End New York City’s Lockdown Now!
Posted: May 21, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Coronavirus | Tags: CNN, Coronavirus, COVID19, Cuomo, David Marcus, de Blasio, Gov. Brian Kemp, Lockdown, Michael Bloomberg, New York City, Tyranny  | 2 Comments
        

        
          
          End New York City’s lockdown now! | New York Post

        

        

        

        “Of all tyrannies a tyranny sincerely

        exercised for the good of its victims

        may be the most oppressive.”

        – C. S. Lewis

        ***

        A powerful piece, written only as a New Yorker could. Sentiments no doubt echoed across the globe as like-minded authoritarian technocrats governments, seemingly drunk-on-power, continue their draconian COVID19 ‘lockdown’ edicts even as “the curve” has well and truly “flattened”.

        Via New York Post :

        End New York City’s lockdown now!

        Sometimes, a good rant is all a writer can offer. Bear with me.

        Last Friday morning, some 3,500 New Yorkers lined up at a Catholic church in Queens to receive free food hours before it even opened, according to the New York Police Department. Catholic Charities has reported a 200 percent increase in demand over the past month and a half.

        By prolonging the coronavirus shutdown long after its core mission was accomplished, Gov. Cuomo and Mayor de Blasio have plunged tens of thousands of New Yorkers into poverty.

        It needs to end. Now.

        In mid-March, we were told we have to endure a lockdown to ensure that hospitals didn’t get overrun. We did. The hospitals were not overwhelmed. We turned the Javits Center into a hospital. We didn’t need it. We brought in a giant Navy ship to treat New Yorkers. We didn’t need it.

        We were told we were moments away from running out of ventilators. We weren’t, and now the United States has built so many, we are giving them away to other countries.

        Meanwhile, the Big Apple is dying. Its streets are empty. The bars and jazz clubs, restaurants and coffeehouses sit barren. Beloved haunts, storied rooms, perfect-slice joints are shuttered, many for good. The sweat equity of countless small-business owners is evaporating. Instead of getting people back to work providing for their families, our mayor talks about a fantasyland New Deal for the post-coronavirus era.

        Open the city. All of it. Right now. Broadway shows, beaches, Yankees games, the schools, the top of the freakin’ Empire State building. Everything. New Yorkers have already learned to socially distance. Businesses can adjust. The elderly and infirm can continue to be isolated.

        

        
          
          People social distancing at Domino Park in Williamsburg, Brooklyn. Paul Martinka

        

        

        For two months, we have waited for Cuomo and de Blasio to tell us how this ends. Where is ex-Mayor Michael Bloomberg with his alleged army of tracers that the governor told us was the key to reopening? And why did he hand that responsibility over to Bloomberg, whom nobody elected anyway?

        What the hell is going on? Is anybody in charge of this situation? Or are we just left with the governor and his talking-head brother arguing on CNN about which of the two Ma loves best? (Who cares?)

        In late April, Georgia Gov. Brian Kemp defied experts by opening his state. The Atlantic magazine, once a serious publication that should now come with a stick of stale bubblegum, accused him of engaging in “human sacrifice.”

        You want to guess what happened? Guess, come on, take a guess. Instead of the predicted spike in deaths, the number of cases of coronavirus and associated deaths declined.

        We should always consider that we are led by idiots, as one of my friends likes to remind me. Cuomo and de Blasio have no plan. There is not a single question about when New York can get back to normal to which they have a straight answer. Not one. They cash their taxpayer paychecks while immiserating the rest of us.

        If our elected leaders won’t save the world’s greatest city from a slow death by economic strangulation, then the people of New York must do it themselves. Barbers, tailors, nail salons, sporting-goods stores, movie theaters and others should open their doors — while maintaining social distancing, of course — and dare the state to shut them down.

        Our politicians serve by our consent; we don’t run our businesses or live our lives by their consent. The suggestion to the contrary is an affront to Americanism.

        It has been a long time since this country, let alone this city, really had to deal with the prospect of mass starvation. This isn’t about the stock market — it’s about parents putting their kids to bed hungry and hoping tomorrow there will be something for them to eat if they get up at 4:30 a.m. and get in line at the food bank.

        We did what we were asked. We flattened the freakin’ curve. There is no longer any reasonable justification for the government to deprive us of our livelihoods. And our rights aren’t the government’s to grant or take away. They belong to us — the free grant of nature and the God of nature. We’re Americans. More than that: New Yorkers, goddammit.

        David Marcus is The Federalist’s New York correspondent. Twitter: @BlueBoxDave

        End New York City’s lockdown now! | New York Post

        •••

        COVID19 Related :

        	
            PLANDEMIC Part 1 (Dr. Judy Mikovits) | Climatism (Must watch)
          
	
            COVID19 : Totalitarianism Doesn’t Shock Us Anymore | Climatism
          
	
            MUST READ : A Wizard of Oz Virus – The COVID19 Hoax | Climatism
          
	
            COVID19 : A Must Watch | Climatism
          
	
            COVID18 : 80,000 Died Of The Flu Last Winter (2018) In The USA. Highest Death Count In Decades | Climatism
          
	
            CORONA-PANIC : A Fiasco In The Making? | Climatism
          


        FOR the latest AU government information on COVID19 :

        	Coronavirus (COVID-19) health alert | Australian Government Department of Health


        ANXIETY? Need to speak to someone?

        	Anxiety, depression and suicide prevention support – Beyond Blue
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        THE Climatism Tip Jar – Support The Fight Against Dangerous, Costly and Unscientific Climate Alarm

        (Climate sceptics/rationalists still waitin’ for that “big oil” cheque to arrive in the mail!)

        Help us to hit back against the bombardment of climate lies costing our communities, economies and livelihoods far, far too much.

        Thanks to all those who have donated. Your support and faith in Climatism is highly motivating and greatly appreciated!

        Citizen journalists can’t rely on mastheads, rather private donations and honest content. 

        Click link for more info…

        Many thanks, Jamie.

        (NB// The PayPal account linked to “Climatism” is “Five-O-Vintage”)
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        PLANDEMIC Part 1 (Dr. Judy Mikovits)
Posted: May 6, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climatism, Coronavirus | Tags: Climatism, Coronavirus, COVID19, Dr Fauci, Dr. Judy Mikovits, Plandemic, Plandemic Documentary, Plandemic Movie, The Deep State, Tony Fauci  | 10 Comments
        

        
          
          Plandemic Movie

        

        

        

        “It was a bright cold day in April,
  and the clocks were striking thirteen.”

        – George Orwell, 1984

         

        ***

        H/t @twawki2

        PLANDEMIC (Pt. 1) is a must watch. It exposes the scientific and political elite who run the scam that is our global health system.

        
          ABOUT THE FILM : Humanity is imprisoned by a killer pandemic. People are being arrested for surfing in the ocean and meditating in nature. Nations are collapsing. Hungry citizens are rioting for food. The media has generated so much confusion and fear that people are begging for salvation in a syringe. Billionaire patent owners are pushing for globally mandated vaccines. Anyone who refuses to be injected with experimental poisons will be prohibited from travel, education and work. No, this is not a synopsis for a new horror movie. This is our current reality.

          Plandemic Movie

        

        PLANDEMIC Part 1 (Dr. Judy Mikovits) :

        

        ***

        UPDATE

        THE YouTube censors have been at it again. The gatekeepers of free speech have taken down the original Plandemic Movie cut to YouTube…

        Certainly gives the movie a whole lot more credibility!

        

        
          
          PLANDEMIC Part 1 (Dr. Judy Mikovits)

        

        

        Surprised? No.

        Scary? Yep.

        Converterjoe sums it up :

        
          Plandemic video has been taken down by YouTube and their little robotic censors. I am so done with YouTube! I hope people leave that platform in droves but the fact that they removed it gives the video even more credibility, of which YouTube is devoid. I’ll find it somewhere else and post the link everywhere!

        

        *

        MEANWHILE, you can see the original version from the PlandemicMovie website in Vimeo format. Click image to take you there…

        Via Plandemic Movie :

        
          In an effort to bypass the gatekeepers of free speech, we invite you to download this interview by simply clicking the button below, then uploading directly to all of your favorite platforms.

        

        

        
          
          Plandemic Movie

        

        

        ***

        UPDATE

        WATCH this before it too is deleted by the ‘Ministry Of Truth’ (YouTube)…

        

        ***

        UPDATE

        UNREAL! The original video, featured on the official and ‘private’ site of “Plandemic Movie” has now been banned/censored!

        THE Ministry of Truth is now in full damage control mode.

        WELCOME to 1984, ladies and gents. Scary times. Thought, debate and enquiry – the benchmarks of SCIENCE – are now borderline illegal.

        

        
          
          Plandemic Movie

        

        

        ***

        NEW LINK via @twawki2 :

        CLICK link or image to play…

        

        
          
          Plandemic Documentary: The Hidden Agenda Behind Covid-19

        

        

        ***

         

        SEE also :

        	
            COVID19 : Totalitarianism Doesn’t Shock Us Anymore | Climatism
          
	
            MUST READ : A Wizard of Oz Virus – The COVID19 Hoax | Climatism
          
	
            COVID19 : A Must Watch | Climatism
          
	
            COVID18 : 80,000 Died Of The Flu Last Winter (2018) In The USA. Highest Death Count In Decades | Climatism
          
	
            CORONA-PANIC : A Fiasco In The Making? | Climatism
          


        FOR the latest AU government information on COVID19 :

        	Coronavirus (COVID-19) health alert | Australian Government Department of Health


        NEED to speak to someone?

        	Anxiety, depression and suicide prevention support – Beyond Blue


        •••

        THE Climatism Tip Jar – Support The Fight Against Dangerous, Costly and Unscientific Climate Alarm

        (Climate sceptics/rationalists still waitin’ for that “big oil” cheque to arrive in the mail!)

        Help us to hit back against the bombardment of climate lies costing our communities, economies and livelihoods far, far too much.

        Thanks to all those who have donated. Your support and faith in Climatism is highly motivating and greatly appreciated!

        Citizen journalists can’t rely on mastheads, rather private donations and honest content. 

        Click link for more info…

        Many thanks, Jamie.

        (NB// The PayPal account linked to “Climatism” is “Five-O-Vintage”)
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        COVID19 : Totalitarianism Doesn’t Shock Us Anymore
Posted: May 6, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: BIG Government, Climate Change, Climatism, Communism, Coronavirus, Politics, Socialism | Tags: Climatism, Communism, Coronavirus, COVID19, Power, Socialism, Totalitarianism, Tucker Carlson  | 3 Comments
        

        
          
          “Power is in tearing human minds to pieces and putting them together again in new shapes of your own choosing.”

          ― George Orwell, 1984

        

        

        

        “If you want a picture of the future,
 imagine a boot stamping on a human face—for ever.”

        – George Orwell, 1984

        ***

        NEVER in American history have politicians been more powerful than they are now. Tucker Carlson reveals how many of our elected representatives have become “drunk with power”, feeding on draconian CV19 lockdown measures while completely ignoring the Bill of Rights.

        AN important 10’31” video …

        FWD by Green Jihad :

        The coronavirus pandemic hasn’t just resulted in panic, but also new found power grabs by politicians and an acceptance by many to cede their liberties to political authority. This isn’t just about unchecked power, but also what happens when humans are viewed as the primary cause of a catastrophe in which leaders tend not to even abide by rules they impose on others. For example, the police officers featured in the below video aren’t wearing face masks, few politicians wear themdespite the risks and the practice being required in some states, and former president Obama was recently caught golfing in Virginia despite the state’s lockdown order.

        

         

        via : Totalitarianism Doesn’t Shock Us Anymore | Green Jihad

        •••

        SEE also :

        	
            MUST READ : A Wizard of Oz Virus – The COVID19 Hoax | Climatism
          
	
            COVID19 : A Must Watch | Climatism
          
	
            COVID18 : 80,000 Died Of The Flu Last Winter (2018) In The USA. Highest Death Count In Decades | Climatism
          
	
            CORONA-PANIC : A Fiasco In The Making? | Climatism
          


        FOR the latest AU government information on COVID19 :

        	Coronavirus (COVID-19) health alert | Australian Government Department of Health


        NEED to speak to someone?

        	Anxiety, depression and suicide prevention support – Beyond Blue


        •••

        THE Climatism Tip Jar – Support The Fight Against Dangerous, Costly and Unscientific Climate Alarm

        (Climate sceptics/rationalists still waitin’ for that “big oil” cheque to arrive in the mail!)

        Help us to hit back against the bombardment of climate lies costing our communities, economies and livelihoods far, far too much.

        Thanks to all those who have donated. Your support and faith in Climatism is highly motivating and greatly appreciated!

        Citizen journalists can’t rely on mastheads, rather private donations and honest content. 

        Click link for more info…

        Many thanks, Jamie.

        (NB// The PayPal account linked to “Climatism” is “Five-O-Vintage”)
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        MUST READ : A Wizard of Oz Virus – The COVID19 Hoax
Posted: May 3, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climate Change, Coronavirus | Tags: Coronavirus, COVID19, Marc Morano, The Wizard of OZ  | 8 Comments
        

        
          
          Pay no attention to that man behind the curtain | COVID19

        

        

        

        “It is terrible to contemplate

        how few politicians are hanged.”
 ― G.K. Chesterton

        ***

        TOO often, perhaps, preface Climatism posts with ‘Must read’. However, this is no exception…

        H/t Marc Morano @ClimateDepot

        A Wizard of Oz Virus: The COVID-19 Hoax

        
          By Selwyn Duke
        

        When I speak of a hoax and The Virus, I don’t mean there isn’t in our population a pathogen identified loosely as COVID-19 or, as the “unwoke” might say, the Wuhan Flu. As with past respiratory diseases, it’s also dangerous to the vulnerable. But as data increasingly show — and as I and some others have been saying all along — this current situation is very different from past pandemics in one significant and deadly way: It’s not being treated as only a medical/health issue.

        It’s being treated as a political issue.

        And as the Soviet Union’s Lysenkoism demonstrated, politics kills science.

        I recently dubbed the Wuhan Flu the “Wizard of Oz Virus” because its reputation greatly exceeds its power. This was evident long ago, too. We only had to look at the early data coming out on Italy and a certain quarantined cruise ship, after all.

        While the following might have changed a bit over time, we heard early on that 99-plus percent of the Italian victims had comorbidities and that their average age was 79.5. Italy is also a graying nation, with 23 percent of the population in its most affected area (the north) more than 65 years old.

        

        Additionally, Italy has a wanting health care system, and stories emerged about askew triage-oriented priorities causing certain elderly to be denied care. Italy’s economic ties with Beijing also meant there were direct flights from Wuhan and 100,000 Chinese working in its factories.

        There are other differences, too. One I pointed out is that Italy has an “un-social-distancing” culture, with acquaintances engaging in a lot of touching, and personal space between them only two to three feet (vs. four in North America).

        Then there was the cruise ship Diamond Princess, which was quarantined off Japan’s coast in February and at one time had more than half the Wuhan virus cases outside of China. Of the 3,711 people on board, 712 (19.2 percent) contracted the disease and 13 (1.8 percent) died.

        Yet note that this ship was called a disease incubator; the average age of those aboard was 58, with 33 percent over 70; and medical care was sub-par. Note, too, to illustrate the latter group’s (the elderly’s) vulnerability, that they were dying during a four-week stretch in 2018 at “a rate of 169 people a day [in the U.S.], or seven people per hour” of the common flu, reported the AARP.

        In other words, there was never a reason to believe the Wuhan virus would transform America into Black Plague-ravaged medieval Europe. The Enemedia pretended to know this at one time, too.

        Right after President Trump wisely announced his China travel ban (Jan. 31), the Enemedia, busy calling him “racist” for doing so, ran headlines such as this Feb. 1 Washington Post gem: “Get a grippe, America. The flu is a much bigger threat than coronavirus, for now.”

        It was also around this time that Nancy “Let ‘em Eat Ice Cream” Pelosi, Bolshevik Bill (de Blasio) and other leftist pols were encouraging New Yorkers and San Franciscans to visit their Chinatowns, as they played the race card. Now they criticize Trump for not doing more when they counseled doing less.

        (Know, too, that Dr. Anthony Fauci said on TV Jan. 29 that Americans didn’t need to change their behavior to combat the virus.)

        But the Enemedia weren’t all wrong back then. Consider the following past flu pandemics, with the number of Americans dead accompanied by what that translates into today adjusted for population.

        	The Spanish Flu pandemic (1918-19) killed 675,000 Americans. Today: equates to a bit more than two million dead.


        	The “Asian Flu” pandemic of 1957 killed 116,000 Americans. Today: equates to approximately 223,000.
	The “Hong Kong Flu” pandemic of 1968 killed at least 100,000 Americans. Today: equates to 164,915.


        	Thus far, the Wuhan virus has claimed approximately 63,000 Americans — if you can believe the allegedly exaggerated numbers our governments produce.


        Moreover, each year the flu claims tens of thousands more U.S. victims, including 61,000 during the 2017-18 winter season and 358 children during 2009-10. (In contrast, there are three “unconfirmed” Wuhan virus pediatric deaths.) But we didn’t run around back then like a jack-booted Chicken Little trampling civil rights and economic fortunes, shutting down schools and complaining about naming the disease after its place of origin.

        But, again, in those times disease wasn’t a political issue.

        Now, of course, data are showing what cooler heads have long theorized: The Wuhan flu mortality rate may end up being similar to the flu’s; the doom-and-gloom computer-model projections were way off; lockdowns are deadlier than what they supposedly combat; perhaps 80-plus percent of the afflicted are asymptomatic or only mildly affected; the infection rate is far higher than most “experts” suspected; and as with the flu, going outside, living relatively normally and establishing herd immunity (while protecting the vulnerable) is the best way to eliminate the disease.

        Yet the Enemedia and leftist politicians, far from correcting their mistakes, are doubling down on destructive policies. Given this, it’s time to examine how the Wuhan Flu was turned into the Wizard of Oz Virus.

        Anatomy of a National Hysteria

        How we got to where we are now is complex, as man’s events usually are, but here’s a summary:

        	Back when the Democrats and their Enemedia were focused on impeachment, video was emerging from China of government thugs in hazmat suits forcibly extracting people from their homes and spraying down wide areas with disinfectant. (This reaction lends credence to the increasingly accepted thesis that the virus originated in a Wuhan lab, mind you.)
	With the impeachment effort’s collapse, the Enemedia turned its attention to the pandemic. After first downplaying it and calling Trump xenophobic, they then began exaggerating it and calling him criminally negligent. They simultaneously commenced showing that alarming Chinese footage, along with reporting massive death in Italy (which also might have been exaggerated) and continually showing videos of coffins, from Italy and later N.Y.C.
	Hearing only the Enemedia horror stories and apocalyptic projections, Americans became terrified and panicked — and panicked people don’t make wise decisions. They are easy to control, though.
	The Enemedia’s malpractice was devastating. With polls showing up to 80 percent support for lockdowns because of it, it became politically impossible for officials to implement rational policy. Trump and the governors were likely terrified that they’d be blamed for every death if they didn’t “take action.”
	The pseudo-elites had and have incentive to keep the hoax going. The Enemedia know that if it bleeds, it leads, but they and the Democrats also wanted to damage Trump. Note that his strong economy has been crashed, and his popular rallies — central to his campaign effort — have been cancelled. Moreover, leftists have used the manufactured crisis to remove rights and advance their agenda, with some actually confessing this Machiavellian goal. Why, some rank-and-file leftists even admitted they’d prefer millions of Wuhan Flu deaths to Trump being re-elected.
	It doesn’t help that Trump is a known germaphobe counseled by apparently incompetent and/or corrupt officials such as Fauci and Coronavirus Response Coordinator Deborah Birx.


        And now those officials have formulated a standard for opening the economy that has been called “rigged” and that may be impossible to satisfy. This is despite the Wizard of Oz Virus narrative’s collapse, with a study showing lockdowns don’t work and it becoming clearer, by the day, that they’ll actually lead to more disease and death.

        It would be nice to think that the malicious Machiavellians in media and politics will be held accountable for visiting one of American history’s greatest blunders upon us. But that appears just a dream. It’s lamentable, surely, and can make one understand why G.K. Chesterton once remarked, “It is terrible to contemplate how few politicians are hanged.”

        , follow him on Gab (preferably) or Twitter, or log on to SelwynDuke.com.

        Image credit: Insomnia Cured Here, via Flickr // CC BY-SA 2.0

        Read more: https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/05/a_wizard_of_oz_virus_the_covid19_hoax.html#ixzz6LNu5wTeO

        Follow us: @AmericanThinker on Twitter | AmericanThinker on Facebook
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        SEE also :

        	
            COVID19 : A Must Watch | Climatism
          


        SEE also :

        	
            COVID18 : 80,000 Died Of The Flu Last Winter (2018) In The USA. Highest Death Count In Decades | Climatism
          
	
            CORONA-PANIC : A Fiasco In The Making? | Climatism
          


        FOR the latest AU government information on COVID19 :

        	Coronavirus (COVID-19) health alert | Australian Government Department of Health


        NEED to speak to someone?

        	Anxiety, depression and suicide prevention support – Beyond Blue
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        IMAGINE Our Coronavirus Response Running On Windmills And Mirrors
Posted: April 29, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climate Change, Climatism, Coronavirus, Energy, Energy Poverty, Fact Check, Failed Green Schemes, Green Agenda, Green Energy, Renewables, Solar, Unreliables, Wind Farms | Tags: Climate Change, Climatism, Coronavirus, COVID19, Energy, Energy Poverty, Energy Security, Pandemic, Solar panels, Solar PV, unreliables, Wind Energy, Wind Farms, wind power  | 1 Comment
        

        
          
          IMAGINE Our Covid-19 Response Running On Windmills And Mirrors | Climatism

        

        

        

        “Renewable energy technologies simply won’t work;

        we need a fundamentally different approach.”

        –– Top Google engineers

        “We get a tax credit if we build a lot of wind farms.

        That’s the only reason to build them.

        They don’t make sense without the tax credit.

        –– Warren Buffett

        “Suggesting that renewables will let us phase rapidly off fossil fuels

        in the United States, China, India, or the world as a whole

        is almost the equivalent of believing in the Easter Bunny and Tooth Fairy.

        – James Hansen

        (The Godfather of AGW alarmism / former NASA climate chief)

        ***

        ISN’T it a little strange that a century ago electrification and its fossil fuel source was revered and now so many despise the source but think they can just keep the electricity. No one told them you can not have your cake and eat it too, or that there are no free lunches.

        GOOD read by Dr Jay Lehr …

        Via PA Pundits – International :

        Imagine Our Covid-19 Response Running On Wind And Solar Power

        

         

        By Dr. Jay Lehr ~

        UNTIL the Pandemic struck the world, the desire of the progressive political movement in the United States and much of the world was focused on ridding the planet of fossil fuels, said to be negatively altering the planet’s climate. These folks are fully convinced that the world, at its present state of technological advance, could be run entirely on renewable refuels lead by solar and wind power. They have always ignored the intermittency of these sources when the wind does not blow and the sun does not shine. While they know we have no economic method to store such energy, they assume one will come along.

        It has been futile yet interesting to continue such a debate in the face of a calm period where conjecture was but an intellectual exercise. Then reality hit us all in the face with a disaster never seen in our life times. Where would the two million Covid-19 afflicted people be who depended on ventilators run by electricity from coal and natural gas be today, if they only had power from the wind and the sun. The obvious answer is that many more would be dead.

        While not much good will come from this world wide tragedy, perhaps more of the people deluded by the climate change fear mongering will come to their senses. Eliminating fossil fuels to produce electricity or power automobiles would not support life as we know it today but only life as we knew it a century and a half ago. It may also be time to rename the electric cars, beloved by many, to what they really are, coal, natural gas or nuclear powered cars.

        It is a mystery that virtually all the electric car owners believe their power comes magically out of a wall socket at home or a charging station on the road. The power really comes from a nearby power plant all of which burn coal, natural gas or obtain heat from nuclear fuel. Even if the plant gets some energy from local wind turbines or solar photovoltaic cells this amount is minimal. If we really want a huge increase in the number of electric automobiles on the road we must build more fossil fuel burning power plants, not more wind or solar farms.

        Perhaps a little history of the electrification of our nation is in order. It was the development of our fossil fuels that made possible the greatest contribution to health and prosperity which was to make electricity affordable everywhere. In 2000 the U.S. National Academy of Engineering (NAE) announced “the 20 engineering achievements that have had the greatest impact on the quality of life in the 20th century”. The achievements were nominated by 29 professional engineering societies and ranked by a distinguished panel of the nation’s top engineers. They ranked electrification as the number one achievement.

        It powered almost every pursuit and enterprise in modern society. Aside from lighting the world, it impacted countless areas of daily life including food production and processing, air conditioning, heating, refrigeration, entertainment, transportation, communication, health care and eventually computers.

        In the NAE announcement regarding electrification it stated : “One hundred years ago life was a constant struggle against disease, pollution, deforestation, treacherous working conditions and enormous cultural divides ……. By the end of the 20th century, the world had become a healthier, safer and more productive place, primarily because of this engineering achievement”.

        Fossil fuels brought electricity to the homes and workplaces of billions of people around the world. Wind and solar power in anyone’s wildest dreams can never support what electricity provided us in these past 148 years since Thomas Edison built the world’s first coal fired generating plant on Pearl Street in New York City in 1882.

        Part of our collective problem as to energy and electricity is that technology has past us by. We all once understood how an automobile engine worked, how a home was wired, what a fuse was. When computers and GPS and smart phones came along most of us gave up trying to understand. Many believe there really is a cloud up there keeping our data safe. So why not think electric cars reap the magic from the wall socket and the wind and sun can keep us doing all that we do. And that scientists have high tech crystal balls to tell us the climate decades from now. It should become clear as technology advanced beyond the average persons ability to comprehend, we have actually become dumber. Perhaps being rationally ignorant of things we do not need to know is okay. Unfortunately people in leadership positions are then able to lead us astray. The elimination of fossil fuels is a poor path to follow.

        Isn’t it a little strange that a century ago electrification and its fossil fuel source was revered and now so many despise the source but think they can just keep the electricity. No one told them you can not have your cake and eat it too, or that there are no free lunches.

        Note: Portions of this article were excerpted from Climate Change Reconsidered II: Fossil Fuels (CCRII: Fossil Fuels), produced by the Nongovernmental International Panel on Climate Change (NIPCC) published by The Heartland Institute, with permission of the editors Joseph Bast and Diane Bast. The authors strongly recommend the book for a complete exposé of the fallacies behind the climate delusion.

        Dr Jay Lehr contributes posts at the CFACT site. Jay Lehr is a Senior Policy Analyst with the International Climate Science Coalition, and he is the author of more than 1,000 magazine and journal articles and 36 books.

        Read more excellent articles at CFACT  http://www.cfact.org/

        (Climatism bolds)

        •••

        COVID19 related :

        	
            COVID19 : A Must Watch | Climatism
          
	
            COVID18 : 80,000 Died Of The Flu Last Winter (2018) In The USA. Highest Death Count In Decades | Climatism
          
	
            CORONA-PANIC : A Fiasco In The Making? | Climatism
          
	
            COVID-19 : A Prelude To Life Under The ‘Net Zero 2050’ Policy | Climatism
          


        ENERGY related :

        	
            MICHAEL MOORE : ‘Green Energy Is A Scam’ | Climatism
          
	
            SCOTLAND’S Net-Zero Forest Management Program | Climatism
          
	
            NOW That We Know Renewables Can’t ‘Save The Planet’, Are We Really Going To Stand By And Let Them Destroy It? | Climatism
          
	
            ‘GREEN’ Energy Future | Climatism
          
	
            IF CO2’s Your Poison, Renewable Energy Is No Antidote (Peer-reviewed) | Climatism
          
	
            TEAM GRETA Admits Climate Change Has Nothing To Do With The Environment | Climatism
          
	
            CADMIUM : The Toxic Problem Of Not-So-Clean Energy | Climatism
          
	
            ANGELA MERKEL : The New Climate Change ‘Denier’ | Climatism
          
	
            HOW DARE HE! United States Led Entire World In Reducing CO₂ Emissions In 2019 | Climatism
          


        •••

        THE Climatism Tip Jar – Support The Fight Against Dangerous, Costly and Unscientific Climate Alarm

        (Climate sceptics/rationalists still waitin’ for that “big oil” cheque to arrive in the mail!)

        Help us to hit back against the bombardment of climate lies costing our communities, economies and livelihoods far, far too much.

        Thanks to all those who have donated. Your support and faith in Climatism is highly motivating and greatly appreciated!

        Citizen journalists can’t rely on mastheads, rather private donations and honest content. 

        Click link for more info…

        Many thanks, Jamie.

        (NB// The PayPal account linked to “Climatism” is “Five-O-Vintage”)
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        REMARKABLE 240 Year-Old Swiss Computer
Posted: April 26, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climate Change, Science | Tags: Automation, Computers, Pierre Jaquet-Droz, science, Switzerland, Technology  | 1 Comment
        

        
          
          The Writer Automaton, Switzerland

        

        

        

        A quite incredible writing machine. An astonishing video …

        H/t Cairns News

        Via Chonday :

        The Writer Automaton, Switzerland

        A 240 year old doll that can write, a clockwork creation by Pierre Jaquet-Droz, a Swiss watchmaker. The doll is able to write any custom text up to 40 letters long, and it uses a goose feather to write, which he inks from time to time, including a shake of the wrist to prevent ink from spilling. His eyes follow the text being written, and the head moves when he takes some ink. You can view this doll in person at the Muse d’Art et d’Histoire of Neuchtel, in Switzerland.

        CLICK play to link …

        

        
          
          The Writer Automaton, Switzerland
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        COVID19 : A Must Watch
Posted: April 24, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climate Change, Climatism, Coronavirus | Tags: Climatism, Coronavirus, COVID19  | 8 Comments
        

        
          
          (15) Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus on Twitter: “We now have a name for the disease caused by the novel coronavirus: COVID-19. Having a name matters to prevent the use of other names that can be inaccurate or stigmatizing. #COVID19 https://t.co/HTNjm27BHw” / Twitter

        

        

        “It’s like an elephant being

        attacked by a house cat.

        Frustrated and trying to avoid the cat,
 the elephant accidentally jumps off a cliff and dies.”

        – John P.A. Ioannidis

        Professor of medicine, epidemiology – Stanford University

        ***

        H/t @MarcelZLena

        
          “We wear a mask in an acute setting to protect us. We’re (now) not wearing masks. Why is that? Because we understand microbiology. We understand immunology, and we want strong immune systems. I don’t want to hide in my home, develop a weak immune system and then come out and get disease.

          We have both been in the E.R. through swine flu, through bird flu …. DID we shutdown for those?

          Were they much less dangerous than COVID19?

          Is the flu, less dangerous than COVID?

          Let’s look at the death rates. No it’s not.”

          – Dr Erickson

        

        A must watch …

        

        PART 2

        

        ***

        UPDATE

        

        
          
          YouTube

        

        

        AS predicted, the YouTube ‘Ministry of Truth’ has pulled the Dr Erickson and Dr. Artin Massih videos.

        APPARENTLY, using data from Stanford University and the CDC while noting that COVID19 is “no more deadly than the flu” is illegal speech. Welcome back to 1984 . Orwell would be blushing.

        FREEDOM of speech is dead.

        ANDY Dale sums up the current situation of Leftist, big-tech censorship poetically…

        
          “The gradual erosion of freedom of speech and thought as groupthink takes over is frightening.” – @AndyDal02045409

        

        *

        THERE are a few independent sites still showing the content…

        

        
          
          Open Up Society Now, Say Dr. Dan Erickson and Dr. Artin Massihi – AIER

        

        

        *

        ALSO

        Dr. Erickson COVID-19 Briefing – video dailymotion (Part 1)

        Dr. Erickson COVID-19 Briefing, Pt. 2 – video dailymotion (Part 2)

        •••

        SEE also :

        	
            COVID18 : 80,000 Died Of The Flu Last Winter (2018) In The USA. Highest Death Count In Decades | Climatism
          
	
            CORONA-PANIC : A Fiasco In The Making? | Climatism
          


        FOR the latest AU government information on COVID19 :

        	Coronavirus (COVID-19) health alert | Australian Government Department of Health
	Anxiety, depression and suicide prevention support – Beyond Blue
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        MICHAEL MOORE : ‘Green Energy Is A Scam’
Posted: April 22, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climate Change, Climatism, Energy, Energy Poverty, Fact Check, Failed Green Schemes, Fossil Fuels, Green Energy, green jobs, Green New Deal, Solar, Unreliables, Wind Farms | Tags: Climate Change, Climatism, coal, Green Energy, HELE, hollywood, Michael Moore, Planet Of The Humans, solar, Solar panels, Solar PV, unreliables, Wind Energy, Wind Farms, wind power  | 3 Comments
        	
	Planet of the Humans | By Jeff Gibbs, Executive Producer Michael Moore


        “The documentary does a good job

        at proving that conservatives

        were right to say that green energy is a scam“

        “This urgent, must-see movie,

        a full-frontal assault on our sacred cows,

        is guaranteed to generate anger, debate.”


        ***

        A must watch.

        IT gets going at around the 13 minute mark, and then, kaboom…

        

        ***

        UPDATE 26 May 

        “It was a bright cold day in April,
  and the clocks were striking thirteen.”

        – George Orwell, 1984

        THE Ministry Of Truth has now removed Michael Moore’s original #YouTube release of #PlanetOfTheHumans. It was tracking some 10 million views when shut-down/censored due to a “copyright claim”.

        THE complainant, Toby Smith, explains why he is not filled with the obligatory totalitarian streak of the muzzle-ready Leftist …

        
          “I went directly to YouTube rather than approaching the filmmakers because I wasn’t interested in negotiation. I don’t support the documentary, I don’t agree with its message and I don’t like the misleading use of facts in its narrative.”

        

        YOUTUBE boss, @SusanWojcicki agreed and pulled the Moore/Flint docco that thoroughly destroys the “renewable energy” myth.

        SUSAN does not trust your judgment or you ability to think for yourself.

        Paul Homewood comments, “Regardless of the so-called copyright issues, this is clearly a politically motivated attempt to censor the film, as Toby Smith himself admits.”

        

        

        
          
          Michael Moore film Planet of the Humans removed from YouTube | Michael Moore | The Guardian

        

        

        *

        YOU can find the video here on D.Tube :

        https://emb.d.tube/#!/skywalker007/QmPQX6ZNzfnJe7XbjrejNv9rcYr1B19voz4NmFrE9iy8dM

         

        SEE also :

        	
            SCOTLAND’S Net-Zero Forest Management Program | Climatism
          
	Michael Moore stumbles upon the truth about so-called ‘green’ energy – American Thinker (Climatism post title-tip)


        RELATED :

        	
            ‘GREEN’ Energy Future | Climatism
          
	
            IF CO2’s Your Poison, Renewable Energy Is No Antidote (Peer-reviewed) | Climatism
          
	
            TEAM GRETA Admits Climate Change Has Nothing To Do With The Environment | Climatism
          
	
            CADMIUM : The Toxic Problem Of Not-So-Clean Energy | Climatism
          
	
            ANGELA MERKEL : The New Climate Change ‘Denier’ | Climatism
          
	
            HOW DARE HE! United States Led Entire World In Reducing CO₂ Emissions In 2019 | Climatism
          


        •••

        THE Climatism Tip Jar – Support The Fight Against Dangerous, Costly and Unscientific Climate Alarm

        (Climate sceptics/rationalists still waitin’ for that “big oil” cheque to arrive in the mail!)

        Help us to hit back against the bombardment of climate lies costing our communities, economies and livelihoods far, far too much.

        Thanks to all those who have donated. Your support and faith in Climatism is highly motivating and greatly appreciated!

        Citizen journalists can’t rely on mastheads, rather private donations and honest content. 

        Click link for more info…

        Many thanks, Jamie.

        (NB// The PayPal account linked to “Climatism” is “Five-O-Vintage”)

        

        •••
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        NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC : ‘Norway Was Warmer 1,000 Years Ago’
Posted: April 19, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Alarmism uncovered, Alarmist media, Arctic, Carbon Dioxide, Climate Change, Climatism, CO2, Fact Check, Glaciers, Medieval Warm Period | Tags: Climate Change, Climatism, Global Warming, Medieval Warm Period, National Geographic, Norway, Viking Highway, Vikings  | 1 Comment
        

        
          
          Lost Viking ‘highway’ revealed by melting ice | Nat Geo

        

        

        

         “What gets us into trouble is not what we don’t know,
 it’s what we know for sure that just ain’t so.”

        – Mark Twain

        ***

        H/t @WEschenbach

        THE post title is obviously a parody. However, it happens to be a factual one, albeit politically incorrect.

        OUR very ‘warm’ friends at National Geographic have inadvertently proven the Medieval Warm Period that existed a mere ~1000 years ago. An inconvenient period known as a “climate optimum” that ClimateChange™️ and National Geographic have spent so much currency, propaganda and magazine paper, ‘denying’.

        

        
          
          Climate Change Myths: Sorting Fact from Fiction | Nat Geo

        

        

        

        
          
          Climate Change Myths: Sorting Fact from Fiction | Nat Geo

        

        

        *

        *Nat Geo has deleted the “continue reading this myth” link. So, you will have to imagine what they would have gone on to say. Not hard to imagine the content.

        IT would have, no doubt, referenced Michael E. Mann’s “hockey stick” fraud that disappeared the Medieval Warm Period just prior to the UN IPCC’s 2001 third assessment report (TAR)…

        *

        
          BY the 2001 IPCC report, the Medieval Warm period disappeared and became much cooler than the late 20th century:

          

          BY pure coincidence, in the year 1995 the IPCC made a decision to make the Medieval Warm Period disappear:

          

          YOUTUBE clip of Dr David Deming’s US Senate testimony on the “disappearance” of the Medieval Warm Period (see 01m:50s) :

          

          Video of Dr David Deming’s statement to the U.S. Senate Committee on Environment & Public Works on December 6, 2006. Dr Deming reveals that in 1995 a leading scientist emailed him saying “We have to get rid of the Medieval Warm Period”. A few years later, Michael Mann and the IPCC did just that by publishing the now throughly discredited hockey stick graph.

          Climate Revisionism 101 : “We Have To Get Rid Of The Medieval Warm Period” | Climatism

        

        *

        BACK to the latest Nat Geo finings …

        “As he peered into the gloom, Pilø soon realized he was looking at a field of objects that hadn’t seen the light of day for hundreds of years. Broken sleds, tools, and other traces of daily life going back nearly 2,000 years lay strewn across the surface of the Lendbreen ice patch, which was melting rapidly due to global warming.“

        QUESTION to NatGeo:

        WHAT caused the now-exposed highway to be just as exposed ~1,000 years ago? Freyja’s chariot?

        •••

        SEE also :

        	
            PEER-REVIEWED SCIENCE : The Medieval Warm Period Was Indeed Global And Warmer Than Today | Climatism
          
	
            Climate Revisionism 101 : “We Have To Get Rid Of The Medieval Warm Period” | Climatism
          
	
            ALL Quiet On The ‘Climate Emergency’ Front : Healthy Sea-Ice Levels At Both Poles | Climatism
          


        •••

        THE Climatism Tip Jar – Support The Fight Against Dangerous, Costly and Unscientific Climate Alarm

        (Climate sceptics/rationalists still waitin’ for that “big oil” cheque to arrive in the mail!)

        Help us to hit back against the bombardment of climate lies costing our communities, economies and livelihoods far, far too much.

        Thanks to all those who have donated. Your support and faith in Climatism is highly motivating and greatly appreciated!

        Citizen journalists can’t rely on mastheads, rather private donations and honest content. 

        Click link for more info…

        Many thanks, Jamie.

        (NB// The PayPal account linked to “Climatism” is “Five-O-Vintage”)
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        COVID18 : 80,000 Died Of The Flu Last Winter (2018) In The USA. Highest Death Count In Decades
Posted: April 17, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climate Change, Climatism, Global Cooling, USA | Tags: CDC, Climate Change, Climatism, Disease, Flu, global cooling, Grand Solar Minimum, science, The Flu, USA  | 1 Comment
        

        
          
          80,000 died of the flu last winter in the U.S., the highest death count in decades | Los Angeles Times

        

        

        

        “Blind trust in authority
 is the greatest enemy of the truth.”

        – Albert Einstein

        ***

        Via La Times :

        By ASSOCIATED PRESS

        SEP. 26, 2018

        4:10 PM

        Reporting from New York —  An estimated 80,000 Americans died of flu and its complications last winter — the disease’s highest death toll in at least four decades.

        The director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Dr. Robert Redfield, revealed the total in an interview Tuesday night with the Associated Press.

        Flu experts knew it was a very bad season, but at least one found the size of the estimate surprising.

        “That’s huge,” said Dr. William Schaffner, a Vanderbilt University vaccine expert. The tally was nearly twice as much as what health officials previously considered a bad year, he said.

        In recent years, flu-related deaths have ranged from about 12,000 to 56,000, according to the CDC.

        Last fall and winter, the U.S. went through one of the most severe flu seasons in recent memory. It was driven by a kind of flu that tends to put more people in the hospital and cause more deaths, particularly among young children and the elderly.

        The season peaked in early February and was mostly over by the end of March.

        Making a bad year worse, the flu vaccine didn’t work very well. Experts nevertheless say vaccination is still worth it because it makes illnesses less severe and saves lives.

        “I’d like to see more people get vaccinated,” Redfield said. “We lost 80,000 people last year to the flu.”

        CDC officials do not have exact counts of how many people die from flu each year. Flu is so common that not all flu cases are reported, and flu is not always listed on death certificates. So the CDC uses statistical models, which are periodically revised, to make estimates.

        Fatal complications from the flu can include pneumonia, stroke and heart attack.

        CDC officials called the 80,000 figure preliminary, and said it may still be revised. But they said it is not expected to go down.

        The figure eclipses the estimates for every flu season going back to the winter of 1976-77. Estimates for many earlier seasons were not readily available.

        Last winter was not the worst flu season on record. The 1918 flu pandemic, which lasted nearly two years, killed more than 500,000 Americans, historians estimate.

        It’s not easy to compare flu seasons through history, partly because the nation’s population is changing. There are more Americans — and more elderly Americans — today than in decades past, noted Dr. Daniel Jernigan, a CDC flu expert.

        U.S. health officials on Thursday are scheduled to hold a media event in Washington to stress the importance of vaccinations to protect against whatever flu circulates this winter.

        And how bad is it going to be? So far, the flu that’s been detected is a milder strain, and early signs are that the vaccine is shaping up to be a good match, Jernigan said.

        The makeup of the vaccine has been changed this year to try to better protect against expected strains.

        ***

        SEE also :

        	
            CORONA-PANIC : A Fiasco In The Making? | Climatism
          
	
            CREATING A Worldwide Depression | Climatism
          
	
            COVID-19 : A Prelude To Life Under The ‘Net Zero 2050’ Policy | Climatism
          
	
            COLD KILLS : 80,000 Died Of The Flu Last Winter In The US. Highest Death Count In Decades | Climatism
          


        FOR the latest AU government information on COVID19 :

        	Coronavirus (COVID-19) health alert | Australian Government Department of Health


        ***

         

        MEANWHILE, the weather back in the NH winter season of 2017/18 …

        

        *

        IT certainly was a brutal 2017/18 winter in the U.S. and globally:

        COLDEST US TEMPS ON RECORD

        
          

          
            
            NEW YORK, NY – DECEMBER 27: Two women take a selfie photo in front of a frozen fountain in Bryant Park on a frigid day in Manhattan on December 27, 2017 in New York City. Dangerously low temperatures and wind chills the central and eastern United States are making outdoor activity difficult for many Americans. Little relief from the below normal temperatures is expected the first week of the New Year. (Photo by Spencer Platt/Getty Images)

          

          

        

        
          Temperatures plummet to -37C as US is hit by record Arctic freeze

          Temperatures have plummeted to -37C as the US Midwest and Northeast is hit by a record Arctic blast.

          
            Cold weather records were set from Arkansas to Maine on Thursday and the freezing air is expected to last through the weekend and reach as far south as Texas and the Florida Panhandle.

            

            In New Hampshire, the cold set a record for the day of -37C on Mount Washington.

            An investigation has been launched by the humane society after a dog was found “frozen solid” on the porch of a home in Toledo, Ohio.

            Temperatures plummet to -37C as US is hit by record Arctic freeze | SKY News

          

        

        *

        FROZEN SHARKS

        

        
          It’s so cold in the US that sharks are freezing to death

          In Massachusetts, the Atlantic White Shark Conservancy found three thresher sharks washed up in Cape Cod, “stranded due to cold shock,” which can cause cardiac arrest in animals.

          The conservancy collected tissue samples from the sharks that will be examined “once they thaw.”

          “We hauled the shark off the beach and it is currently thawing at NOAA Fisheries Service to be dissected later,” the group wrote on Facebook about the latest shark discovery. “A true sharkcicle!”

          
            

            
              
              Atlantic White Shark Conservancy – Posts

            

            

          

        

        *

        NIAGARA FALLS FROZEN OVER

        

        
          
            
              
                
                







              
            
            
              
                
                


                
                  Visitors take photographs at the brink of the Horseshoe Falls in Niagara Falls, Ontario, as cold weather continues through much of the province on Friday, Dec. 29, 2017. (Aaron Lynett/The Canadian Press via AP)
                

              
              
                
                

              
            
          
          
            
              
                
                



                
                  A couple looks out over the partially frozen American side of the Niagara Falls during sub-freezing temperatures in Niagara Falls, Ontario March 3, 2014. REUTERS/Mark Blinch (CANADA – Tags: ENVIRONMENT TRAVEL SOCIETY) ORG XMIT: MDB14
                

              
            
            
              
                
                


              
            
          
          
            
              
                
                



              
            
            
              
                
                


              
            
          
        
        

        Read the rest of this entry »
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        AGENDA 21 : UN Wants To Ban Private Property And Create “Human Habitat Settlement Zones”
Posted: January 26, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Agenda 21, Bushfires, Climate Alarmism, Climate Change, Climatism, Eco-Activists, Ecofascism, Fires, Propaganda, Sustainability | Tags: Activism, Australia, Bushfires, Climate Change, Climatism, Communism, Ecofascism, Global Warming, Maurice Strong, PETA, Smart Cities, Socialism, Sustainability, Sustainable Development, UN, United Nations, Wildfires, Wool, Wool Industry  | 4 Comments
        

        
          
          PETA on Twitter: “Is your wool sweater killing the planet AND sheep AND koalas AND kangaroos?

        

        

        

        “MUCH that passes as idealism is disguised

        hatred or disguised love of power.”

        – Bertrand Russell

        “THE urge to save humanity is almost always a

        false-front for the urge to rule it.”

        – H.L. Mencken

        •••

        ECO-extremist org @PETA, cloaked as an “animal rights organisation”, has jumped on the climate-ambulance-chasing bandwagon, linking Australia’s devastating bushfires to the wool industry.

        
          
            Is your wool sweater killing the planet AND sheep AND koalas AND kangaroos? 🔥

            Australia’s massive wool farming industry is directly contributing to climate change, causing massive fires on the continent. One sheep can produce up to 30L of methane in one day. #WearVegan pic.twitter.com/zcUePM30xP

            — PETA (@peta) January 17, 2020

          

          
          

        

        SICK and twisted, to say the least, when you consider that the bushfire body count is still rising after police, Thursday, found an unidentified body in Moruya, the day after three American firefighters were killed in a water-bombing plane crash.

        AUSTRALIA’s 2019/20 bushfire death-toll now stands at 33.

        *

        SENSATIONALISM SELL$

        AS an opportunistic activist org, PETA unashamedly uses disaster-porn to promote themselves in the aim of attracting clickbait, followers, members and ultimately … money, aka power.

        

        
          
          More vegan propaganda | Page 2 | The Farming Forum

        

        

        *

        

        
          
          PETA activists stage nearly-nude protest at rib fest – NY Daily News

        

        

        *

        THE CLIMATE BANDWAGON

        PASTING blame on Australia’s hard-working farming families who ‘work’ to produce some of the finest Marino wool and produce in the world, including new proteins that are being used to create new wound dressings, bone graft implants and medical sutures, is not only lazy (as we avoid reasoned and logical discussion into the real causes of Australia’s seasonal and often catastrophic bushfires) but has far more sinister undertones that threaten the very existence of Western civilisation.

        OF course, PETA isn’t using ClimateChange™️ in an effort destroy hard-working farming families in order to corral them into “Sustainable” cities and lock up their land. That would be a “Right Wing Nut Job (RWNJ) conspiracy theory”, right?

        SARCASM aside, this is precisely the plan for farmers and private land owners in accordance with draconian U.N. dictates, of which seasoned ClimateChange™️ catastrophists and maniacal Malthusians dutifully abide by.

        DON’T take it from here, take it directly from the U.N’s own documented history advancing their “Sustainable development” aka “Agenda 21“, globalist goals.

        IN the U.N’s very own words …

        “LAND … cannot be treated as an ordinary asset, controlled by

        individuals and subject to the pressures and inefficiencies of the market.

        Private land ownership is also a principle instrument
 of accumulation and concentration of wealth,

        therefore contributes to social injustice.”

        – U.N. Habitat I Conference 1976

        *

        WHAT IS SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT ?

        ACCORDING to its authors, the objective of sustainable development is to integrate economic, social and environmental policies in order to achieve reduced consumption, social equity, and the preservation and restoration of biodiversity. Sustainablists insist that every societal decision be based on environmental impact, focusing on three components; global land use, global education, and global population control and reduction.  Social Equity (Social Justice) Social justice is described as the right and opportunity of all people “to benefit equally from the resources afforded us by society and the environment.” Redistribution of wealth. Private property is a social injustice since not everyone can build wealth from it. National sovereignty is a social injustice. Universal health care is a social justice. All part of Agenda 21 policy.

        “Effective execution of Agenda 21 will require a profound

        reorientation of all human society, unlike anything the world

        has ever experienced a major shift in the priorities of both

        governments and individuals and an unprecedented

        redeployment of human and financial resources. This shift

        will demand that a concern for the environmental consequences

        of every human action be integrated into individual and

        collective decision-making at every level.“

        – UN Agenda 21

        

        
          
          Agenda 21 – Wikipedia

        

        

        DEMOCRATS Against U.N. Agenda 21 write :

        
          “In a nutshell, the plan calls for governments to take control of all land use and not leave any of the decision making in the hands of private property owners. It is assumed that people are not good stewards of their land and the government will do a better job if they are in control. Individual rights in general are to give way to the needs of communities as determined by the governing body. Moreover, people should be rounded up off the land and packed into human settlements, or islands of human habitation, close to employment centres and transportation.

        

        *

        UNEP’s MAURICE STRONG on SUSTAINABILITY

        

        
          
          THE Creator, Fabricator And Proponent Of Global Warming – Maurice Strong | Climatism

        

        

        THE creator, fabricator and proponent of global warming and founder of UNEP, Maurice Strong, made this profound statement on the U.N.’s ‘sustainability’ goals at the U.N’s 1992 RIO+20 Earth Summit :

        “CURRENT lifestyles and consumption patterns of the

        affluent middle class – involving high meat intake,

        use of fossil fuels, appliances, air-conditioning,
 and suburban housing – are not sustainable.”

        – Maurice Strong, Secretary General of the UN’s Earth Summit, 1992.

        NO meat, no AC and no white picket fence. This is the new-world-order, designed by unelected, U.N. eco-bureaucrats, destined for you and I – the great unwashed.

        STRONG added :

        “ISN’T the only hope for the planet that the

        industrialized civilizations collapse?

        Isn’t it our responsibility to bring that about?”

        – Maurice Strong, founder of UNEP

        *

        TWENTY EIGHT years later, the exact same message is being peddled by a 17 year-old child soldier prophet :

        “The climate crisis is not just about the environment. It is a crisis of human rights, of justice, and of political will. Colonial, racist, and patriarchal systems of oppression have created and fueled it. We need to dismantle them all.”

        – Greta Thunberg

        

        
          
          TEAM GRETA Admits Climate Change Has Nothing To Do With The Environment | Climatism

        

        

        *

        YOUR NEW HUMBLE ABODE : WELCOME TO UN-TOPIA!

        SO, what’s the planned alternative to your ‘socially unjust’, privately owned suburban home and/or farm?

        ACCORDING to the misanthropic views of the Club of Rome, premier environmental consultants to the United Nations …

        “The Earth has cancer

        and the cancer is Man.”

        – Club of Rome

        HOW to deal with this “cancer” ?

        CREATE a blueprint for “Human Habitat Settlement Zones” :

        

        
          
          United Nations Human Settlements Programme – United Nations and the Rule of Law

        

        

        
          United Nations Human Settlements Programme (UN-Habitat) promotes socially and environmentally sustainable towns and cities. It is the focal point for all urbanization and human settlement matters within the UN system. UN-Habitat envisions well-planned, well-governed, and efficient cities and other human settlements, with adequate housing, infrastructure, and universal access to employment and basic services such as water, energy, and sanitation.

          The main documents outlining UN-Habitat’s mandate are the Vancouver Declaration on Human Settlements (Habitat I), the Istanbul Declaration on Human Settlements (Habitat II and the Habitat Agenda), the Declaration on Cities and Other Human Settlements in the New Millennium, and the General Assembly Resolution 56/206.

          The mandate of UN-Habitat is further derived from other internationally agreed upon development goals, including those established in the United Nations Millennium Declaration (General Assembly resolution 55/2).

          UN-Habitat mainstreams human rights into all aspects of its operational and normative work. This includes cooperating with the High Commissioner for Human Rights to promote implementation of international conventions at national, regional and municipal levels

          UN-Habitat’s concept of sustainable urban development includes the rule of law and the protection of vulnerable groups as central elements. The Programme’s legislative work focuses on the quality of law, in particular its effectiveness in delivering policy and its accountability and includes:

          	Exploring the current status of urban law in cities and towns globally,
	Understanding the role urban law plays in facilitating good urban development,
	Identifying and promote urban law methodologies and mechanisms that promote the sustainable development of human settlements.


          Relevant Documents and Links

          	UN Habitat
	Urban Legal Network


          United Nations Human Settlements Programme – United Nations and the Rule of Law

        

        *

        FROM a quick glance of the feel-good phrases and statements within the “Human Settlements” programme, one would be excused for speculating that the implied utopia was more akin to residing in a caged, quasi-police state. With your every move, gesture and thought monitored twenty-four-seven-three-six-five. And, as Winston found out in Orwell’s 1984, there is no escape from Big Brother.

        *

        HIDE AGENDA 21’s U.N. ROOTS FROM THE PEOPLE!

        “Participating in a UN advocated planning process would very likely bring out many of the conspiracy- fixated groups and individuals in our society… This segment of our society who fear ‘one-world government’ and a UN invasion of the United States through which our individual freedom would be stripped away would actively work to defeat any elected official who joined ‘the conspiracy’ by undertaking LA21. So we call our process something else, such as comprehensive planning, growth management or smart growth.”

        – J. Gary Lawrence, advisor to President Clinton’s Council on Sustainable Development. 

        ***

        CONCLUSION

        EVERYTHING associated with Agenda 21 aka Sustainable Development is deceptive. The language they use, the names they give the projects, the means by which they lure local governments (under the ICLEI program) into the trap and then slam the door – absolutely everything is deceptive from beginning to end. The reason is obvious once you understand what they have in mind …

        AGENDA 21 THE GOAL, CLIMATE THE COVER

        THE evidence is all around us if we choose to see it. Most people know it on some level but they choose not to see it because it would turn their worlds inside out to acknowledge that everything we thought was true about Global Warming Climate Change – is a lie.

        “Men occasionally stumble on the truth,

        but most of them pick themselves up and hurry off

        as if nothing had happened.”

        – Winston Churchill

        WATCH 1 minute, 39 seconds …

        

        •••

        BUSHFIRE Science :

        	
            ENSO and IOD : Mother Nature’s Climate and Bushfire Drivers | Climatism
          


        THE REAL ‘Science’ On Methane (Sheep/Cow burps) :

        	
            METHANE Mendacity : Cows, Farts And New Green Lies | Climatism
          


        AGENDA 21 / Sustainable Development related :

        	
            DRACONIAN UN CLIMATE AGENDA EXPOSED : ‘Global Warming Fears Are A Tool For Political and Economic Change…It Has Nothing To Do With The Actual Climate’ | Climatism
          
	
            UN Climate Chief Says Communism Is Best To Fight Global Warming | Climatism
          
	
            Sustainability is Malthusianism for the 21st Century | Climatism
          
	
            TEAM GRETA Admits Climate Change Has Nothing To Do With The Environment | Climatism
          
	
            CLIMATE CHANGE : It’s Easier To Fool People Than To Convince Them That They Have Been Fooled | Climatism
          
	The Real Agenda Behind UN “Sustainability” Unmasked | The New American


        SEE also :

        	
            THE Climate Control Knob | Climatism
          
	
            SCIENTIST : Let’s Not Pollute Minds With Carbon Fears | Climatism
          
	GRETA THUNBERG : Script Versus No Script (Must Watch) | Climatism
	
            EXTINCTION REBELLION : Imagine If These People Had Real Power? | Climatism
          
	
            HYSTERIA MEDS : Eleven Scientific Pills To Quell The ‘Climate Crisis’ Lie | Climatism
          
	
            SNOWFALL Will Signal The Death Of The Global Warming Movement | Climatism
          
	
            GENESIS Of The Great Global Warming Hoax In One Minute And Ten Seconds | Climatism
          


        EXTREME WEATHER Related :

        	
            COGNITIVE BIAS : Climate Change Alarmists Refuse To Accept ‘The Science’ That Proves Extreme Weather Events Are NOT Increasing | Climatism
          


        STATE Of The Climate Report :

        	
            CLIMATISM : 2019 State Of The Climate Report | Climatism
          


        TEMPERATURE Related :

        	
            THE Great Global Warming “Pause” | Climatism
          
	
            GLOBAL Temperature Drops By 0.4°C In Three Years | Climatism
          
	
            PEER-REVIEWED SCIENCE : The Medieval Warm Period Was Indeed Global And Warmer Than Today | Climatism
          


        ORIGINS Of The Global Warming Scam :

        	
            DRACONIAN UN CLIMATE AGENDA EXPOSED : ‘Global Warming Fears Are A Tool For Political and Economic Change…It Has Nothing To Do With The Actual Climate’ | Climatism
          
	
            HYSTERIA MEDS : Eleven Scientific Pills To Quell The ‘Climate Crisis’ Lie | Climatism
          
	
            CLIMATE’S FATAL FLAW : ‘Greenhouse Gases Simply Do Not Absorb Enough Heat To Cause Global Warming’ | Climatism
          
	
            UN Carbon Regime Would Devastate Humanity And The Environment | Climatism
          
	
            BASIC Science For Climate Scientists | Climatism
          
	
            GENESIS Of The Great Global Warming Hoax In One Minute And Ten Seconds | Climatism
          
	
            DR TIM BALL MUST READ : Environmentalism – Evidence Suggests It Was Always And Only About Achieving World Government | Climatism
          
	
            THE Catastrophic Anthropogenic Global Warming Scam | Climatism
          
	
            CLIMATE CHANGE : The Unsettled Science Of “Settled” Science | Climatism
          
	
            FATHER Of The 2°C Climate Target Admits Number Is Fabricated : ‘Two degrees is not a magical limit; it’s clearly a political goal’ | Climatism
          
	
            TIM FLANNERY – Professor of Dud Predictions and Climate Falsehoods | Climatism
          
	
            THE Mind-blowing Costs Of Global Warming Hysteria | Climatism
          
	
            THE Orwellian Era Of @NASA Climate Pseudoscience | Climatism
          
	
            WESTERN Nations, Driven By A Global Agenda Of Climate Alarmism, Are Destroying Their Industries With Carbon Taxes And Promotion Of Expensive, Intermittent Green Energy | Climatism
          
	
            TOMORROW’S Grim, Global, Green Dictatorship | Climatism
          
	
            CLIMATE CHANGE – The Most Massive Scientific Fraud In Human History | Climatism
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        THE Climatism Tip Jar – Pls Help Keep The Good Fight Alive!

        (Climate sceptics/rationalists still waitin’ for that “big oil” cheque to arrive in the mail!)

        Help us to hit back against the bombardment of climate lies costing our communities, economies and livelihoods far, far too much.

        Thanks to all those who have donated. Your support and faith in Climatism is highly motivating and greatly appreciated!

        Citizen journalists can’t rely on mastheads, rather private donations and honest content. Every pledge helps, heaps!

        Click link for more info…

        Many thanks, Jamie.
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          BREAKING : ‘A Very Rare And Exciting Event’ To The Rescue | Climatism

        

        

        

        SNOWFALL will become “A very rare and exciting event…

        Children just aren’t going to know what snow is.”
 Dr David Viner – Senior scientist, climatic research unit (CRU)

        “Winters with strong frosts and lots of snow

        like we had 20 years ago will no longer exist at our latitudes.”
 – Professor Mojib Latif (2000)

        “Good bye winter. Never again snow?” – Spiegel (2000)

        “Milder winter temperatures will decrease heavy snowstorms” – IPCC (2001)

        “End of Snow?” – NYTimes (2014)

        ***

        WE all associate snowstorms with cold weather. But, the effects of snow on our climate and weather last long after the storm has passed. Due to snows reflective properties, its presence or absence influences patterns of heating and cooling over Earth’s surface more than any other single land surface feature.

        CLIMATE models from the 1970s have consistently predicted that CO2-induced global warming climate change should be causing a significant decline in total snow cover. However, Global snow cover has actually increased since at least the start of the record (Connolly et al, 2019), leading to some scepticism within the scientific community about the validity of the climate models.

        IN my humble opinion, the snow that keeps on falling, bolstered by the increased frequency and reliability of the solar-driven Polar Vortex, will be key determinants in the eventual and inevitable death of the Global Warming cult.

        THE public can touch, see and feel the white fluffy stuff that needs cold air to proliferate. And, being a substance that they can interact with, it makes it far harder to “disappear”. 

        THEY will then become overtly suspicious of the increasingly shrill “Hottest Year Evahh” cries, yelled at every heat wave by climate luvvies.

        WHAT does the science say, versus observed reality?

        *

        WHAT THE ‘VAST BODY ‘ OF SCIENTIFIC ‘EXPERTS’ ASSURED US ABOUT SNOW

        

        CRU :

        IN 2000, climate expert Dr David Viner of the University of East Anglia’s Climate Research Unit (CRU) assured us that :

        Snowfall will become “A very rare and exciting event…

        Children just aren’t going to know what snow is.”
 Dr David Viner – Senior scientist, climatic research unit (CRU)

        

        
          
          SNOWFALL Will Become “A Very Rare And Exciting Event…” | Climatism

        

        

        *

        U.N. IPCC :

        IN 2001, the UN IPCC predicted diminished snowfalls as human CO2 increased, claiming that “milder winter temperatures will decrease heavy snowstorms” due to the activities of mankindpersonkind…

        

        
          
          IPCC – Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

        

        

        THEY also forecast “warmer winters and fewer cold spells, because of climate change…”

        

        
          
          warmer-winters-ipcc

        

        

        *

        CSIRO :

        A 2003 CSIRO report, part-funded by the ski industry, found that resorts could lose up to 40% of their snow by 2020 …

        
          

          
            
            CSIRO Research Publications Repository – Climate change impacts on snow in Victoria

          

          

          By 2020, the average annual duration of snow-cover decreases by between five and 48 days; maximum snow depths are reduced and tend to occur earlier in the year; and the total area covered in snow shrinks by 10-40%

          CSIRO Research Publications Repository – Climate change impacts on snow in Victoria

        

        *

        THE SCIENCE OF SNOWFALL WAS ‘SETTLED’ BY THE ‘97% CONSENSUS’

        2000 : Prediction from Professor Mojib Latif of Germany’s GEOMAR Heimholtz Centre for Ocean Research…

        
          “Winters with strong frosts and lots of snow like we had 20 years ago will no longer exist at our latitudes.” – Professor Mojib Latif

        

        2000 : Spiegel…

        
          “Good bye winter. Never again snow?”

        

        2004 : Mark Lynas told us…

        
          “Snow has become so rare that when it does fall – often just for a few hours – everything grinds to a halt. In early 2003 a ‘mighty’ five-centimetre snowfall in southeast England caused such severe traffic jams that many motorists had to stay in their cars overnight. Today’s kids are missing out . . . Many of these changes are already underway, but have been accelerating over the last two decades. Termites have already moved into southern England. Garden centres are beginning to stock exotic sub-tropical species, which only a few years ago would have been killed off by winter…” – Mark Lynas

        

        2005 : Christopher Krull, Black Forest Tourism Association / Spiegel…

        
          Planning for a snowless future: “Our study is already showing that that there will be a much worse situation in 20 years.”

        

        2005 : George Monbiot on climate change and snow…

        
          Winter is no longer the great grey longing of my childhood. The freezes this country suffered in 1982 and 1963 are – unless the Gulf Stream stops – unlikely to recur. Our summers will be long and warm. Across most of the upper northern hemisphere, climate change, so far, has been kind to us…

        

        2006 : Daniela Jacob of Max Planck Institute for Meterology, Hamburg…

        
          “Yesterday’s snow… Because temperatures in the Alps are rising quickly, there will be more precipitation in many places. But because it will rain more often than it snows, this will be bad news for tourists. For many ski lifts this means the end of business.”

          Less Snow and Drier Summers in German Forecast | Germany| News and in-depth reporting from Berlin and beyond | DW | 30.04.2006

        

        2006 : The Independent‘s somber editorial admonished us that the lack of snow was evidence of a “dangerous seasonal disorder”…

        
          The countryside is looking rather peculiar this winter. It seems we have a number of unexpected guests for Christmas. Dragonflies, bumblebees and red admiral butterflies, which would normally be killed off by the frost, can still be seen in some parts of the country . . . Some might be tempted to welcome this late blossoming of the natural world as a delightful diversion from the bleakness of this time of year. But these fluctuations should be cause for concern because it is overwhelmingly likely that they are a consequence of global warming . . . all this is also evidence that global warming is occurring at a faster rate than many imagined…

        

        2007 : BBC “One Planet Special”…

        
          “It Seems the Winters of Our Youth are Unlikely to Return” presenter Richard Hollingham … speaks to climate scientists to get their views. Their conclusion? In the words of the BBC, they all give “predictions of warmer winters, for UK & the Northern Hemisphere”.

        

        2007 : Schleswig Holstein NABU…

        
          “Ice, snow, and frost will disappear, i.e. milder winters” … “Unusually warm winters without snow and ice are now being viewed by many as signs of climate change.”

        

        2007 : Western Mail (Wales Online) … article, entititled “Snowless Winters Forecast for Wales as World Warms Up” quotes one of the global warming movement’s key figures, Sir John Houghton, former head of the IPCC and former head of the UK Met Office…

        
          Former head of the Met Office Sir John Houghton, who is one of the UK’s leading authorities on climate change, said all the indicators suggest snowy winters will become increasingly rare He said, “Snowlines are going up in altitude all over the world. The idea that we will get less snow is absolutely in line with what we expect from global warming.”

        

        2007 : Die Zeit…

        
          “First the snow disappears, and then winter.”

        

        2008 : Another prediction…

        
          A study of snowfall spanning 60 years has indicated that the Alps’s entire winter sports industry could grind to a halt through lack of snow. It found a dramatic “step-like” drop in snowfall at the end of the 1980s which has never recovered, New Scientist magazine reported…. In some years the amount that fell was 60 per cent lower than was typical in the early 1980s, said Christoph Marty, from the Swiss Federal Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research in Davos, who analysed the records. “I don’t believe we will see the kind of snow conditions we have experienced in past decades,” he said.

        

        2012 :

        

        
          
          Enjoy snow now . . . by 2020, it’ll be gone | The Australian

        

        

        
          2012 :

        

        
          Griffith associate professor Catherine Pickering says snow is rapidly disappearing because of global warming and by 2020 Australia may not have any left.

          “We’ve predicted by 2020 to lose something like 60 per cent of the snow cover of the Australian Alps,” Professor Pickering, from the Griffith School of Environment, said.

          “Unfortunately because our current emissions and our current rises in temperatures are at the high end of the predictions, it’s definitely coming to us sooner and faster.”

        

        2019 :

        
          A low-pressure system will bring snow during Friday through Saturday, mostly above 1400m, but possibly reaching 1200m, followed by another cold surge and more snow during Sunday into Monday. All up we can expect 20-40cm across all resorts…

          This season has already passed expectations… The latest reading from Spencer’s Creek a week ago was up at 228.8cm, which puts us well above average. But looking lower down at Deep Creek (1620m) and Three Mile Dam (1460m), snow depths are fairly average.

        

        2014 : the global warming theory-obsessed New York Times touted “The End of Snow?”…

        
          “The truth is, it is too late for all of that. Greening the ski industry is commendable, but it isn’t nearly enough. Nothing besides a national policy shift on how we create and consume energy will keep our mountains white in the winter — and slow global warming to a safe level. 

          This is no longer a scientific debate. It is scientific fact. The greatest fear of most climate scientists is continued complacency that leads to a series of natural climatic feedbacks…”

          (Climatism bolds)

          The End of Snow? – The New York Times

        

        2017 : The Age’s resident global warming catastrophist Peter Hannam signalled the end of snow…

        
          

          
            
            Snowy retreat: Climate change puts Australia’s ski industry on a downhill slope | The AGE

          

          

          Australia’s ski resorts face the prospect of a long downhill run as a warming climate reduces snow depth, cover and duration. The industry’s ability to create artificial snow will also be challenged, scientists say.

          Snowy retreat: Climate change puts Australia’s ski industry on a downhill slope | The AGE

        

        ***

        THE SNOW THEY TOLD YOU WOULD “DISAPPEAR” KEEPS ON FALLING

        CONTRARY to dire ‘expert’ prognostications and climate models to the contrary, global snowfall continues to fall in abundance, aided by ‘record-breaking cold temperatures’…

        UNITED STATES

        

        
          
          Colorado ski resorts reporting record October snowfall for 2019-20 season

        

        

        

        
          
          Arctic blast: SNOW and record-breaking cold temperatures across the U.S. today | CBS News

        

        

        

        
          
          A staggering 1,204 U.S. sites Recorded their Coldest-Ever October Temperatures last month – Electroverse

        

        

        

        
          
          Arctic Conditions Grip the United States – Rewrite the Record Books, this is Big – Electroverse

        

        

        Rochester shatters snowfall record on Veterans Day

        

        
          
          Rochester shatters snowfall record on Veterans Day | RochesterFirst

        

        

        *

        ALGERIA

        

        
          
          Multiple Key Roads Blocked in Algeria Following Heavy Snowfall – Electroverse

        

        

        *

        FRANCE

        

        
          
          Heavy Early-Season Snowfall Paralyzes Southeast France – 330,000+ Homes left without Power – Electroverse

        

        

        *

        IRAN

        

        
          
          Massive blizzard leaves Tehran a winter wonderland | The Times of Israel

        

        

        *

        MALLORCA, SPAIN

        

        
          What?

          Snow in Mallorca?

          A premature onset of winter was troubling millions of Spaniards . In the northern half of the country, large parts of the country were covered with a thick and large white blanket early in the morning after heavy snowfall during the night. Snowfall fell to 700 meters in some regions. More than 80 roads, including major highways and highways, were closed or were nearly impassable for normal cars, the media said, citing the authorities.

          Was? Schnee auf Mallorca? | Euronews

        

        *

        SWITZERLAND

        

        
          
          November-Schnee-Rekord in Samedan | Wirtschaft | Bote der Urschweiz

        

        

        
          SNOW ⋅ In Samedan in the Upper Engadine and in Santa Maria in the Münstertal, in November never so much snow has fallen as this year. The snow depth in the two Grisons municipalities was 77 and 71 centimetres respectively on Sunday afternoon.

        

        *

        GERMANY

        H/t @Havenaar64

        
          In Grisons, there was fresh snow up to 71 centimeters during the night on Sunday. That’s a record in November. It also snowed far into the lowlands.

        

        

        
          
          In Grisons, there was fresh snow up to 71 centimeters during the night on Sunday. That’s a record in November. It also snowed far into the lowlands – Saas-Fee mit Auto nicht erreichbar – News Panorama: Vermischtes – tagesanzeiger.ch

        

        

        *

        AUSTRALIA

        

        
          
          CLIMATE CRISIS AUSTRALIA : ‘2019 Is Officially Perisher’s Longest Ski Season In Memory’ | Climatism

        

        

        ***

        NH SNOW COVER – OCTOBER, 2019

        

        
          
          Rapid NH Snow Cover Oct. 2019 | Science Matters

        

        

        
          The image is an animation of IMS Snow and Ice charts for NH, starting October 1 to November 12, 2019 in weekly increments.  Note how the white area was sparce to begin and then grew from a weekly area of 9M km2 to 23.5M km2 through the month of October. As shown in the graph from Rutgers Global Snow Lab (GSL), the October 2019 monthly average of 22.3 M km2 is the fifth highest in their record.

          

          
            
            nh-october2019-snow-cover

          

          

          October 2019 was 4.7M km2 above the mean October area of 17.5 M km2. That ranks fifth out of 52 years; along with 2014 and 2016 making three of the highest snow cover years out of  the last six! (OMG.)  As Dr. Judah Cohen has observed, Siberian October coverage is a significant factor in forecasting coming winter conditions.

          Rapid NH Snow Cover Oct. 2019 | Science Matters

        

        ***

        GLOBAL SNOW EXTENT

        

        
          
          Rutgers University Climate Lab :: Global Snow Lab (NH Winter)

        

        

        

        
          
          Rutgers University Climate Lab :: Global Snow Lab (NH Fall)

        

        

        

        
          
          Rutgers University Climate Lab :: Global Snow Lab (Eurasian Winter)

        

        

        

        
          
          Rutgers University Climate Lab :: Global Snow Lab (Eurasian Fall)

        

        

        

        
          
          Rutgers University Climate Lab :: Global Snow Lab (NA Winter)

        

        

        

        
          
          Rutgers University Climate Lab :: Global Snow Lab (NA Fall)

        

        

        NB// Spring snowpack globally shows a decline across all global regions. But, if we are to identify “declining” snow as a result of mankind’s CO2 emissions, then two seasons are increasing snowpack, versus the other, indicating an overall increase per season.

        *

        NH TOTAL SNOW MASS

        Finnish Meteorological Institute data for total snow mass for the Northern Hemisphere, excluding the mountains, indicates snowpack has been consistently above the 30 year average (1982-2012) in both the 2018/19 season and even more significantly in the current 2019/20 season :

        2018/19

        

        
          
          FMI NH Snowpack 2018-19

        

        

        2019/20

        

        
          
          FMI NH Snowpack 2019-20

        

        

        *

        ALARMIST U-TURN!

        NOW, of course, climate ‘scientists’ are trying to dig themselves out of snow that’s kept falling …

        
          Looking back at 65 years’ worth of statistics, Environment Canada’s senior climatologist David Phillips noted that since 1948, winter temperatures in the prairie regions have increased by an average of four degrees Celsius… Ironically, warmer weather can mean greater snowfall. “As we warm up, we may see more moisture, we may see more moist air masses, and therefore we could very well see more snow rather than less snow, because the air masses are going to be more moist and so therefore you’re going to be able to wring out more snow than you would be if it was dry air,” Phillips said.

        

        *

        UNFORTUNATELY for CO2-centric climatologists like David Phillips, attempting to ‘dig’ themselves out of their “end of snow” predictions, abundant snow requires cold air to proliferate …

        “The reality is cooling, not warming, increases snowfall.”

        
          “Interestingly, some scientists have stated that increasing snow is consistent with climate change because warmer air holds more moisture, more water vapor and this can result in more storms with heavy precipitation. The trick, of course, is having sufficient cold air to produce that snow. But note that 93% of the years with more than 60″ of snow in Boston were colder than average years. The reality is cooling, not warming, increases snowfall.”

          – Veteran meteorologist Barry Burbank

          Will The Snowiest Decade Continue? – CBS Boston

        

        ***

        RETURN OF THE ‘POLAR VORTEX’

        NORTHERN Hemisphere winters have been particularly brutal over the past decade thanks to a climatic system known as the “Polar Vortex”.

        

        
          
          Polar Vortex | NOAA

        

        

        
          The polar vortex is a large area of low pressure and cold air surrounding the Earth’s North and South poles. The term vortex refers to the counter-clockwise flow of air that helps keep the colder air close to the poles (left globe). Often during winter in the Northern Hemisphere, the polar vortex will become less stable and expand, sending cold Arctic air southward over the United States with the jet stream (right globe). The polar vortex is nothing new  – in fact, it’s thought that the term first appeared in an 1853 issue of E. Littell’s Living Age.

          The science behind the polar vortex | National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

        

        *

        THE Polar Vortex is a direct threat to anyone in its path, promising life-threatening low temperatures that can shatter records and plunge regions into a deep freeze.

        DUE to its increased frequency over the past decade, the Polar Vortex not only threatens business and affected communities, but also directly threatens the climate ‘science’ cabal and sycophant mainstream media whose “Hottest Year Evahh” PR campaign is being drowned out by the increased frequency of abnormally cold and deadly, fall and winter conditions.

        HOT = COLD! SHUT UP AND OBEY!!

        FULLY aware that the ‘inconvenient’ Polar Vortex cannot be told to politely ‘go away’, climate scientists have decided to write off the generationally-cold conditions as a result of a ‘warming’ planet.

        I kid you not …

        

        
          
          This Is Why Global Warming Is Responsible For Freezing Temperatures Across The U.S.

        

        

        
          The country is freezing in an unprecedented fashion, and global warming is to blame. Sound crazy? The cold snap that North America is experiencing east of the rocky mountains, with temperatures at Arctic-like levels, is real, but it’s only part of the story. Simultaneously, there are record warm temperatures happening in other parts of the world, from Australia to the actual Arctic.

          While a small but vocal minority of people might use the faulty logic of, “it’s cold where I am, therefore global warming isn’t real,” even schoolchildren know that weather isn’t climate. But these extreme cold snaps have gotten more severe in recent years, due to a combination of global warming and a phenomenon you’ve likely heard of: the polar vortex. Here’s the science of how it works, and why global warming is paradoxically playing a major role in today’s record-low temperatures.

          This Is Why Global Warming Is Responsible For Freezing Temperatures Across The U.S.

        

        *

        NAT GEO

        

        
          
          Snow in Texas and ice in Alabama? Bizarre cold weather could become more common | Nat Geo

        

        

        
          Some scientists think, though, that the frequency and intensity of these kinds of cold interludes may be changing as the planet warms, as counterintuitive as that might sound.

          “This Arctic outbreak is connected to the behavior of the jet stream and the polar vortex,” says Judah Cohen, an atmospheric scientist at MIT. And those, in turn, are affected by a changing climate—mostly by intense warming in the high Arctic.

          The topic is controversial in the atmospheric science community, but some think they see a connection between a warmer planet and cold blasts of weather like the one North America is experiencing right now.

          Snow in Texas and ice in Alabama? Bizarre cold weather could become more common | Nat Geo

        

        *

        MAINTREAM MEDIA COLLUSION

        THE same cover-story was being run back in January 2019, to explain-away the Polar Vortex that was raging then …

        
          WHY Chicago is so cold.

          Global Warming might be to blame…

        

        

        
          
          Why Chicago is so cold – The Economist explains

        

        

        *

        HISTORY DENIAL

        FORTY years ago, the New York Times blamed the Polar Vortex on global cooling and increasing Arctic ice. Now they say the exact opposite – the Polar Vortex is caused by global warming and decreasing Arctic ice!

        
          “A gradual increase in area of the northern circumpolar vortex, the massive flow of frigid air around the Arctic, has been recorded by Drs. Angell and Korshover.”

        

        

        
          
          International Team of Specialists Finds No End in Sight to 30‐Year Cooling Trend in Northern Hemisphere – The New York Times

        

        

        *

        SAME Polar Vortex during the 1970’s “Global Cooling” scare …

        

        
          
          1977 Global Cooling Polar Vortex

        

        

        *

        SCIENCE has known about the Polar Vortex for decades. But, because it contradicts the current ‘global warming’ theory, it’s conveniently forgotten …

        

        
          
          Science Mag – 1975

        

        

        *

        THE Polar Vortex used to be evidence of “Another Ice Age” setting in …

        
          Another Ice Age?

          Time Magazine   Monday, Jun 24, 1974

          Scientists have found other indications of global cooling. For one thing there has been a noticeable expansion of the great belt of dry, high-altitude polar winds —the so-called circumpolar vortex

        

        

        
          
          TIME Magazine Archive Article — Another Ice Age? — Jun. 24, 1974

        

        

        *

        NOW the same Polar Vortex is evidence that the Earth is burning up …

        

        
          
          How frigid polar vortex blasts are connected to global warming | The Conversation

        

        

        *

        

        
          
          LIFE Inside The Global Warming Bubble | Climatism

        

        

        ***

        CONCLUSION

        ANY student of history can look back and discover that all of history’s mass-murdering socialists — from Hitler to Stalin to Mao — have manufactured audacious lies and scapegoats as a means to consolidate power into a malevolent Central Authority.

        THE global warming climate change scare, with its draconian, green centrally planned agenda and underlying misanthropic ideology, is no different. A grandiose con used by globalist elites in their never-ending lust for power and control.

        Freedom is Slavery.

        War is Peace.

        Ignorance is Strength.

        Cooling is Warming.

        •••
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        INSANITY: NY Times’s Klein Ponders Having To ‘Dim The Sun’ To Fight Climate Change
Posted: February 12, 2021 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climate Change   | 2 Comments
        
          
            
              
                Climate Change cultists calling for the sun “to be dimmed”.

                And, they call us “science/nature deniers” and “conspiracy theorists”.

                🤦♂️

              

            

          

          
            PA Pundits - International

            
              By Joseph Vazquez ~

              The New York Times has taken eco-nuttiness to a new level by publishing a podcast speculating whether the solution to fighting climate change will include — wait for it —  dimming the sun.

              Times opinion columnist Ezra Klein took his new interview podcast of global warming fearmongerElizabeth Kolbert and turned it into an op-ed. Klein began his piece with a creepy quote from environmentalist Stewart Brand, “‘We are as gods and might as well get good at it.’” He later spewed that one solution he was obsessed with for fighting climate change was “solar geoengineering … Are we really going to dim the sun?” [Emphasis added.]

              Klein’s predominant disagreement with Brand was that he was “overly optimistic. We did not get good at [being gods]. We are terrible at it, and the consequences surround us.” In effect, according to Klein, we should consider…
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        Global warming may have started before industrial revolution, study says
Posted: February 8, 2021 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climate Change   | 2 Comments
        
          
            
              
                “We can’t have effects preceding causes, so something seems to be amiss with the ‘human-caused warming’ dogma, if this study is correct.”….

                “…the Chinese team has a different interpretation. Though man-made greenhouse gas emissions certainly existed then, they were unlikely large enough to alter the global climate, they said….”

              

            

          

          
            Tallbloke's Talkshop

            
               Coral reef [image credit: Toby Hudson / Wikipedia]

              We can’t have effects preceding causes, so something seems to be amiss with the ‘human-caused warming’ dogma, if this study is correct.

              – – –

              Studies of coral reefs in the Paracel Islands suggest that the South China Sea started warming up in 1825, at the start of the industrial revolution, according to a study by Chinese scientists.

              That was the year the world’s first railway began operating in England and most ocean-going ships still used wind power, says The South China Morning Post.

              Man-made carbon dioxide emissions could not fully explain such an early rise in the warming trend, they said in a peer-reviewed paper published in Quaternary Sciences on Friday.

              The Paracel coral record “will fill in some important gaps in global high resolution marine environment records and help us better understand the history of environmental change in tropical…
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        Biden Should Let Us Mine The Rare Earths His Energy Plans Depend On
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                “ The ultimate question is, Should America be dependent on China (and Russia) to supply the tools for the new economy? Or will the Biden-Harris Administration follow up on the Trump approach to rebuilding the US rare-earths mining and processing industry, to avoid near-total dependence on major human rights violators?”

                Hear, hear.

                Kamala?

              

            

          

          
            PA Pundits - International

            
              By Duggan Flanakin ~

              As Joe Biden and Kamala Harris take the reins of government and launch their program to “transition” America away from fossil fuels, they need to consider some hard realities. Chief among them is that their green energy plans require major increases in U.S. mining and processing – unless they want to make America even more dependent on China and Russia.

              Rare-earth metals are essential to 21st Century technologies, including smartphones, lasers, night vision systems, weapons guidance systems – and GND technologies like wind turbines, solar panels, batteries and electric vehicles. As British hedge fund veteran James Horrocks noted in a recent article, “It is easy to see why rare earths have become a pawn in the US-China trade war.”

              

              China, Horrocks noted, has only a third of global reserves of rare earths, but in 2017 produced over 80% of the global supply of rare-earth metals…
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Posted: January 18, 2021 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climate Change   | 1 Comment
        
          
            
              
                “The new battery array is rated at a storage capacity of 1,200 megawatt hours (MWh); easily eclipsing the record holding 129 MWh Australian system built by Tesla a few years ago. However, California peaks at a whopping 42,000 MW. If that happened on a hot, low wind night this supposedly big battery would keep the lights on for just 1.7 minutes (that’s 103 seconds). This is truly a trivial amount of storage.

                “ California peaks at 42,000 MWh and 7 days is 168 hours so using this rough rule we would need about 7 million MWh of batteries. This makes 1200 MWh truly trivial. Then at $1.5 million a MWh we get an astounding 10.5 TRILLION DOLLARS, just for the batteries to make renewables reliable.

                The scam is breathtaking, and not just in California. Nationwide we are spending untold billions of dollars trying to keep the erratic nature of renewables from crashing the electric power system. But these efforts are routinely portrayed as storage for when renewables do not run. Stabilization is the opposite of storage. We are being lied to about renewables.”

                REMEMBER that fashionable, anti-mining hashtag #KeepItInTheGround? Neither to the hypocritical, faux-green, “save the planet”, UNreliables enthusiasts.

                4 tonnes of copper goes into each windmill, alone. Imagine how much mining for toxic materials out of the Congo is needed to firm up California for 103 seconds at night, or when the wind stops!

                More astonishing, and dangerous eco-insanity.

                https://twitter.com/jwspry/status/1347389126576807940?s=21
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              By David Wojick, Ph.D. ~

              California has hooked up a grid battery system that is almost ten times bigger than the previous world record holder, but when it comes to making renewables reliable it is so small it might as well not exist.

              The new battery array is rated at a storage capacity of 1,200 megawatt hours (MWh); easily eclipsing the record holding 129 MWh Australian system built by Tesla a few years ago. However, California peaks at a whopping 42,000 MW. If that happened on a hot, low wind night this supposedly big battery would keep the lights on for just 1.7 minutes (that’s 103 seconds). This is truly a trivial amount of storage.

              Mind you this system is being built to serve just Pacific Gas & Electric. But they by coincidence peak at about half of California, or 21,000 MWh, so they get a magnificent 206 seconds of…
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                “When like-minded people find themselves speaking only with one another, they get into a cycle of ideological reinforcement where they end up endorsing positions far more extreme than the ones they started with.”

                ADD that, to this:

                “KEVIN and I will keep [skeptic papers] out [of IPCC] somehow – even if we have to redefine what peer-review literature is” – Phil Jones (CRU) | Climategate Emails.

                https://climatism.blog/2014/02/09/global-warming-is-the-greatest-and-most-successful-pseudoscientific-fraud-in-history/
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                TonyfromOz prefaces:

                This is a Guest Post by An Australian Scientist, Doctor John Happs who has an academic background in the geosciences with special interests in climate, and paleoclimate. He has been a science educator at several universities in Australia and overseas.

              

              By Dr. John Happs

              A little over two decades ago, Dr. Irving Janis, professor of psychology at Yale University, published Groupthink in which he explained how a group of like-minded people could share a common belief or goal whilst completely ignoring any evidence that challenged that belief.

              Janis, I. (1991). Groupthink. In E. Griffin (Ed.) A First Look at Communication Theory (pp. 235 – 246). New York: McGraw Hill.

              Janis provided the tragic example of the Challenger spacecraft disaster that occurred on January 28th, 1986 when a rubber O-Ring failed to contain rocket fuel, allowing it to leak and explode. A subsequent enquiry showed that the
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        Met Office: Snowy UK winters could become thing of the past
Posted: December 7, 2020 | Author: Jamie Spry | Filed under: Climate Change   | Leave a comment
        
          
            
              
                Climate models from the 1970’s have consistently predicted that “CO2-induced global warming/climate change” should be causing a significant decline in total snow cover. However, Global snow cover has actually increased since at least the start of the record (Connolly et al, 2019), leading to some scepticism within the scientific community about the validity of the climate models…. but not in the lame stream media, and never by industry members of the climate change cult, of course.

                ❄️“RESORTS could lose up to 40% of snow by 2020” @CSIRO (2003)

                ❄️SNOW “will become a very rare & exciting event. Children just aren’t going to know what snow is” Dr.Viner (2000)

                ❄️“DECREASE heavy snowstorms” @IPCC_CH (2001)

                ❄️“END of Snow?” @NYTimes (2014)

                https://climatism.blog/2019/11/18/snowfall-will-signal-the-death-of-the-global-warming-movement/
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               UK winter weather forecast [image credit: BBC]

              It’s nearly Christmas so maybe time to get the old chestnuts out, and this one is now 20 years old. Let’s see how it fares in the next 20.

              – – –

              By the 2040s most of southern England may no longer get sub-zero days, new Met Office data suggests.

              It is one of a series of projections about how UK’s climate could change, shared with BBC Panorama.

              It suggests by the 2040s most of southern England could no longer see sub-zero days. By the 2060s only high ground and northern Scotland are still likely to experience such cold days.
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